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IHIftODUGTIOM

Ow federal governmezat' is generally agreed to hare "three broad 
fmet Ions: &@entives Legislative and Judicial 0 These are interdepend™
; ent in '©pdrationo The interaotion of the three functions is supposed to 
initiate a system of checks and balances which prevents the predominance 
of any one functiono Congress fulfills the legislative function through, 
the enactment of laws „ The. court', system fulfills the judicial function 
through the interpretation of law. The executive funeta.on£l as adminis
tered by the;: Office Of the vPresidenf'and his staff9 appears.to consist 
of the encouragement and application of enacted law for the general bene
fit of the nation o The executive established administrative agencies to 
assist in the application-of " emoted law0.

The National Labor Relations Board is one of several actainistra-. ; 
tive. ageneieso The Board’s responsibility is defined by Congress in the 
Rational Labor Relations Act of 1935  ̂as amended by the-Labor Management - 
Relations Act of 1947- and the Labor Management Reporting and Disclosure ' 
Act of 1959o Essentially the Board is required to protect and encourage 
the process of eolleetivebargaining by administering the amended RoL.RoAc 
The Board’s'operations have been described as quasi-judicial» Its opera- - 
tions are judicial in that the Board interprets and applies enacted laws ; 
thereby being committed to a recognition of the importance of precedent =
Its operations are also flexible: in that the Board is not required to ad
here to the technicalities of court room procedure,, The Ostensible value 
of the quasi—judicial operation Is supposed to be an equitable consideration 

' " ::'' ; ' 1 ■ . V .1 ,/. ; ' - ■■ : V '
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of employee and employer problems arising under the amended Rational la
bor Relations Act,-' this consideration is in terms of saving the employee 
and employer time relative to the processes of the court systemo

A reasonable conclusion.appears to he that the only compelling 
reason for a change in the Board's policies and procedures would he due 
to congressional aetion in changing present laws or enacting.new laws| 
court action in interpreting lawj and practical considerations arising 
out of its operations in administering the law. Any other type of change 

would be indefensible in terms of contributing to an efficientg 
by the Board of enacted law0 ■

. The,.genera, topic of federal vs« state jurisdiction was selected) 
however <, only that portion of it dealing with employer=empl©yee relations 9 
which is regulated under the MoloRbAa s Was. included in this analysis«
The reasons governing the choice were threefoldo The relevant sections 
of the HoItoBoAo 3 the .L0MoR»Ao and the L<,MoEoDoA<> laws governing this 
area are not clear as to the Board's proper role„ Secondlŷ  the federal 
courts' interpretations of these relevant sections does not alleviate 
the problem of the Board's proper role. Finally, the particular area of 
federal jurisdictional rights vs. state jurisdictional rights under the 
currently amended S.L.BaA. appears to be more susceptible to a political 
ratiohale than other aspects, of federal̂ state jurisdiction such as under ■ 
antitrust law. This is due to the fact that the political philosophy 
of the two major parties in our country appears to be differentiated upon 
the philosophy of federal vs.. states rights in terns- of the country's

The proper role of an administrative agency in our government is



fcion given to the 
the particular asp 
the possibility of

our nation o This is evidenced by the at ten— - 
by current netfs and current legal periodicals 0 

of the Board's role commanding current coneera is 
"inconsistency" and "political responsiveness” in its 

V  « a A Congressional investigation of the MoioRoBo by a . 
House labor subcommittee headed by Representative John H<> Dent 

will focus public attention on .union eoBplaints O o o o J
hearings opening April 24a Dent will review board decisions since 1950

mlthat, tiiions .allege t© b©: biaseds unfair; or inconsistent, ® "Whether . . 
political responsiveness of administrative agencies is a good thing or 
not is a o. o a subject upon which serious students of Government .are 
still debatingo" : ■ V 4, •• ■ ; • M  v- -

It is the purpose of this study to analyse the. decisions, of the 
Rational Labor Relations Board for the period 1947=196G0 Only those 
which are,, concerned with the changes in the policies, and the standards 
of the Board in their assertion of. jurisdiction are examined <, The Labor 
Relations Reference Manual 0. published by the Bureau of Rational Affairŝ  . 
was used in determining, case - selectioaq Then each case was read and 
analyseds by referring to the Decisions and Orders of the Rational Labor : 
Relations Board, published by the U® B» Government Printing Office» • This 
was done to find changesa if any/ in the. Board's policies-and substantive 
content of its announced jurisdictional standards „ The area covered by

"Unions Look for Friendly RLRBnM Business ffeek, April ls

2„‘'Swartas f Ac s mHLRB Bader * 
and Their Political Implications ̂" Columbia Law Review o IF i P=
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this study is only a small part of the more general area of federal-state 
jmrisdietion. HoweverP this small part appears to be a significant part 
of the general area in that the federal pre-emption principle enables 
only the Board to initiate change in terms of applying the Wended •H.L.eRJL 
J|s a result changes in this specific area; of applying the 'lair serve as a ‘ 
gnide to other applications of this law, as well as other federal statutes 
which may conflict with those of the various state@0



GHjypm, i

BOARD POLICY DEVELOPMENT #D CHMG-SS 
REGARDING JURISDICTIONAL STANDARDS

. The Pre-1950 Period of Ad. Hoc JHrisdietional Standards •

Uacertaimty in. Application of StandardsTh® National Labor Re
lations Board was established in Public Resolution 44 approved, by Con
gress on June 19s 1934» It consisted of three members appointed by the 
President of the United States» Its responsibilities were to inwsti- 
gate? orderjr and conduct union representation elections« The National 
Labor Relations Act became Iw on July 5# 1935 o The Board membership 
remained unchanged by Section 3 (aj»̂  Sectiohs 2 (7)3 and 10 (&}ŝ  as 
interpreted by the courtss permitted the Board a broadj, exclusive applî  
cation of the Cohstitution’s commerce powerA

Between 1935 and 1945 the Board aligned its jurisdictional

^J0 Vo $fe,ddens "The Origin and Early History of the NERB," George 
Washington -Ehw Review;, AUS/ (December̂  196Q)a pp0 238-39» . .

Ânnual Report of the NLRB for - the Year Aiding June 30« 1936 p 
(Washingtons U0S0. Government Printing Officer, 1936)  ̂po 10® .

A J'MThe term "affecting, commercê  is defined to mean 1 in commerce 
or obstructing commerce or the free .flow.-of commercê - or having led or >:; 
tending to lead to a labor dispute burdening or obstructing commerce or • 
the free flow of eon)merees 160 Section 2 (7). ef the BoLoRoAo as quoted̂
Ibidoo pt, Mo ; : ' . ■ ; =■ \ .

n0 o o This power (to investigate unfair labor practices and , 
union representation questions) . shall not be affected by any other means 
of adjustment or prevention that has been or may be established by agrees 
menta law'or otherwise»w Section 10 (aO of the KULoRoAo as quoted from ■. 
M  LERM 3p42» ,i. '

5



• policies with Sections 2 (7) and 10 (a) of the H.LeRoA. Its definition 
of an employerr s Operations that affected the flow of interstate commerce

• was extremely broad and; inclusive. Mo: otie criterion served as a critical 
factor, in: influencing; the: Board̂ s judgment,: The dollar volume of an era™ 
ployer1s business in interstate commerce was inconclusive» The direc- 
tion of the flow of his interstate business wa's inadequate, How far 
his interstate■ business was removed from the- actual, flow;of interstate 
commerce proved indecisive,.

.. The Board's jurisdictional policy during this period was to ex
tend its authority over as wide an area of business affecting interstate 
commerce as possible within the practical limits of its ease load and . 
budget appropriationo. Cession agreements with state labor rel8.tions 
boards was the Board's method of extending its jurisdiction beyond im
posed practical limits. But this method was not frequently used by the

Pressures to. Formalise Standards,— -Section 3 (a) of the labor 
- Management Relations Act of 3.947 expanded the Board to five members, The 
Board attached Increasing importance to the dollar volume of an employer's 
business affecting the flow of interstate commerceo It would assert jur- 
isdlction 'Where the- business in or dose to the flow
of interstate commerce was annually in excess of $100a000  ̂regardless of

Somerset ‘ and Soitimerville Manufacturing Companies, 1 KERB 864 
(1936), : . . . ,

■ : ■ Ĉanyon Corporation33:' HIRE 885 (1941)
■ ... ?£, L, Hudson Company, 1,2 HLRB 536 (1942), '



: ;v , : ; . ' • g  . - : ' ' . ■ ^  \  " ’■ . ■ ' .whether purchases or sales» It would,- decline jurisdiction where the em
ployer* s volume of business was removed from the flow of interstate eom- 
mereeji regardless of, the dol^^- amoxmt« ; ■

A policy clash arose between Board members over: the relative im-
'portance of dollar volume f igures«, In'the llddon "White Truck Company

10 - : - ■ . "■ ; ' -: ■ : \ ” : 
case the Board asserted jurisdiction oyer a truck company whose annual

" sales of |150s000 were within the state of:Tennessee0 The compahy pur^ 
chased fl5ŝ G worth of parts out of state each year.' Chairman Herzog 
and Member Murdock in dissenting stated that this decision ignored the 
purpose of. the Board 's concern with dollar voliyne of an employer ’s opera-, 

: tiotis affecting interstate commerce,, Where dollar volume was small, they
stated the Board should refrain from asserting its full jurisdiction 
because the additional case load received by the Board from the Taft- 
Hartley Act: would render such < action impractical». The Board .adberW 'to 
members Murdock̂ s and Herzog’s dissent in the Hom-Ond Food Stores„ Inc*

■ case. It refused to assert jurisdiction over this, company because all
of its, sale's, were Within,.the state of Texas, while purchases from outside 
the state were insignificant« The Board’s jurisdictional policy in re
lation to the amended section 10 (a) of the MBA was to interpret it ,

Coopersville Cooperative Elevator Co».a 73 ELBB 480 (1947)3 Pore-.
, ■: man and Clark.Co*, 74 77 (1947)i Coca Cola 'Bottling'Co,, 74 KERB ■
- 1098~Tl94fTl~~Burneft~Binfofd lumber Go,, 75 'MliRB 4.21 (19477.
; . . 9Herff Motors Co., 74.BIEB IOO? (1947)3 F» G, Congdon Co., 74
MI^B I08l"7l947) In both cases .. the Board declined jurisdiction when ' - 
dollar volume was over SlOb000; . .

: *°76- toBB. 1181 ■ ( 1 9 4 ^ ) . • •
7 ^%:mmB.647.# . ' . ' '. 'i' "  ;.
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literally The Board; vroialcl not cede jurisdiction to. a vst&t® unless it 
had a statute in Goaformane® with the substantive content and interpr@= • 
tation of Section 10 (a)s regardless of whether the employer’s business 
' actnaliy affsctM ;iht@ritata':-:coipaerc©0'^ • ; t': v - ' - '

■ :> 'y' 'B@ginnMg; of /Forpal-̂  Jroisdietional Stspdards: , ; ' :

: - :''; r,';r-i';!:pa:,pctQ̂ er 19503 the Board.amouneed formal' jttrisdietional
ataMards in eight eonseeutive decisions0 These staadards.' eovered nine-
©ategories of btisiness* ■ . ■ •.
; . . : - lo Instrumentalities andohannels-" of interstate, and foreign .

■ ooimaerceg , ■' ; -
:'FM@ »; <, o reaffirm Board Policy of asserting jurisdiction over instrumen
talities' and' channels of interstate. and foreign.commerce,"•: , .
. . : ' 2c ' Public •qtility and transit systems: . :.

82Our experience has shown that public utilitieŝ , including public transit 
systems > >  1 have such an isportant impact on commerce as to warrant our 
taking jurisdiction over all cases Involving such enterprisess 0 o » sub= 
■ieet only to the rule of de minimis ̂’"15 ;

'  ̂; ' 12 ' " - : - : '. : ■ ' .. • , A, proyiso was' added to the original statemenio Bee footnote. 4o'
0 'Provideds that the Board is empowered by .agreement with any agency

of any State or Territory to cede to such agency jurisdiction over any
eases in industries (other than minings manufacturinĝ  eozmmieations 
and transportation except where predominantly local in character) even : 
though such eases may involve' labor disputes affecting exsnaeree, .unless : 
the provision of the State or Territorial statute applicable to the de
termination of such eases by such agency is inconsistent rAth the corre
sponding provision of this Act or has received a construction ineonsist= 
ent therewith.” . 20 m m  3%2. : , V.' : '
 ̂. '' ''13: 'v ... '■ . t- V <. • ' - / - ' - . / V . .': • , Kaiser°Frasef Parts' Co o 3 00 MLRB 1050 (1948)» Adams Motors „ Inc

80 MBBB 1519 (1948J7”  - .. _
B.SoEo, Inc., 91 MLRB 630 (1950)s p.; 631, : ' ■ i:';)

Transit Lines0 91 MLRB 623 (1950), p. 624.
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©fa multistate
' ' ' enterprises

* we %©at#me t© Aellwe that i-ihen a plant is 
' a eompan̂ r .whieh :,ia; a multistat© enterprisê , we should o' & ' 0 
jurisdiction̂  even though management is entrusted to local officials 
, a plant may sell its, entire' product tTifhin the state where it is lo=
: eatM0« W - v i . . ^  %,,: - ; •v-: ■' '. 1 . . i' ;

4»' ties which produce or handle Roods'for out of state 
1 serfides out of state valued overor

, ■ $251000 'Per years 
Mln future; cases we will exercise jmrisdietion over employers which an- 

ship goods valued @̂  $25s 000 . or more out of a State
services or materials to other eom=‘§>’ Companies which

   _ ?ies,-lfl 2n 3« ho valued over $50<,000
10The Board has defemined »' » c it will assert jurisdiction over enter- 
prises which affect ■ commerce hy virtue of the fact that they furnish 
goods .'or services necessary to the operations of other employers engaged 
in commerce 0 » <, where such goods or services are valued at f50̂ 000 per 
annum or, more/ and are sold to 0 0 o■.(companies operating in
Is'2s ©f::4<,)oi

60. Companies which have a direct inflow of 
. ' from out of state Valued over

or materials
31 o' o o'We continue to decline jurisdiction; where direct;, inf low is less;.: 
thm SSQQj.OOO in value .sold ■

which have an indirect imflow s8 or
i # loc^ the cdWahF) of

; and .materials fr<m out of state valued over: $lo000c009
3=n̂88o p. o regardless of,; 

flo# 'totals at least fl̂ OOOpOOQ annuallŷ  we shall' treat .that factor ' ■. f
alone as sufficient' basis for asserting jurisdictiono88̂  .

-ii■ Companies;Which have a combination inflow and/or outflow of 
- ' goods and/or services which is valued over the dollar mini= 

.of the other seven

619=

B̂orden.,Go<>=,•• Southern Divisiona 91 HLSB 620 (1950),= ■■
17,

1%

Stanislaus. Implemeht and Hardware Qo=> * 91 NLRB 618 (1950) =, pc

[rj Tree Lumber Go =, =, see footnote 14= . . :
)airv Go. , 91 MLRB 633., (1950); pQ

m Born8s. House of Miracles =, Inc0 =, 91 MLRB 032 (1950),



This standard uas further modified in its initial a,pplication0 The Board 
. would also use percentages 0 Each particular dollar volume of a ©ompaẑ r8 s: ■
. business that falls within the various - jurisdictional oatigories •maid, b®::: 

as a percentage of the dollar volume minimms of each particular 
» The percentage of each category ms then totaled idlth the per-= ■ 

.eeptages ©f the other categories „. If the sum total was. over 100$ them 
the Board'would assert; jmidsdietioho 21 v , -■I,
This modification "was clarified in a later ease» The assertion of jtiri®-6 v 
ydietion t ŝ graphieall̂  :port3?ayede ■ ;; ’ ■ . : -
, . ■ Company8 s'direct inflow was. #3365317 or 67^ ©f .the #5Q0P000 Stdo 

Gompamy8 s indireet inflow was $265155 or 3% of the $ls000s000 Std 0 
: Company’s direct outflow tras #2S932:or 12% of the.:|25p0G0' Std0 ;

’ ■ •. . ;■ .'Compamyis; imdirect. .©mtflow was :l9a049 or11B% of the S5O3000' Obd o
9o Companies which have a substantial effect upon the; national ■

■.We; find it td.ll -eff ectuate the,.policies of ..the Act to assert jurisdie-*' 
.tion, over 'enterprises which substantially affect national defens®0 66̂3

■ The Board stated its reasons for,formalising its jurisdictional ., 
standards in. the:' Hollow Tree ■ Lumber easeô '

3he 'Board has long been of the opinion that it would better 
effectuate the. purppses,. of, the Act 5. and promote' the prompt haa<= • 
dling of major cases, not to exercise its jurisdiction, to the 
'fullest extent possible under.the authority delegated to it by 
Congress but to limit that exercise to enterprises 0 .« » (which 

: have) a pronounced • impact upon, the flow of commerce«/ These .
,, standards .. reflect;.-in - large measure, the results in 'the. Board’ s . . 

past decisions, disposing of similar jurisdietional issues„25.'
..y.: The sdbstahtive''content of the instrumentalities and channels of
interstate commerce standards remained unchanged during the remainder ‘ of
Mr0 Hersog’s chaimansfaipo The Board asserted jurisdiction over- radio .



XX

newspagierSj, baalcs and telephone eompam.es. la each ease de- 
cision the Board cited past preeedezit as a basis for It’S assertion of 
jurisdiction over these particular industrieso2̂ .

• The. Board altered its jurisdictional policy in relation to the 
; tascieab ip.dtistŝo;'.;: In, the ...past it' had declined'- .jurisdiction, on the basis 
that the industry had an insufficient impaet upon interstate commercê  ̂  
Following the 1§50 standard35, the. Board reversed: this past policy so as 
not to oonfLict with its present' policy of asserting jurisdlctidm over 
all channels of-:Interstate commerce. However̂ ,'zin late 1952s the Board.
- returned to its original policy in relation fo . the tascieab industrys in; , 
view of the 1950 , standards. In. the future it would assert jurisdiction 
'over'.'those taxicab' companies' which served-: as a sole,'instrumentality of ' 
commerce in a city or which were under a contract giving them exclusive .
. rights to serve @/ depot. or . terminal in a-.city.: In. addition̂ ,' the Board- : 
would assert jurisdietida if the company derived a substantial portion 
of its total revenue from - carrying passengers, 'to-depots or 'terminals . .. 
The Board appli# this policy throughout the remainder of Mr» Hersog's ;; 
'term as :G h a i r B t e n . , ,-i ; ;.'V ' ' v -

' Badl'om:inc., 93 M.RB 61B (195l)» radio industrŷ  cited 
Badiov dhc. w 91 MSB 1513 (1950)5 %mpa Times Goos 93 HLBB 224 

Xl951)T newspaper industrŷ  cited Wave Pubiications. Inc. , 90 NLBB. 274 
(1949)| Amalgamated Bank of Mew lorkp 92. MLBB: 545 (1950)5 banking. Indus™ 
tryS'- cited Bank of America, 14 MSB .20? (1939)i Central Garolina Tele™

Co o a 92 MhRB: 1424 (195l)s telephone .industry.- cited ■ Ohio'-.Associated 
^ s'.82::-BiEB' 972 (1949)» ;

-bellow Cab .Co.. 90 MSB 1884 (1950) o y, •
2aRed Cab Inc.. 92 MhRB 175 (1950). ■
^Cambridge Taxi Co.. 101 MSB 1328 (1952)4 P. 1329. . ;' ; .

Transit Co;. 102 MhRB 45 (1953).



,X2:>>

, The: substasfcive emteiat of the public utility : and transit system, - 
jurisdictional standard was not changed prior-to Mro Farmer's Chairman- 
shipo The Board asserted jurisdiction over the gas, eleefriej, waferv 
and transit. industries o It continued to use the ease citation method in 
observance - of .past precedent „ v How@ver , the Board did not adhere to this :r 
practice,\im each,p & r t i c u l a r : , . c a s e ■ :

:v The substantive content of the multistate enterprises the direct 
outfloŵ  the indirect outfloŵ  and the combination ©utflow-inflow,, juris- 
dlctional standardŝ  wagvnot changed during Mr0 Heraog's Chaimanship c 
The Board asserted jurisdiction over franchise dealerss interstate chain 
retail;storeŝ  / moving picture chains and- .restaurant chains9 'under the '; 
multistate enterprise standardUnder the direct outflow standard it 
asserted jurisdiction over rock quarry3 dry cleaningj, funeral horn® and : 
chemical processing industries0 In relation to the indirect outflow •

 ̂Gitizens Gas 'C o 92 MLB 1743 (19.$1).» natural gas industry;., 
Plymouth Blectric Goop eratiVe-AssoeiatioBo 92'MIRB 1183 (1951)s electric 
1 power industryj, cited Buckeye Rural Electric Cooperative 88 USB 196 ,
' (19.50). i Rose ;City Tours,, Inc 0 !l 92 HERB 1254 ■ (1951)? public transit in- 
■ dustryp,; citW Bocal.'Transit .lines. see '.footnote-i?; Iflchita 1/fater Coc - 
93 MEBB 895 (ifSlJT water power

32Baxter Brothers, Inc „s. 91 MSB 1480 auto sales 
and/ Johnsindustry,, cited Kal.iian ■ Chevrolet 0oo„ 82 MSB 978 

Brothers a Inc«, eWaloo 84 MSB 294 (1949) & Holm Tractor -and'Equipment 
Co ofl 93 MSB 222”==fl95l)s farm and dairy.equipment dealers industrŷ  cited 
Hallam and . Boggs- Truck and Implement Coo.g ,92 HERB 1339 (1950) ;' Muntg " 
Television̂ - Inc*92 MLRB 29 (1950J7 radio and television industry;•Sear® 
and Roebuck and Co0> 91 1ERB 1411 (1950)i 'interstate, chain retail store;
.Gambel Enterpriseŝ  Inc.̂ 92 KERB 1528 (1951)a moving picture chain; : ;

■ Jphnspnfl s ’• 94: ;®SB ll6l (1951);p: restaM-ant. . ehaiĥ  ' / ' - ' • '
Indus-^̂ Peerless Quarries „ Inc0 n 92 MRB 1194 (1950) s rock 

Samuel Bernstein and Co, 0 98 HERB .1144; (1952) j,;. dry .e" 
Brothers .Mortuarya 99'MtfiJB 1 (1952)$ funeral home 

boro Plating ̂ o>;l03: ffi£B 993 0$53%'. chemical



standard the Board, asserted its authority over the fur2'fruits steel 
fabrieatioBg. garbage; eolieetiozig bottled gass eonerete and cotton gia...
. industries» ^ The Board applied this particular standard in the. major
ity of its jurisdiotional cases prior to the appointment of Hr6 Farmer 
as Ghairmaao -■ The combination inflo>j=outflow standard was applied to the
• cotton gin and bakery industries Ho 
which; required the Boaid ̂b ;%plication of the direct or indirect inflow 
standards a The national def ense jurisdictional standard tiras partially . 
modified0 The Board decided to assert jurisdiction over any business ,, 
whose location was-■within:;the: confines of a. military reservation̂  regard
less.. of its dollar volume or’ the relationship of its activities to ha- 
tional defense . : The. Board. continued, to refer to past precedent is a '

The Board reaffirmed'
over the hotel .indust It continued a policy

: ̂ Qneens-Premi©r-»¥illiams Fur Dressing, 92" • 42 (1950) a' fur -
“ " ■stryi Mational Perishable Inspection Service, 97 1'ILRB 779

(1951), fruit inspection'industry; Metallic Building Go., 98;MLEH386
(1952)a steel fabricating industrys Oakland Scavenger Goo, • 98 MLRB 1318 : '■ 
(1952) a garbage collection industry ; Mational ' Gas 'do o V 99 I’ERB 273 (1952) 
■bottled, ’gas, industry| Dallas Concrete COo 1102 HLRB 1292 (1953) a concrete

try; Tule Biver Cooperative .Gin0 Ine«, 102 1LRB 1523 (1953)s cotton

National Gas Co»s.' see footnote 3Sj> cotton gin industry; Gott= 
fried.-Mklng. C o „ 103 HERB 227 (1953) 2 baking industry,., (

.Richland.laundry and Dry Cleaners 93 HEBB 680 (1950)| Johnnie' 
'lo Hiller 'Sandwich G g . 95 MSB,463 (1951)$;. Cobum Catering, 100 MSB-: .

' : ̂ %otel Association of St:0 Louis, 92 NLRB 1388 (1950)o' ■



of asserting plenary jurisdiction over this industry.in the District of . 
Colombia and the Territories of the United S t a t e s W o  new policies . 
were initiated by the Board»■ Firsts it would hot assert Jurisdiction * 
over non-profit organisations or educational institutionss whose activi
ties were ©f non-“'eoimereial natures'̂ ' or were'directly related to wedu= 
■cation®'8' ..x’-Seeondlŷ  the.,.Board initiated .a:policy to'cope,with a situa
tion .where an employer appeared in a fpraal hearing: lacking complete 
annual financial data requisite for its jurisdictional deeisiono The 
Board decided to accept what figures the:employer, could make available ; 
and .pro ject' them over a twelve month period®^' .. .' ; - - ,' /

- ' Post«195B mid the "Republican Board" . : ' : .

: ' ■ Procedural Changes in Board Policyo— The Board membership changed,
in 1953 when the Republican, hdmnistration. ehtered office® Enough

District', of Columbiâ  Willard Inc,, 2 USB 1094 (193.7) 5 Baleigh ■ 
Hotel Co 0 y.? MLRB 353 (1938) r Westchester; Apartments n lnc®:« 1? MSB 433 ■
11939)® Territoriesr, Butland Court Ownersn Inc® n 44 MSB 58? (1942)®

■ ^Illinois Institute of Technology „ 81 MSB 20 (1949) ® The Boafd. 
■asserted' jurisdiction® Industrial research was financially supported by . 
business Port Arthur College, 92 MEB 152 (1950) a The Board, asserted.
. jurisdietion® The Institution was operating a conmereial. radio'station® . 
Sunday School Board of the'Southern Baptist Convention® 92 SERB 801 ;(1950)o 
The Board assertW jurisdiGtion® The corporation Was .publishing, and .edit- 
, ing ̂ religious; literature o, .■•4 ■) V Y "'

^The Trustees of Columbia University in the City of Mew York® 97 
MSB 424 (1951) ® The Board refused to assert jurisdiction over the .opera-
tlons of a school library® ■■ "f.' :

41C & k limber Co®, 91 MSB 909 <1950)®
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Democrats were replaced bj Republicans to give’ the latter a majority 
Folloiring this ehanges the Board's 1950 standards and jurisdietlonal 
policies were altered to a large extent„ The new Board used three teeh™ 
. iaiqiaes to: effect itt̂ :6haage< - It overruled some previous applicationss 
igaored applications or disagreed with the substantive content of the ..
' 1950 standards 0. .These teeimiqB©@ were employed in. the majority of the 
Board’s jurisdictional questions during the period up to.and iMaediately 
preceding the ■1954 ̂ ®r'i.s.ed vstandard@o- - . . ;■ : '

In the Checker Taxi Coo ease the Board overruled the application 
of the instrumentalities and channels of interstate eommeres standards

43 s’ s' business did not re-t© the taxicab industry ô*' • It ■ said . the.. 
fleet a substantial impact upon interstate commerce o Member Murdock in. 
dissent stated that;in the Cambridge Taxi Coo ease that the employer de= ■ 
rived only two per cent of'his total revenue from deliveries to depots, or 
terminals' of 'Interstate, coimerQ®« In-' this particular ease the employer 
derived twenty-three per cent of his total revenue from exactly.the same , 
©p©rationo In the former ease the-Board asserted jurisdiction̂  when the ■ 
percentage" of money involved wa,@: small-, because the employer was acting ' 
as an instrumentality of interstate commereeo -In. this ease , Mr 0 Murdoek

42r Ba^er g' - Bepdblic an̂, replaced Paul Her so g as Chairman on : 
July 13s 1953o Philip Hay Rodgerss 'Republieans replaced John M-, Houston, 
©a August 2B9 1953° Alberf Co. Beesonj, Republican̂ , .'replaced̂  Paul L°. 
Styles on August 31 a 1954° The remaining Democratic members of the . 
Board Were- Abe Murdock and : Ivaf Peters@n<> Annual Report of the M0LoR0Bo 
for the Year Ending'June 30n 1954

; -', ̂ 10t HERB 921

U. So; Government'Print-

ee footnote 23=



noted that the percentage of money if as signifieantly larger. In addi- 
tions the operation Was exactly, identical to the former employer•s opera
tion. . Yet the Majority refused to assert jnrisdiction. In addition̂
they overruled the application of this particular standard to the news-

. . .. ■ 45' - • ■ ''paper.industry. .
ihe Majority failed to observe the application of the public 

utility and transit system jurisdictional standard in the electric and 
public transit industries. The Inter-County Rural Electric Cooperative, 
purchased electricity from the Kentucky Utilities Company at a cost of 
$100<,000 per year.^ It resold its electricity at a valtie of $400s000 :
to eight thousand rural customers Q 18 The employer's operations, appear ’to. 
be essentially intrastate in character * ® . ® V@ belieye that its opera
tions do not have a sufficient impact upon interstate commerce to justify
our taking jurisdiction > . . ® The employer eoneedes that it is engaged

■ . . ' - ■ 
in: commerce within the meaning of the Act . «, c,” The Majority. cited
no past case decision in reaching this conclusion*

In dissentMember Murdock emphasized that the Board had been
asserting jurisdiction in this area for the past three years. He said
that in the initial ease governing this area the Board specifically
stated that it would assert jmrisdictioh over all public utilitieŝ  , . . ■ •

fav® Publications. Inco g 106 MEHB 1064 (1953) overruled Wave 
Publications.. Ine®s 90 E££B 274 (1950). ... . . . • ...
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: : ::: ; V  : "  .' :because they were constituent parts of the flow of interstate eoiHmere@0 ■ 
“Bie fact that a large proportion of the companyrs customers are rural 
consumers has never been deemed a valid reason for exempting a public 
utility from the standard. We have taken jurisdiction over so many sim
ilar rural electric cooperatives5 that there. is; no need to begin citing 
■' ;,0 V  ■■ ■ . v  . ...

cases a" The Board continued the same însufficient impactM reasoning
in declining to assert jurisdiction over a public transit operation which 
ims the only available means of transportation to a t o w n ® . ,t

The Board's application of the multi-state enterprise jurisdic- ' 
tional standard represented the single instance Of a detailed dissent by 
a Republican member prior to the revision of the l950 standards» The 
particular case involved a retail auto dealer operating under a franchiseê " 
The Board assert jurisdiction upon the basis of a large body of past pre
cedents » MTo dismiss this case on grounds of administrative self restraint 
would require revision of the Board's jurisdictional policy * o which 
in our view is a reasonably definite yardstick for industry and labor«11 ̂
The other premise#- for declining jurisdiction# relating to the' competency 
of state boards " 0 „ » seems to us hardly tenable# even assuming the un
doubted competence of the Wisconsin board# when it is noted that by the

■ Ibido# >o 1317o -
Inter-Gounty Rural Electric Cooperative <, see ..footnote 46# p0 

1317 o The. Board continued the policy in this case o Coles-Moultrie Elec
tric Cooperative, 107 MLRB 30 (1953); Upshur Rural Electric Cooperativea 
107 ffiSl 207Tl953) * , . ... ... 1;. t-. ... .... - ... . , ..: . ., ..,. ,
; - 5°Auburn Bus Co.. 107 BhRB 919 (1954)o ;

■ Klinka's Garage. 106 HERB 969 - 986. (1953).
~v '- ^Ibid^ p. 970. ' V ’' ; . ■ - .V" 1 ; ■ -
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provision of the very Act we administer it is not possible to eede jar- • 
'isdiotion to. the Wisconsin boa2*dei$̂  :

Chairman Famer in his dissent disagreed, with the Board’s asser
tion ©£ jurisdiction» He advocated declining Jurisdictiono He stated 
that the employer was a small local business man*" fime and money used 
to investigate his operations were being wasted, The Wisconsin board 
could more adequately investigate the ease/ for . « this small busi
ness is an essential part of the operations of the General Motors Corpora
tion in precisely the same degree as a single drop of salt water , is an 
essential ingredient of the Pacific Oceano88̂  ’Bae Board eventually began 
to decline jurisdiction over retail franchise dealers upon the basis of 
Chairman Farmer’s dissent in this ease

In eonsidering the direct outflow jurisdictional.standard the 
Board once again overruled past precedent controlling its policy in rela-

. ' .56 ' ' " ■ " ' : ' 'tion to the cotton gin industry® The employerj, Mr ® McCormack owned 
a number of fruit ranches and a fruit packing shed. The fruit packed5 

graded, and placed in railroad cars was $8 =, „ = in excess of #32,000 dur
ing the 3.952 season and in excess of $27,000 during the 1933 season® - ill 
of the fruit was shipped to points outside the State of California.,Ir—

53Ibid6t p® 970. • ■ ' v ; v " ' ' i'
" 54Ibid0o p® 974. . : . 'V -
55Babb Motors, 108 1SZB 1140 (1954)5 Batson Co®, 108 MflB 1337 

(1954). :'v ‘ : ■ " - ' .
56John McCormack Co., 107 HLRB 606-611 (1953), overruled Tule '

River Cooperative Gin® Incs® see footnote 34® , .
. . - John McCormack Cd® a see footnote. 56, p ® 607»
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This packing was done by a Er« Hill who received about flÔ OOO per year 
for. his services o The Board refused to assert jurisdiction because Mr«, 
Hill was ah indepeMent contractor who sold Mr,:.McCormack #10^000 worth 
of labor services per year. This was considerably less than the neees- . 
sary $50*000 minimum required by the indirect outflow jurisdictional 
standard, - .. . ■■■■ . •. . .. 1 .

Member Murdock in his dissent stressed the inapplicability of the 
indirect outflow standard in this case. He stated the direct outflow 
standard would logically apply if the Board was not preoccupied with 
title to goods, Mr* Hill directly placed goods in excess of $25,000 per 
year in railroad cars to be shipped in interstate commerce. The decision 
in this case was in direct conflict with that in the Tule Elver Cotton 
Gin ease, where the Board explicitly stated that title to goods was nim
material11 in determining jurisdiction» "To hold that Hill* who actually 
places the fruit in interstate carriers, is not engaged in handling goods 
determined for out“of~state shipment is to rob words of their meaning*11 ̂  
The Majority ignored Member Murdock* s dissent and continued to exhibit a 
concern with title to goods in future cases„̂  They also disagreed with 
the substantive content of the direct outflow standard in its application 
to other industries, - •

. Ibid,.,, p; 610o , -
^Bernard Hammer, 10? KERB 937 (1954); Ferguson Co,, 107 HERB 

939 (1954).e , ; , ' . . . .. : .
^Shoreland Freezers, Inc*, 108 HERB 723 . (1954); American lawn- 

mower Co*,' 108 HERB 1589 (i9547i~Mells Dairies Cooperative0 107 HERB 1&45 
Tl954)j King Brooks, Inc,, 10C KERB 54 (1954)7
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the Board introduced a new policy in overruling the indirect out
flow jurisdictional standard. The employer in. the Brooks Woods Products
case Was ehgaged in the production and sale of wooden separators and pa3L*=
; ' i.- ; ; . : ■■ ■ . ■ ' ■lets. AnnuallyJ&e sold $223s000 worth of these products, to the Ply
mouth Wood Products 0oo The latter company in turn sold seventy- per cent 
of Brooks Woods' products to the Kels@y~H&y©s and Badd companies. The 
latter two companies used about $84)000 worth of Brooks Woods8 separators 
and pallets in interstate shipment of.goods. The Majoritŷ  while -agree= - 
ing that Brook®-,Woods, was; engaged..in interstate commercea did not. assert . 
■.jurisdiction/'5 Âs-the Respondent's (Brooks Woods) business is not onees 
but twice removed from interstate coHSBerce,9 the volume of business is 
immaterialThey - ê qolained that the. respondent had to sell his goods 
directly to Budd and Kelsey Hayes in order f or the Board to assert jurist"
diction: under the standard. .  .

Member Murdock again questioned the Majority's concern with title 
to goodso - '' '

"The Majority does not eŝ lain how the mere paper transf er of 
title can achieve, this result (lessen the . impact of a strike by 
the employees of Brooks Woods that would affect Budd or Kelsey™ 
/Hayes) as indeed they cannot o 1. » Th© fact remains that the 
Respondent cannot deliver crating materials to Budd and Kelsey- 
Hayes because of a labor dispute5, there will be an impact on 

' the latter6s ability to ship their products out of state."63

He emphasised that the Supreme Court stated in the Painblatt ease that

: -107 ffiRB 237- r. 2h3 (1953)» z . . - ' ' ; : -
' ■ 62 ' ' - ' •'' - ■ .' ■■ ' - - / ': - -
1 ■' Ibid.. 00.2306 - --.• i - ,/"':-;
-.' , ' ' 63' ■ - " '' - - : -- ■ Ibidoo no 24Qg ■ 1



. title to goods was immaterial in. determining the impact of an employer!'s
operations î )on interstate commerce„ SW© cannot sayp other things being

..v- eqvials: that the tendency differs in kinds quantity. or effect merely b@= ;
' ‘ eahse the merchandise ■which the manufacturer ships instead of being his
ovms is that of a consignee or his. customer'in other states 0, In- either-

. ease commerce is being, obstructed in the same: way and to the- same @f-

.•feet911 ̂  The Board continued to overrule the indirect■ outflow standard ■
. ‘in other" area® o" ̂  In 'addition the Majority continued to disagree with ̂

- 6 6 .. .its. substMtive content., . ,
. , In its preoccupation with title to goods a the Board was illogi=

. eal in f ailing to apply the direct'- inflow - jurisdictional standard« , The .

. Food ■ Storess Inc a purchased goods valued at #6̂ 000̂ 000 per year 0 ̂
- Sls380a'000:. of . this 'syjti, represented purchases of national brand goods» •
' Of this ■latter sum $500fl000- constituted direct purchases from outside 
, the state of,#e:#So . 'Brokers ordered the - goods 0 Howevera they held, no 
title to the goods: nor' received any remuneration' from the Evans. Food 

•. Stores- for their services*.. .. The Board, refused to assert jurisdiction. be-=
■ cause the brokers ordered the goods* , . '

■ . Member" Murdock noted that this decision was 18both contrary to -

" - Ibid* * po 240.9 as quoted, from the Supreme Court declsiom* .
^ L̂ocal 1083 0 United Auto fl; Aircraft and Agricultural Implement :

. Workers of. America 0 10? BESS 470 (1953) overrules ■ Coburn Catering 06 W- 
100 B3SB -1133^952) ‘ and Fairchild: O&feteria.: 92■ USB - 8 0 9 : : ^ W t ' -

^T&.D Machine febroldery, Go * * 107 BISS 1567 (1954) I Srinnel. . 
Pajama Gorp:*” 108 BLEB 289 (1954IT Hmiboldt bmber Go*, 10#USB 393 ■'
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: 1 unreversed precedents and to logieeH In violating precedent* the
Board’s decision was in conflict with the Federal Dairy ease,^ In vio
lating logic* the decision was in direct conflict with the recent Brooks 
Woods case*

Wen assnming the correctness of the Majority’s approach 
o „ „ the Board should follow the title of the products in
volved to ascertain whether their movement constitutes a di™ ,
rect or indirect movement in commerce* that approach requires 
a finding that the goods were received by the respondent from 
the out-of-state manufacturers or brokers* who subsequently 
elected to place the order with out-of-state manufacturers»
For the goods came directly from the out-of-state manufactur
ers to the respondent* title passed from the out-of-state 
manufacturers to the respondent and the out-of-state manufac
turers billed the respondent for the purchase price of the 
goods„70 ;.

In short* the goods were sold directly to the Evans Food Stores by the 
out-of-state manufacturers. :therefore* the Board should have asserted.

' ' ' . 1 - , v - .. \ ' -" ' ' ' ■ • ■ ' ' : ■ -jurisdiction .in line with their reasoning in the Brooks Woods Case,
In addition* the Majority- continued to disagree with, the substantive con-

■' - . ■ ' 72tent of the direct inflow standard in its application to other areas,
• Die Majority did. not fail to apply or overrule the indirect in

flow and combination inf low-out flow jurisdiction standards due to the

^Ibid,, p\ 1651. v ., v , : ' .
^See footnote 19*

' . ' ; ' ''' 'v '
m  - .' *See paragraph one* p, 20.
^Fair Department Stores, 107 NLRB 1501 (1954)* Golden Belt Manu- 

•facturing Co*, 108 MLRB 164 (1954) * Bhirlington Super Markets * Inc,* 108 
1LEB 579 (1954) : Management Services. Inc. t 108 m B  951 (1954)<■
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lack of any applicable ..eases Howevers they disagreed id.th tiae substan̂  
tlv® eozitent of both standardsYet in disagreeinĝ  they .never̂ , izi a 
single, decision̂  elaborated upon the reasoning: supporting their discon- 
. tento'v . • - . '. .. " : . ■. .

In applying'the national defense jurisdictional standards the 14a- 
' jbrity overruled the Board's: past policy and standard governing this in
dustry V , Taichert '.a Inc, 0 iras a company located at Los Alamos s Hew jEexi- 
c o ^  It sold $180,000 worth of merchandise per year to the local inha
bitants of the town 6 ' ."Los Alazaoss both as. a community and as a func
tional projects is.devoted entirely to the Atomic Energy Commission pro
gram 0 81 The 'Majority would not assert jurisdiction after making this
observation beeauseg VThe,assertion of a jurisdiction here would o, <. .o' .
disclose •> o o a' bureaueratic ampuls® to push the jurisdiction of this 
Board ' to - its. uttermost:: iWits , & & 0 0 The complete explanation of our
(non-assertioh of jurisdiction) lies in the fact that we do not think
. ■ ■ : : ' ' ' ' ' ' %  ■ ■ ■ ; the eempany will substantially affect the AoE0Go laboratory*"' : . •

■ In dissentingg Member Murdock noted that this decision marked a 
radical:.depa%ure from the: ̂Bpard 8s| previous interpretation of this stand
ard » In the pastg , the Board had made it explicitly clear that dollar

T^Erambo Food Stores3. 10? WLRB 151'A (1954) g indirect inflow stands
«■' Irlanger. Dry" Good s GO o'» 107 (1953 )3 combination inflow- . . .

outflow standard o- Alliance. Sand Co*, 107 HERB 1273 (1954) g combination
Inflow-outflow standard * Diamond Match {too, 108 HERB 183 (1954)g combina
tion inflow-outflow standardo

3EBB 779 -  787: (i954)V ; ; ::
' ' ' 75' ■ '*■' ' ; \ ' V ' • , ■ - - '
: 1 - Ibido , ■ p0 781q ;

V : 76 ■ ' ’ ; . v ■ ' ' ’ ' '
■■■ i vlb id oo. Po 781 o : ! .
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voXme of bosiness was inconssquemtial. in the assertion of jurisdiction
. ■ - 77 'over an industry affecting national defense« In a case specifically
concerned with a business1s operations that were related to the atomic 
energy industry/ the. Board saids 11 In our opinion, any employer doing 
business on such an atomic- energy reservation, whether or not his busi
ness is absolutely essential = „ . is nonetheless so identified with the
government’s national defense program as to warrant the full exercise of

■ . ‘ ' ■ „ ■. the Board’s jurisdiction.*' In this ease Mr. Murdock observed that the
AoEoG. had deemed the respondent necessary to the proper functioning of 
the community =, Therefore, he did not understand the Board’s reasoning 
in this decisiono ” 1 find it difficult to understand the value judgment 
which moves this Board . in refusing to take jurisdiction of an en
terprise declared by the 4.2,0. to be an essential business in a town
whose residents are essential to the atomic energy' progzmm 'of:the United
.:. 79 ■ .States eH In moving from the specifics of this ease to the broader im
plications of the Board’s new poliey. and standard approach to jurisdic
tion questions, Mr. Murdock noted that the-Majority’s reasoning was in 
conflict with the legislative intent of the Taft-Hartley Act» ’’Congress 
has not said that collective bargaining is a good thing for big businesses 
but not for small businessesj it has not said that employees of large em
ployers should be protected from unfair labor practices by employers and

• 77 : ■‘ Westport Moving and Storage Coos see footnote’23«
• ^Talchert ’ s, Inc *, see f ootnote 74, p » 783, as quoted from p « ,

6B0 of the Richland laundry and Dry Cleaners case, see footnote 36,
' - i HQ 1 -: ; : 1 ■ ■ - ' /"

Talchert’s, Inc., see footnote 74, P. 784°
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unions but the rights of employees of small employers may be trampled 6b 
with impunityo® r " The. Majority igBored Wo Murdoek1 s dissent and eon- " : 
tinned to overrule or failed to apply - the past standards governing this .
area o; : Their rational© remained' undhanged from this particular decision *
In the few instances where the Majority applied the national defense 
standard they disagreed with its substantive content» ■

, The p̂rojection of financial data** and thpiel industry® ■ jurisdic-. 
tional policies remained unchanged during this period o 'HoWerers the Ma^ 
.jority ignored the’Board.* s past.policies, goyerning non-profit and edacâ  ' : 
tional institutions o The Armour Research Foundation of the Illinois In- v;
Stitute. of Technology purchased approximately S298002000 worth of mater- 
ials during fiscal 1953=^ About fifteen per cent of #420s000 worth of 
these materials were received by the company from out of state» . The W-* v 
j or ity ignored - these figures. They would mot assert jurisdfeiioBo ®Only
twentŷ seven per cent, of the Foundation1 s work is Commercially sponsored < 
Therefores Amour Ressareh. Foundation*s activities are. "intimately eon-'. 
neeted with the educational activities of the Instituteo ® The Majority'

sBA’:

gn . ‘ ■ ’ . , ... ‘ ... : Yr' ' 1 -■ ''. Ibidoo pf 786,
. MaH and Lumber Go o, 107 USB; ̂ 15 (1954) j Western Area 

 ̂ ... J | McArthur Jersey Farm...Dairy0 Ine»s 107 MERB
BB5 (1954)? Ideal laundry and Dry Cleaners? 107-MSB-935 (1954)I Atkinson885 (1954) I Ideal Laundry am Dry Cleaner 
Electric Cooa 108 M.RB 72l1T9%)» . ’ ■ • .

-'8%I. ' * , ,, - ■ ■ ■ - . • « • 1 ' . - ■; , •

'Sea Beaver Corporation« 107 MSB 1404 (1954) s Helms Motor Be-
re sc Go o g 107 MLRB 132 (1953) 3 &  I0 Dupont De Memours ,: 107 MLRB 734

83 ’107 MLRB 1052 - 1054
84Ibid o Si p£
;85;Ibid o o p» 1053o
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cited the Trustees of Columbia University case as the basis of their 
reasoning in this decision, / ;

.Meaber Murdock in dissenting pointed out that this decision spec
ifically overruled an earlier decision of the Board's in relation to

. . . ■ 87  ̂ -this particular educational institutionB In the earlier decision the
Board held the exact opposite of the Majority in this case. The insti
tution's activities were primarily commercial and secondarily educational 
t11! cannot comprehend the ultimate conclusion that the Foundation’s acti
vities are ’non-conmereial1 in nature,- Surely twenty-seven per cent 
amounting to §2s 5005,000 per year cannot be deemed * , , an incidental 
aspect of the Foundation1 s work,” Mr, Murdock noted that the ease 
cited by the Majority referred to a university library, He could see no 
analogy between that special situation and the present case,
. ' Revised Substantive' Content of Formal Standards,— On July 15,
19545, the Board announced in a press release a revised set of jurisdic
tional Standards. They were to replace the 1950 standards, The Majority 
gave an explanation of the change in the Breeding Transfer Co, case, 7 

They stated that there had been an increase in the Board’s case load.
Its annual budget appropriations had not increased proportionately. In 
addition,, the Majority was interested in retracting the jurisdictional

86 : v - - ; : : ' ' , -i - ■ . ' .See footnote 40,
87Iliindis Institute of Technology, see footnote 391
gg' ' - ' - : : 1 ; ■ . ■ - . " ■_Amour Research Foundation of the Illinois Institute of Teeh-
see footnote 835, p, 1053 • 
89110 MSB 493 - 534 (1954},



area of the Board as governed by the 1950 standards 0 na » 0 

of ©tir j.wisdietional standards. is to eliminate ■ purely local aatifitieaj, 
the .true impact of our change is more intelligently understood in terns 
of the number of employees affected rather than the amber of companies 
■exclndedo18̂ ® .Mro Farmer emphasised, that the 
results of aa arduous and detailed.. investigation 
the' 1950 standards» 'The-Majority1s ooaelmsioh 
did not:., represent a. retraetion , of the . Board 's' jurisdictional area to any
• . /■;V. : .v;;-: : .' v ' , .
' significant degree« The statistics used by: the Majority in reaching this
conclusion were furnished to them by the. Bureau of Old Age Survivor a la- 
.swanc©o They were edByiled in 1947<> V ; ;:-V

GonSidering ali'the information available to us bearing in
mind the fadt that the mass: industries' » 0 o in tsbich the. vast 

:" ,'majority of workers are' gainfully employed are in no f/ise af- - .
■ f eetSd'by these' 'changes s ire judge , that the changesi- now made in ■;
, juiisdlotional standards will reduce the Board's cage 'load by;

\ no more than ten'per cents .and in terns of employees till af- 
feet no more than one per cent of the total number of employees- 
subject to. o 0 .0 the Board's legal jurisdiction=91

The Majority moved- from its reasons in. support: of the new standards to , ■v 
an attack upon the dissenting members of the Board« They noted that Mr 0:

that the Board has no legal of moral right to self: impose any re-
st upon its activities.̂  -and ..that -we' are inexorably bouhd' to,

Miirdoek's criticism, of the reasonihg-behind the new: ssanaamsj, @



0 pewer M :

The Repeated aeewations' 
ions of;both Ywo Murdock and 
minationp are apbifcraxy'' and- capricious can. 
belabor-the incorroet premises.'" 
reached by. a logieal syllogisni and 
cuXati.onS b“3 ' -: r r ; ' -

op2,n-
our.

uLy be intended to 
standards, uere- .

cal-

, . ■ ■ Member Murdock. initiatM 'his dissent irith i-fhat appeared- to be the-
underlying '.'reason /for tfeb Majority® s change in jurisdictional • standards; 0 ;

/'i' There :is no/ <pestion; abonfc the. underlying consideration dic
tating/the majority's action ». » « is one far remeyed;from a 
legal determination , o • o -.:» o The slack in jurisdiction » -q .» 
has been frequently- promised and predicted In public speeches 
of members of/the. majority during, the/past year in keeping/with' 
the announced ■ belief in the philosophy of returning a greater", 
share of Federal- authority to State and Local governments«94;

entails an

^  #95stitutional systemo®̂  83The
necessity or justification

conflict t-ith. legislative intent
the - Taf tf=Hartiey: Act ? .*Sueh/ action -ineŝ

' - - '' , ‘  ̂. - ' ' ' - - ' . ' power by an administrative
of powers under our con-
no- data to support the .

.this retrenchment based upon budgetary • ..
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the Majority’s statisticss no , „ excluded 50̂  of all employees at radio 
stations, or 500,000.retail auto employees, or the hundreds of thousands 
of employees in retail service, office building, intra and interstate 
transit operations, etc,,11 In addition, he said this data was out of 
date. His statistics were drawn from research completed in 1952 by the 
Board’s Industrial Analysis Branch. He noted the irony of the Majority’s 
statistics, in that they supported his criticism.' Congress was attempt
ing to protect the small employer in awarding exclusive jurisdiction to 
the Board. Yet the Majority’s statistics pointed out the exact opposite 
effecto It would be the small employer that suffered the most from the 
application of the hew jurisdictional standards.^ Member Murdock con
cluded that the Majority’s criticisms of his dissent, ” . „ . serve only 
as a straw man to divert attention from the vital Issues involvedB’r 
His dissent was not focused upon arguing the ’’fact of modification*” It 
was directed against the ’’purpose and effect” of the new jurisdictional 
standards..
. Member Peterson disagreed with the implication in Mr. Murdock’s
dissent that the Board must exercise jurisdiction. He pointed out that 
its assertion of jurisdiction was a legal right, not a requirement. The 
Board may use its discretion in implementing this right. However, he 
disagreed With the Majority’s drastic increase in the dollar' amounts re
quired under the revised standards.

97lMd.,p.. w .  -
: ^%ee footnote 97*
"ibid., p. 501. : /



These new standards applied to ten' categories of business^®®

Lastrimentalities and channels of oommeroes -
•Ao.: Intrastate trucking and similar firms engaged in business 

■with interstate fims that have a volmae of annual business'' 
in esEeess of ilQOgOOOo. . % ' :  ̂ " ' '

Be Radio and television stations' that have an annual volume of 
V business in eiceess of $200S00Q<, ’

C> Newspaper eompanies that have an annusQ. volume of business 
, - in: ezoess of #$0O,:OOO, '' - v..r /:: '

Publie. #tillt^. W . fransit systems r ■■
Ao liOcai poWers." gaSj, and water' utilities, in addition to intra- 

■ state public' transit systems that; have a volume of annual - 
business ' in, excess of #3̂ 000̂ 000̂

B0 Public.-fransit systems engaged in interstate Comerce that’ 
■’v- have an annual ■volume, of business in excess of #1009000<,
Companies, other than retail, which op_erate as .ha imtmgral part 
of - a ■ multistat e enterprise r > , ..
Aa The company has:an annual direct outflow of business into 

interstate commerce in excess of #$0,000; has ah "annual in« 
direct, outflow of .business, into interstate eomaerce in ex- ' ■ 
;ees@\#f;#CC,0Wo : , , . i':/-

Bv The enterprise of whieh the company is an integral part has 
:. .an annual direct outflow volme of .business in excess of 

S?50s000o - , . ■ ■■■; ' r :,: ,
Co Jurisdiction will: not be exercised over a company on the -'- 
- .-sole.-'criterion 'of operating under -a franchise received.'from 
■- ̂ a-hatip^dd© enterpriseo -; i ,y: ' .- '

Companies which produce or handle-goods destined' for out of ,. -.; 
state, shipment, or perform services outside of the-state in 
which: the;. company is'1-located, where such'-goods or -.services 
exceed annually . #50,000 in value <,.
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5.« Mhieh fmmish valued im
.'iskc®ss of $100o000 to other' Qompaalee' %rhl@h ©onduct ■ business'

1 interstate eeamere® amually yglmed im excess of $$Qo000o
The, goods or segyloes of. the former companies mast fe© directly • ’ 
: ..mtilimed by the latter eoWaniea .im imterstate ..Qbmmerea* ' - , ■

, other than retail ̂ which operate7 as' an integral 3.
; ; part of a multistate ■ eteia eaterprlses
A0 Si® , company has an anntial. direct outflow of 'business into 

' • .'inteŷ atetComeree:. in' ©Eeess of $200̂ 000̂  : r ■ ■
Bi :. $h@ .chain of which 'the company is an integral part has. an 

y annual Indirect outflow volume of business in excess of
' $i8ooo5oooQ. - / t .:

G» Jurisdiction will not be asserted over general or public ' - 
buildings on the basis, that the tenants residing within 
are covered* -7 . ' v ■ '■ , . ■.

7c

8o

is other than retails which ■ receive an annual ’ direct 
■ inflow of; business. from Interst'at© .Commerce in excess; of $500„000 c

iSo other than retailB which receive, an annual indirect
Inflow of business from interstate eoaaae'reo in excess of ■.

'0.800(
9c Retail stores.2':' -' ; i-. 7
: Ao. Independent retail storesp whether a single store or part of

a chain. isrithin a states •
\ ,1,B the store has a direct inflow of -business' in excess of

' . SlsOOO-sGOO annually» ; . ̂ ' V i. ;
2C , the htore has . an indirect inflow, of'business m'excess 

v of #2,000,000 annually. ,
■J0 the store has a direct outflow of goods into interstate 

• ' commerce in excess of #100,000 annually. . •
>B/ ; Chain retail ̂stores operating''in mor© : than one states;.
: , lo the store meets any of the requirements' under A.:

20 The chain8s gross sa3.©s exceed $10,000,000
3° Jurisdiction wiU- not be asserted/over.
. regardless of volume, of business" or whether part of a 
■ multistat© chain 0 ; : •



' ' : ' ■, , ' . ' ' ' " ' /  ̂ ; ■ . oo■ ' ' ; " '■ ; ' ;■ . ■. - . 3-

IQo. GoMpaaies i-Jhose basiness affects national defens®': ■.
' A0 fhe company»s goods or services must b©. directly related'

- o l;
" • Bo The company's goods, or services must be furnished pursuant
 v':t'v wv' ’to a gOTeramemt ©ontraeto - x -", .

Co The annual value of such goods or serviees must:.'he in eix=» 
a • dess ■ . , V  : ' . ;

Die substantive content ©f the instrumentalities and .©hannels of1 

interstate eozmeree jurisdictional standard remained .unaltered as did the; 
Board8 s policy of application. The Majority refused to assert jurdsdie-̂  
tioa over an interstate trucking firm because the employer failed to .. 
■meet the dollar misimua- of the. standard 0 . t The employer was under gov-* 
ernment contract to deliver mail between the toms of Eugme and %rtles .' 
. Oregon. H© received |59s093 annually from the government for this ser
vice.. Diis amount was considerably less than the #100 0̂00.: minimum, 
i ' . . ; . M®ab@r Mtardop&p in. diss@ntings noted the Board1 s f ailure to ob
serve judicial precedent in relation td'the lJtiSo mail» Beginning with 
' the. Builmsn 'strike.in, 1894; the courts made it- clear that' the flow of the 
U0S0 mail could not be obstructed. . He emphasised- the U.So mail repre
sented a vital part of the. flow of interstate commerce.- ,eI cannot assumê  
nor can this Board s 1, believe s that the citizens of ..theIdeality served 
by this Employer in Oregon write only.to each-other or.to other Oregon 
addresses and similarly receive only such- mail . «»-■ In concluding
Mr0 Murdock stated. s! !J. . . to .atteiapt to. measure the impact of such

, ' ^Hl#way Services. Inc.. 110 BIBB 554 ̂  558 (1954)-°
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activity, upon commerce by the gauge of the Snployer ’s receipts is both 
futile and misleading,

In the radio and television industry the Majority also refused 
. to assert jurisdiction in that the employer failed to meet the stand"
. ard,^^ He was engaged in' the operation of a local radio station. His 
: gross annual revenue was approximately This amount was consid
erably less than the required $200,000 minimum.

Members. Peterson'and Murdock'in a mutual dissent'questioned; the 
Majority on the origin of this standard. They noted that the Majority 
had failed to 11. , . 6 apprisae anyone iri detail as to where the new stand
ard had its origin, what its purpose was and what its effect would be 

»  „ They stressed M„ . the critical factor in establishing a
jurisdictional standard should be, as it always has been, the effect 
which a stoppage of an employer ̂ s operations by industrial strife would 
have upon commerce

In the newspaper industry the Board asserted jurisdiction over 
‘ a newspaper company which had a $2,406,564 .annual gross volume of busi- 
ness,^^ This amount was well in excess of the required $500,000 mini
mum* The Majority explained that this standard was based upon !1their

1Q3Ibid.,Po 557. . , ' :
; ^Hanford Broadcasting'Co,,: 110 NLRB 1257-1265 (1954)« ' . 

103Ibid,* p, 1260. 'Xv \ y ; ,
^Ibid., p, 1263, 'V: , ■ ' " '
107Daily Press* Inc., 110 HIRE 573-587 (1954).
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ev&lmatibm of administrative ezperienee and applicable studies, 85 They 
Stated that the ”efficacy15 of the present standard would. Fe: > 0 be found 
in the test of time and application and not in the prejudgments of our
■ • - ' -. ■ ■ : - . 109 ' ' ■: ■ ' ■' , 'dissenting eolleagaes=,is • The dissenting Board members 11» » « would have
one believe that 0 o » our predecessors discussed the reasons in detail̂
supported their findings by documentation̂ , and established beyond pread-
venture of doubt the wisdom of their, actionon
t , , . . , Members .Peterson and Murdock,, in their mutual dissent/ emphasised 
that newspapers were instrumentalities of interstate eomerce» Thereforê  
a dollar volume "test cannot and should hot be applied in determining 
whether to take jurisdiction." - They stressed that "small" and "loGa!"
•were not synonomous or interchangeable when used in describing the impact 
of an^employer*s operations upon interstate commercê  especially in this
particular area. In additions this new standard overruled past Board

'Tl- D - V ' ' ,preGedento ^ comes this figure and why #$(X)̂ OO0 rather than
lljOOOjOOO or S3»000j,000 oUr Colleagues of the majority alone know and ■

- XX3'they are. not tellingo” In conclusion̂ , they stated at best the Majority 
in establishing this new standard, used a criterion which was naive and 
incorrect— the belief that large newspapers with large gross receipts have

Ibldo, Po 576. ,
' 1Q^Ibido.Po 576. ' '
; : ' : n 0IbidoS p. 576.' :; ' . ' '

m Ibid.„ p. 584. .
' ^ 2Ibidoa p. _ -v
. ̂ ^Ibldo o p o 585. 'gave' Publications, Ince3 see footnote 49 second,

. case,, ■ > . ' ' '' \ . • : ' ' • 1' ’ '• ■ ' . .



an Impact on interstate :(?bmê ceS ;WMl© small newspapers with smaller 
dollar iroltiaes of business have less of an impaeto At worsts the Major™
• 'itj-' was. .attempting to ’’administratively reallocate11 to state governments, 
tbe Bbard5s authority to regxalat© labor, relations =

The substantive content of the public utility and transit system '' 
jurisdictional standard remained unchanged during this period„ The;Ma^ ': 
jdrity modified its policy in relation to applying the standard to local 
gas and power utilitieso The Majority declined to assert jurisdiction 1 

over a local gas utility ■beeaus’e. the' employer failed to meet the: dollar
' -T':.

volume minimmo He ms- engaged. in the sale of natural gas o His gross 
. value of sales wal® $y52sQQQs considerably under the dollar minimum r@=
. quired by the gt'andafdo; The Majority, elaborated upon their - defense of 
; the revised standard«. Aoeording to their OoAoSdo statistics'' the stand
ard would cause the ̂ elimination of 50% of the units (local services and 
; public utilities} which would result, in an elimination of only 4=4^ of 
the total employees (in these industries)o”■

.. The dissent once again questioned the basis for the revised 
Standard'o For;' it was in conflict with nineteen.years Of past Board ■ - 
policy in this area. . Mr, Murdock and" Mr, Peterson believed that' th® 
new standard appeared to be based Uupon the undocumented assumption that 
large utilities in. terns of gross receipts have an impact on interstate; 
commerce which smaller utilities do note" . They noted that the- fallacy 
:@f the.small vs,: large: gross receipts judgment was obvious« 160 ■, It: '

• - ■ ^ Ĝreeawich Gas Company and Fuels „ Inc, » 110 NLBB -561̂ 573 (1954)
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will' in taking' jurisdiction ■of' some utilities all of whose eusto=
mers residential rather than industrial, - while
tot a substantial number - of industrial customers <

jurisdietioa::; 
Mr a Mur-1

dock and Mro Peterson used. Federal Power Commission statist!©® to poin 
out that ®79̂  of the total number of eleetrie utility companies in the

«U7United States will fall outside the #3g000g000 requirements* “Is 
the effect upon commerce of industries' which are dependent on power of . ; -
a 'cessation of such power any different because they happen to be located ■ 
in a Gb̂ munity whose utility has only $l3000c,000 in gross revenue rather 
than #3oOOO„000?1 . -,sHie.fact "that a: glren utility' may haw .only 50 ;
employees simply eanridt be an indication of the importance of that utili
ties operations to the industries it series or any fair gauge of the im-;' ■:
paet: mpd# ddzmeroe o: « q (reamltlhg) from ai. work stopp&geô  I%i 
clMimg they moted th&t the revised staml&rd overrules several past 
Board jdeolsloma im thie area c

'H6 ’1 ■ *Ibid O0 p0.569 o- Brooklyn Borough Gas Co00 110 NLEB 18 (1954) ®
In, this ease the Majority asserted jurisdiction because the company8 s ' „
gross' annual sales - were In excess of S4.s000s0d0<, let all of his Custo-»..

living. within the state of E#w York „ - , ;
Tt *7' • ' - - \, 1 r ' ' ;

Ibid,,, p<> 569? ; • ;
118;Ibido po 569» ' 'i : '
^Ibidpo Pc
^^Gibson County Electric Membership Gorpo j 65

  ___ Electric Cooperativê  96 BlRB 684 (1951)I Cherokee
Sural • Electric Cooperativê  92IILRB 118I_ (1950); .Bla.ok Siver.,M.@ctrlc.,. 
Cooperative.98 liBB 539 - (1952)« Hot© that, standard is.in.direct,.conflict. 
with Supreme. Court decision -in'■jmalgamat'Sd,Assoc0 of Street Railway &. 
Motor Go&ch Bwloyees v0 Wisconsin #mloyment Relations Board« 340 u7So 
383-391 (195l) o There shall be no distinction. drawn between publie_ :utili= 
ties and national, manufacturers , Creation ofa special..elassifieation V; 
for public utilities is for- Congress tb',-; decide#



The Majority modified their policy in the applieatipn of the re- 
• vised ' standard in relation to wholesale ■ electric' cooperatives 'They
would assert jurisdiction» They believed that the differentiation was 
necessary because retail electric cooperatives tBcustomarily and tradi
tionally* served the consuming -pmblie = 'Ihoiesale cooperatives: tradi- T, 
tionally served other .industries c In applying the, standard to the taxi
cab. industrya the Majority overruled the past policy governing this in- ' 
dustryo^^ . Their basis for the alteration: was that this particular type " 
of public transportation was ’local18 in the nature "of its operations c 
In addition̂  a taxi company usually served a single community9 There- -. 
fores in the future the Board would.not assert jurisdiction over this 
industryo They further stated that this new policy governing the taxi 
industry would apply in the Territories of the telted 0fat®Sj, despite ' 
the Board’s past policy of asserting plenary jurisdiction in these spe
cial a r e a s ' " .. v ' .
' Bie ̂ lajority8s policy in applying:the public .utility and transit
standard to an interstate transit system̂  was based on:contradietiono 
■ They specifiealiy:hct®d.; that: they, would not attempt an 'interstate - 
intrastate diehotomey of a public .transit system0; Yet this diehotomey 
was. evidenced in this decision<> In justifying, their application of the " 
policy the Majority said that It could not separate ( . til '

^^Oentral Mieetric Power Cooperative0 113 MERB-1059 (1955)»
^^Checker Cab Coo n 110 SISB 683 (1954)| overruled Cambridge 

Taxi, see footnote 1' '''. .. ̂ ^  - • '



“into two mutually ©xelusive eategories— that is'- to say (1) wholly 
Intmstate and (2) wholly interstat© carriers, TTherefor©, .. this 
Board, has attempted to devise and apply a standard whieh makes 
jmrisdiotioB attach where the interstate aspeet of the business 
is .truely substantial „ 0 « , The dissent, however? would have 
. us assert'' jurisdiction: even when the. interstate: part "of. a: transit 
eompany is' a small, feeder line' and the bulk of the business is 
intrastateo Such a tail wagging the dog proposition ignores the. 
basic premise of both the 1950 and the present standards 'that, the 
impact on interstate commerce be substantial of"’ *'1

fh© Members Murdock and Peterson/ in dissenting, noted that there 
had never been dollar minimums for instrumentalities of 
mercgj, because such businesses constituted interstate eommereei

The incongruity of this particular standard is pointed up vividly 
by the fact that under the • „ „ new jurisdictional, plan a fac= 
tdry which, ships $5030GQ in value of goods' across'a state line . 
is sufficiently engaged in interstate, commerce to.warrant asser
tion of jurisdietion o The trucking company , 0 o which actually -

goods o o o across State'lines is held; not to
engaged, in commerce to tirar'rent - assertion of our. 

because'if receives: S99sOOO in cartage fees for
such- services» • Thisa we believê  is both anomalous and self .1 2 5 ■ '  . : ' ' ■ v■ ' ■ ■ '

The present Majority*s accusation that past Board policy 
diehofomey between inf rasfate and interstate commerce was ironical o . 
actual factg of coursê  is thats until the creation of this current group 
of standardss the Board made no attempt to divide it® jurisdiction over 
transportation on the basis'' of ’clearly’ interstat© and clearly inf rasf at© 
lines o** This cbntrdVersy over the usefulness of an intrastate vs-.

,.12̂ teollo . Transit 
125lbid,n p. 1629

p. 163Q

CorporationHO NLEB
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interstate ©oimner©© diehotomey in relation to publie transit systems 
continued up until Mr0' LeedoB,s appointment as Gkaizman of the Board 

. ... There: m ®  no change in the substantive content of the' multistat®

Th® Majority asserted jurisdiction over an esployer Whose com
pany'represented .an- integral part of a multistate enterprise. He was 
engaged in' the manufacture of dental supplies His home Office was 
located in Ohiô , but he maintained branch plants in Indianâ  Michigan̂ , 
and Californiao He shipped goods, valued, in excess of #250s000 from the . 
Galif©rnia and Ohio plants to points outside of these two states <,

Mmber Iterdoek was in full agreement with the Majority’s asser- 
tion of jurisdiction o He felt the ,|250s000 minimum was unnecessary in >; 
that the Board should assert jurisdiction over any establishment Operat
ing as an integral part of a multistate enterprise* He esphasised that 
the; Oharaeter"Of' any multistate enterprise was implicitly • interstate0 

He noted that the Ife,jority had failed to develop any form of a combina
tion inflow-outflow standard in-: regard to this type of enterprisê  so as-: 
to be cognizant of the' greater impact of its operations upon the flow of, 
interstate ceraaeree'as 'compared to the operations of a single intrastate:

^^KLden. Transfer ’and' Storage Goo 0 HO MEfiB 1881 (1954)| Charles°
t ok:. frahslt: Go ̂  HI KERB -121411955) s -Safeway Transit. Coffls 111 KERB. . 
1232 (1955)1 Tinner Motor fours, n2,JEHB,275 (1955).
• 128Ransom and Randolph Go,, 110 HLRB 2204-2210



If a fim in- HoTo state ships f50s000 TOrfcb of goods iz 
state' ©omaere©̂  the Board Mill assert jnrisdiotion. Another 
owns and operates plants in four different states. Each of 

; dofs $45s000 in direct outflow and- S95»000 in̂ indirect 
not ©ne of the four plant s.. individually meet s ' 

i>50sQ0Q or $100 ,,000 - standards the Board would not assert- juris
diction over any one of the plants.̂ , But one would assume that 
the Board would assert. jurisdiction under this— ihe multistat©

OBBBo
~ ■ "While - the' -four, plants , 0 » eaehm@et90> of the $50s000 di
rect outfloi-J' standard- for individual plants5. their combined- 
$1809000 of outflow is only 7^% of the $250S0G0 direct outflow 
standard for multistate enterprises„ While-the #95*000 in in
direct ©utflotf at each plant is 95% ©f the $100 9 000 minimum for 
individual plants^. the; combined total of $38QSQQQ is - only 38^ - 
of- the $190009000 indirect outflow standard for multistat® en
terprises o let the total'direct or .indirect outflow of this 
multistate enterprise whose lines of bx-siership and control cross 
State lines, is . many times the outflow of the - single I oX, plant 
oyer which my colleagues would assert ' jurisdiction. » » » = To - 
say that ' this is illogical, is to. understate the ease»2-29 ;

Mr, Murdock stated that when this same analysis was applied to the retail 
standards the height of absurdity and absence of logic becomes apparent 
in relation to,a logical consideration of impact of an employer1s opera
tions upon interstate commerce» However* the Majority continued to apply
' ' , " ‘ " -t " ‘ " " " '; . -«, . ,1 OQ.this policy throû sout. the .-remainder of ifr. Farmer's term as Chairman, v

Bie Majority modified its- jurisdictional policy in relation, to. .
their direct outflow jurisdictional standard0 The substantive content of 
the standard remained unchanged prior to Mr, le.edom's chairmanship 0 The 
Majority refused to assert jurisdiction over a company operating a mailing

- 129Ibid
^ F̂ort Knox Construction Coo „ 112 HLRB ____

standard o Qrkin. "The Rat Inc, a 112 JLRB. 762 (1955 }* Scored the



' ’ ' 131 ; ' ■ ' ■s.ervie© in Detroit̂  Michigano Advertising and other printed materials
were, furnished to the company by its customers„ She company maintained 
d.tSv.own mailing list. The .dollar, value of the customer's materials used 
by the; company was in1 excess of $>200,,000 annually,, She company received: 
$4%000 annually from its customers for their services» She company 
mailed the materials under a postal peraoit in;the customer's name0 •'She 
customer was required to keep a deposit at the post office to cover mail^ 
ing costs o If the account was shortj, the company advanced the necessary 
money and was ■ then reimbursed by ■the customer = She area to; be covered ' 
by the mailing service was determined by the customer„ Specific addresses 
were provided by •the company from its private mailing listo She Majority 
refused to assert jurisdiction because the mil was not shipped out of ' • 
the state by the company within the meaning of this standard, Împlicit 
in the current direct outflow standard.> © » in. order to qualify as the . 
shipper of the goods produced or handled̂ , the enterprise- involved and : 
not some other entity must determine the destination of the goods 
shipped o*8"^ They further stressed in that the company and not the' , . 
area determined, the specific addresses for the receipt of the printed / -
advertising materialŝ  it could not be construed as the shipper,

: The dissent by Mr© Peterson and Mr, Murdock stated that the Ma
jority should have asserted jurisdiction under the direct outflow stand* 
ard. For the company received nearly ,|505000 for services,rendered upon 
goods valued at 1200,000 that were to be directly' shipped in interstate ' ’
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commerce o . They emphasized that, the implicit neif requirement of the Ma
jority’s bore mo relationship to measmrimg the impact of an employer’s 
operations' upon interstate commerce. In addition̂  they explained that 
regardless of the logic of the new requirement s the company in this par
ticular case fulfilled this additional, requirement. The company deter
mined the destination of the goods by a priyate mailing .list„ They were 
puzzled as to hoi# the ĵ ,jority finds that the. customer ,

^detemines the destination 0 0 « even though he doesn’t know 
. specifically■ where or to whom the materials are addressed 'and 

. delivered „ We' find' great difficulty in discharging our respon
sibilities o V o where simple words like ‘ship’ and ’destina
tion’ are given esoteric meanings totally at variance with the 

- ordinary' meaning of the. words. , Furthermores we are at a loss' 
to understand this reoccurring straining to arrive at interpret 

‘ tations which result in', dismissals of eases where jurisdiction 
would otherwise be asserted.133

this standard in an 
134,

Ignoring, this dissent the Majority continued to app 
’esoteric’ manner throughout the duration of Chairman Farmer’s term

The substantive content of the indirect outflow jurisdictional 
standard was subjected to an extremely restrictive interpretation by the 
Majority 0 In-.addition,, the substantive content of this standard was 
modifiedo . The Jonesboro Grain Drying Cooperative case provided the
vehicle for these c h a n g e s T h e  employer was engaged in the business 
of drying and storing rice in the term of Jonesboro9 Arkansas. ”Gon- 

I by a' sphut to the (company1 s) dryer is a mill owned and operated

\ v I.;-:. 12%' . 1 '. A' .' ; ; . ' v
134Cenfral Valley Pipe Co., Ill MMB 233 (1955)? Homer Chevrolet 

Goo, 110 MHffl 825 (1954)7.. . .. ... ' •
135.ll© MLRB 481-492 (1954)'.'
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indepeMentl^r bj the Arkansas Eice Groxters OooperatiT© Associationj an 
entezprise concededly engaged in interstate .commerce 0 n ISA11 of the 
rice handled by the employer is sold directly to the Association, seven=- 
ty-five per cent of which is - them sold in interstate commerce 0 lŝ 7 The 
employer received between $75^000 and $90s000 per year from the Associa
tion for drying and storing the rice.. The Association sales in inter
state commerce annually exceeded1 $1,000,900:. The Majority refused to 
assert jurisdiction because the mployer performed the drying services 
for t& farmer, hot the Association, : ;
. Having settled the particulars of the case, the Majority pro=
eeeded to elaborate upon several of the revised jurisdictional standards 
as announced in their f omal press release of July 15, 3.954» The direct 
outflow standard was modified <, In the future -the Majority tfould .assert 
jurisdiction over %n enterprise which produces and ships such goods out 
of state or performs services outside the State in which the enterprise 
is located, valued at 150,000 or mereo#̂ 8  Majority would assert 
jurisdiction under the indirect outflow standard in the future when

'%n;enterprise which furnishes goods or services to other enter- 
■ prises and that (a) such goods and/br services are directly 

utilised in the products or.services of the other enterprises 
and are valued at $100,000,or morej or (b) such goods and/or 
services regardless of their use,' are valued at $200,000 or 

. mor@o o, o ' o Ee have further determined that unless an" employer’s 
' . volume 6f operatidns meets one of the Board’s new 'independent 

' jurisdictional standards, we will not accumulate those standards

136Ibldon po 480o '
‘̂ jbidoo po 402o- ' • '

13^ Ib id o9 ppo 483=484o
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In Ms dissent s M^0 Murdock observed, that the Majority evidently 
did not understand the purpose of a “lead18 ease o

It" (thiŝ  ease), is-not eonfinM -to-.th© normal role .of a lead ease '; ■ 
in arinouneing in deeisional fom and explicating ''the n m  juris
dictional standard which is involved in the ease * , « * Instead 
(this ease) has been converted into a receptacle adito which has 
been dxmped, sIse; separate. jurisdictional standards3 at least four 

; pf\which have absoiutely:nothing to do with this ease„140

He noted that the Majority failed to explain why the phrase “and ship 
. such goods out of state88 was added to the direct outflow standard = They 
did not indicate if this addition was to modify the standard as expressed 
in the formal press release <> Mr0 Murdock asked the Majority for an expla
nation of the addition of the $200^000 minimum to the indirect outflow 
standard <, ' It appeared to be in direct conflict with the intent of the 
standard g in that it bore no logical relationship to determining impact 
upon interstate commerceo Finallŷ  he noted that in this particular 
. .ease the. Majority never explained which: standard applied = 88 0 o , It is
evident.that such a work stoppage (by the employer) could prevent the 
shipment of as much as $ls000a000 in rice in interstate commerce« The 
Majority apparently views this sum as insignifiGanto81

The Majority modified the substantive content of the multistate
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ehaln-. jtirisdictioml standard in the case of Reeves & Sons Inc o f h e  
companyj located in Pecos 5 Texas# produced and mined sand.̂  gravelj, and 
'concrete aggregateo In addition, it sold ready mixed concrete,• In 1954 
the firm's New Mexico plant sold |l41j,800 of these various materials to 
contractors engaged in the construction and repair of roads in and around 
Ho swell 3 New Mexico® The Majority would not assert jurisdiction for two 
reasons„ The contractors did not directly utilise these materials in ■ 
interstate commerce® Secondly, the company.failed.to meet the $200,000 
indirect utilisation modification® .

Member Murdock, dissenting, noted that the #200,000 indirect 
utilization modification did not appear in the Majority's formal announce
ment of the revised jurisdictional standards„• He did not understand the 
need for this modification® .

(The material was used by the contractor) in the paving and 
construction of streets and roads which are part of the State 
highway system. 0 * ® ® 1 would have thought that such things 
■as ready mixed concrete used in road building are inescapably 
1directly utilized' in the highway, and the $100,000 would 
therefore apply®143 . .

The Majority ignored the dissent and continued to decline jurisdiction on 
the basis/of this modification throughout the remainder of Mr* Farmer's 
Chairmanship®"̂ *'

■^111 NIffiB 186-188 (1955)«
^Ibid®. o® 188® ■ / :■ ,: ' ■ % ,
^̂ Brown Fertiliser Co®„. 110 NIRB 1912 (1954); Safrit Lumber Go®0 

Inc® „ 111 NhRB 657 (1955){' New Jersey Poultry and Egg Cooperative.Asso
ciation 0 Inc®.® 114 N1EB 536"̂ (l955)o ....'■■./̂ . . . ./_/ . / ~7Tt
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v .. attempted to clarify its policy of applying the
multistat© chain standard to general or public office buildings in the 

; McKinney Avenue Realty Go, ©as©,^^ The company Mis engaged in operat
ing the City National Bank Building* a 24-story office building located - 
: in Houston* Texas. 0 o' » The Building is occupied by 126 tenants tiho. 
pay rent in excess of #1*000*000 per year0e8̂ ^ The Majority noted that 
more than one-half of the building was rented by tenants who admitted to 
being engaged in interstate commerce. They stated that "in light of 
changing economic conditionsn plus a “study arid reappraisal™ of the past 
standard governing this area* “we16 hay© decided to “revise™ the Comax 
decision*  ̂ Ve have determined that in future eases the Board will 
' assert: jurisdiction oyer an office' building operation only when the- em- ■ 
ployer which owns or leases and which operates the office building is 
itself otherwise engaged, in interstate coEmeree and also utilizes the 
building primarily to house its own offices Therefore the Majority
refused to assert jurisdiction in this case because the employer did not 
use the building fo house his own offices and- therefore was not engaged 
in interstate cOmmere®* '

‘ M%ber Murdock' deyeloped a long and detailed dissent concerning 
the logic of the liajorlty's attempted clarification.

. ;  ^  ;

. ^Ibld.'tpo 548. -
■ ''' 2M7' * ' ’ :"' ' v, ' . . ' . ' • 1. ' , Gomax, Inc., 94 NERB 1150 (1951)® In this ease the- Board de

cided to assert jurisdiction, oyer any .office building whose tenants paid 
rent indiyidnally. i& excess of #50*OOti annually,

148 " ' - ' . - ' ; ,. , ’ v - w McKinney Avenue' Realty Coo „ see footnote ;14Fg po 549» . ,



To separate interstate activity of the tenants from tli© situs 
of that aetivity is unrealistic» .The only ifay the Board could •

.. do this was to consider that enterprises are engaged, in inter
state commerce only when physical articles are being produced.
But thisapproach would be patently myopic . . . » The fact 

- that the tenants of; the employer are engaged in clerical rather 
than production operations . <> V does. not alter the fact such
activities are just as integral a part of the interstate com
merce operations of these tenants as those performed by the 
rest of their employees.̂ -9 ,■ v ,

- He felt that the Majority1s judgment, that the employer must utilize the 
office building to house his own offices was illogical in relation to de
termining impact upon interstate commerce. Whether the owner or lesser 

' /maintained offices in the building, would in no way affect the actions of
the employees that worked there 0 In following this line of reasoninĝ  •

' ./Mr» Murdock noted that the %  jority would assert jurisdiction over a. 
small employer who happened to use a large part of an office building 
for his own business. Yet they would refuse jurisdiction over Mthe Bn-- 
pire State Building or other buildings housing tenants doing millions of 
dollars of business in interstate commerc©̂  merely because the owner or 
lessor does not maintain offices thereo"^® "The incongruity of the 
situation is immediately apparent. It is basic in an approach which at
taches supreme importance to the superficial ••localness® of activity and 
refuses to observe the effect of that activity upon commerce

': The Majority applied ah •esoteric8 interpretation to the substan
tive content of the direct inflow jurisdictional standard in terms of its



;.;relati#ja "to measuKi^g jbhe -impact of an employer8 s operations on inter
state commerce. In the.Kenneth Chevrolet Co. ease, the employers oper-

. : ■ '£v<. - ■ r ■. 3_52 ■ .. at# retail auto sales and service;dealerships. Iheir total annual / 
purchases directljr-from outside of the state did hot exceed $500j,000. 
Although each dealer purchased over $1 0̂00s000 worth of new autos annu™ -
ally, delivery of all of these autos with one exception was "taken from

"t ' : '153 -assembly plants located within the state cl' Therefore j, the Majority;
did not assert jurisdiction because the employers failed to meet the
direct inflow standard» The fora of their purchases changed after enter-*/
ing the state. "The flow is stopped when the form is materially altered

,,154 V ' : :■ V

Member Murdock in dissenting states, "The Board's interpretation 
is strained and unrealistic o■. . . It is an extreme one akin to archaic' 
views of interstate commerce long since discarded by the courts. Its 
failure to reflect the essentially interstate nature of many transactions, 
such as these herein, is obvious

No cases arose following the revision of the 1950 standards, 
which called for the Board's application of the indirect inflow jurisdic
tional standard. Therefore its substantive content remained unchanged.

The Majority significantly modified its policy of applying the 
■ retail-: stofes jurisdictional standard. In the Hogue & Knott Supermarkets
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ease they decided, to combine the stores1 direct and indirect inflow in 
declining jnrisdiction. fhe employer operated.two supermarkets within 
the state of Tennessee« la 1953s his direct and indirect dollar volume 
inflow totaled ilij474|>000« , The Majority would not assert jurisdiction 
because; this figure failed to'meet the $3fl0008000 total of the §ls000̂ ,000 
direct inflow minimum and the $2S000j,000, indirect inflow minimum* How- 
- everg in the future the Majority decided to total the dollar minimums of 
an employer*8 direct and indirect inflow and direct outflow in determin
ing jurisdictional questions in relation to infrastate retail chain 
stores * In the ease of a multistate chain retail.store3 they would as
sert jurisdiction over the individual store using the same combination 
method* Howevers; in relation.to the assertion of jurisdiction over an 
entire multistate chain, the flOs 0005000 gross sales minimum would con-' 
tinue.to -apply*.h v.;. -' ' . .. . ' .
. . Member MurdoCks in dissentinĝ  indicated that, the Majority of
fered no evidence, or basis ■ for this mddificationo

-.Our colleagues seem to view a retail store as bearing the hall- 
. mark of local enterprise V 0 , *■ The incongruities lurking in '
' this formula are legion* If .we are right in reading the Ma-. 
jority’s opinion as placing prime, emphasis on the individual 
stores then why do they abandon that"end'of the telescope for 
the other one© the.; magic figure of. |10sOGOsOOO in gross sales 
is reached in the ease of the chain 0 3-57

156uo maB 543-547 (1954) 0
5x7 '
. - Ibid 0 3 p*; 5470 -
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As a result of this dissent̂  the Majority slightly modified their inter-, 
pretation in relatioB. to the directs indirect inflows plus direct out
flow combination application,,̂  ̂ But they maintained their earlier 
rationale of equating small with local in applying the retail standards
to retail auto dealers operating under franchise arrangements with large

; > V . . ■ ; 159 ■' ■ • '•. ;' ' "/automobile 'manufacturers. ; :

Oreenberg Mercantile Corpdi 112 MEBB 710 (1955}o The Majority 
decided that they would total the dollar mlnimums of. an employer's direct s 
indirect inflow and- direct' outflow in considering all of the branch out
lets of a retail chain operating within a; state 0 They would no longer ■ 
consider single branch, stores of a multistate -chain, when there' were more 
than one located within a state<> ■_ . • . . ■:

Wlson Oldsmobile Co., 110 MSB 534-542 (1954)» The Majority 
stated; • that' it would no longer use the Board8 s past, -1 franchise yaMstiek' - 
in detemiriing jurisdiction. In the future retail automobile dealers .
would be subject to the modified retail standards as announced in the 
Hogue and Knott Super Markets ease. Member Murdock in his dissent ada
mantly mphasised the Majority's complete denial of past Board and court 
policy in'this areao The basis of the Majority's future assertion of - ' 
jurisdiction otrer retail automobile dealers was . that they constituted in
dependent businesseso The Board in the past had rejected this contention 
,in the following cases,. lewtpn Chevrolet0 Inc,, 37 ffiBB 334

I Puritan.. Chevrolet, Inc,Liddon Mhite Truck GOo, InCoo 76,MLRB 1181
76 m,RB 1243 I##): lewiston Buiok go.,-. 7? KERB 375 (1948)3 do 0, lewis 
Motor Coo, IncO0 80 MLRB 1134 (1948); Adams Motors, Inc,, 80 MLRB1518., 
Tl948)| Midtown Motors, 80 MIBB 1679 (1948): Harrys Gadillac-Pontiac Co09 
81 NLRB rTl949)l M, Lo Townsend, 81 MEBB 739. (1949)| Kal.iain■ Chevrolet
Go, y 82 NLRB 978 (1949); Scott Motor Co0.a 84 129 (194917 Channel
Motors0 84 NLRB 353 (1949)$ Lundahl .Motors, Inc,., 85 ME&B 224 (194917 Wm, 
Jo Silva Go, 2 85 NLRB 573 (19WTb= -B, .Burns Go.« 85 MIBB 1025: (1949)::

85 NLRB 1336 (i949h°Grang®r Motor Co., 86 NLRB 336 (1949)iButte Motors,
Jos, Wo Fournier, Borne Lineoln-Mercu: 
Brot-m Motor Go, ,86
Beslink and ¥iggers Motors 0 87 USB 126 .
87 MISB 193 W w T F  Bill Daniels, Inc,, 88 USB 572 
Motor Go',» 86 MSB 814

0i, U  MSB 397 (1949); Harry 
67 MEBB 23 (m9) I

InC , aAllbritten. Motors,

6?
89 MSB 
■Brothers

Grace Motor Sales, 88 MSB 428

see. f ootnot©’ 
Chevrolet Go,,•93 MLSB

I Biesmeyer. . 
sters Pontiac. Co,, Inc, , .88 MISB 932 •

Bill Heath, Inc, y. 89 MSB 
Chevrolet Co,, 89 MSB 1189 (1950); University Motors, 

Motor Sales Goss 89 MSB 1376 (1950); -Baxter 
y 93 MSB 867 (1951); Harbor 

9 5 MSB
Conover Motor Go,

r* Howell .Chevrolet. Co,



, The Majority altered the substantive content of their announced 
policy concerning the restaurant industry. The basis of their altera
tion was a similarity between this imdustzy and the retailing industry»
In the Bickford^, Inc, ease,, the employer operated a multistate restaur
ant chain which received gross sales on a yearly hasis in excess of 
SlOjOOGpOOOcr

' In these instanceŝ • restaurants are- markedly similar to retail 
selling establishments o v » » Clearly then the broad opera
tions of Bickford's coapares to a single locally owned restaur
ant as does a large multistate retail selling chain to a single 
eorner store, "In' riew of the similarities between a restaurant 

.. and a retail storea no better rule could be' devised- for disfin- 
guishing between essentially local restaurant activities and 
those having a substantial impact upon interstate commerce, , yq 
than that announced recently for the retail selling industry,.

The Majority asserted jurisdiction̂
Members Betersoa and Kurdoek, in dissenting, believed 'the analogy- 

between restaurants and retail enterprises- to be proper. But it had 
little bearing on the question of the Board' s legal jurisdiction over 
restaurants. The Majority had'not yet established a reason for "distin
guishing between the effect caused by a halt of shipments to and from a- 
retail-enterprise and those to and from most other enterprises of a

California Willys, 93 NLRB 325 (1952)| Louis Rose Co., 99 KERB 690 (1952) 
Bishop McCog?aack and Bishop, 102 KERB libl (1953)1.4° 1° Rotors Go,, 103 
KERB 1%7 (1953)° The courts also rejected the contention, KERB v 
Ken Rose Motors« Inc,, 193 F,2d 769 (0,1, 1); KERB v Somerville Buick, 
Inc. 3 194 F,2d 56 (0,1. 1)| KERB v Brooks/ 204 F,2d 899. (G . k T W f  ■ 
KERB v Gonover Motor 0oo/-192- F,2d 799 lo.A, 10): MERE v Bayis Motorsft 
Inc,,192 F,2d 782 (0,1, 10), In concluding Mr, Murdock noted̂  "lie.are.- 
not dealing here with a few. scattered •corner stores' but with a sixteen 
billion dollar industry with hundreds of thousands of employees," Wilson 
Qldsmobil® Coo, po 542o -

l60110 KERB 1904-1908 (1954)5, p, 1904,



■ - ; v • ■■■'■ ■ ' ' ■■■■■■ . 1 " ' - ■ • ■noB̂ retail aatureo® ' . ' ' -

, ' ■ Controversy arose -among ■ Board members over the substantive eon-
■ tent of the national defense .jurisdiotiohal standard 0 The Majority ini
tially hpplied the standard in the Maytag Aircraft Corporation eas@o^^
The employer was engaged in refueling of military aircraft at Ellington 
Air Force Base, Houston̂  Texas,: He was under government contract0 His 
annual receipts for. this service amounted to $195s000 0 The Majority A •
asserted jurisdiction because the employer fulfilled all three require-

163 : : ■:■■ ;/. ' ■■:■■: /■ments of the standardo- - ■ ■ ■ ;; ..■■'■; '. ■ ■•
• Member Murdock concurred in the assertion of jurisdiction̂  How- 

every he was' interested; in ■■the Board ' s reasoning, "in' the development of this 
revised standards. 18ln. the .past « 0. » The Board has not. considered itself;
' equipped with the specialised knowledge necessary to declare any enter- V 
prise active in the national defens© field to have only a,ii ! insubstantial 
role1 in that progr@m«,"̂ "̂ He noted that the Board was not aware in the, 
pasts and the" Majority was not aware nows of how much vital. equipment 
was produced in,plants"doing less than $10Qs000 business per year ©r ■ :'
■ how much of the equipment was produced under, government contract« In addi- 
tion5 the l4ajority- cannot detemine the importance of the "impact of the . ',, 
employer's business hpon our defense effort from interruptions in his
. services and goods, which support the defense effort=; In sm earlier casej

■' Ibidc Po 1907c" A'."''' ,
V; ^ 1 1 0  mrn $9W 02 (1954).

■ 163 ■ ■ ■ ," '■■■'■ ' ■ ' '■ •■■ ■ , ■ .. ■ See national defense standard ̂ pe -BSo ".;■. ' ' ■ ■ ,,
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of the Thomas Riggiag Co,,, 102 ITLRB 65 (1950), the employer received 
$52,000' 'for installing $1,500,000 worth of equipment used in aamifacfcur-
ing 81 aortar: shells' .for the- Korean War, . ■ ;1 '

The critical asswption of the Board in establishing this new 
standard is that any employer which fails to meet the three 
new criteria will not substantially affect our defense effort»

' On what facts9 statistics, data, study, research or expert 
- knowledge does it rest? The Majority opinion offers no ans- 

. wer,W C.-V' . . W ; ■' :  ̂ '

The Majority paid no heed to the dissent. They continued to assert jur-
' ■, ' ' ' ■■ V-, /  ̂z Z : ' ", . ’ \

isdiction under their revised standard»
The Majority did not alter the jurisdictional policies, in re

ference to the "hotel industry" and the p̂rojection of financial data,M ■ 
by an employer appearing before the Board, However, controversy be
tween the Majority and Members Peterson and Murdock continued in relation 
to the Board's jurisdictional position in reference to educational insti
tutions and non-profit organizations» In the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Lincoln Laboratory case the Majority asserted jurisdictions 
The laboratory was engaged in a defense project for the government under 
contract, "Over,the past year the Project utilized over $2,000,000 worth

l66Eeady Mixed Concrete Coo> 110 NLRB 1251 (1954)».
^Virgin Isles Hotel, 110 HERB 558 (1954)» The Board refused to 

assert jurisdiction over hotels as an industry, in the territories, Mr, 
Murdock vigorously dissented pointing out that the Board in the past had 
always asserted plenary jurisdiction in the District of Columbia and ter
ritories , See footnote 38, . ' v

110 HERB .I6II-I6I4 (I954) «=
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of materials5 15=20% of which camedireetly from outside the Commonwealth 
■of Massachusetts■ fh© Majority noted that the laboratory's actiwi-' 
ties\ outside of the Project were broken dow as. 93% government; k% pri- ’ 
vate industry;' and 3% non-profit or educational 0

Members Farmer and Rodgers dissented on the grounds that the 
laboratory constituted a non-profit educational prganizatloa« fo support 
their argument they quoted the legislative history pf the non-profit 
hospital exemption contained in Section 2 (2), of the labor Management 
Relations Acto Their conclusion was that Congress defined '•purely 
eommerciaL51 activities as those sponsored by or which were for the bene
fit of private industrial concernsc Thereforê  in that this case was 
concerned with a goverment contractj, jurisdiction should be declined by 
. the Board's' Member Murdock questioned, the applicability of Section 2 (2) 
to .this particular case» • ■ - , ■ . '

. v pdst-1955:"m of a .VMo Itenf s land®

' Procedural. Changes in. Board.' Policy a— The Board6 s membership ,
’ • - 1 ■ ■ v ' '  - .

changed when W» leMpm was appointed chairman0 However,, the Repub-;
•• lican majority remained intact,, .- The restrictive standards and policies
of the previous Board w®re%liberalised during this period so as to ef-
feet an-extension of Board ' jurisdiction̂ ': .. :

' . l69IbidV, Po 1612 ;̂: : ' '' . /•' t - V /// '"/ - .. : V
libido, pp. 1613-1614q - , '

: v , ; ' - '2/71. * ' - .; ; :■ - . 1 -' -. _ , -,■ ,v ;:, - Boyd S« leedom. Republican,, replaced Guy Farmer as Chairman :: v
on Movember. 2, 19551 .Stephen Bo Bean, Republican, replaced Guy Parmer 
on December 1, 1955 = Annual Report of the M0IoR0B. for the Year Ending 
dune 30, .1953, (Washington: U6S<, Government Printing Office, 195b}7'pT le;'
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v . No cases appeared before the Board concerning the instrumentali
ties and channels of interstate commerce jurisdictional standard. The 
public, utilities and transit system jurisdictional standard, as applied 
to local public utilities remained unalteredIts. application to
intrastate transit systems was modified in the Potash Mines Transporta~
v - 173 ' - . ' ': ,' . ; '/ ■ , ■ •• : . ■ ■tion Co o, Inc.. caseo The employer was engaged ■ in the operation of a'
bus company within the state of New Mexico, He had a contractual arrange
ment with the Potash Company Of- America to transport its employees to and 
from the company's mine site. He received in excess of $100,000 annually 
for providing this service. The employer’s operations fell short of the 
13,000,000 minimum required for the Board's assertion of jurisdiction,

However, as this Employer renders its services to the,companies 
by virtue of a contractual arrangement and does not transport 
members Of the general public during its trips between the dity 
of Carlsbad and the mine site, and as 95$ of its gross annual 
revenue is derivedfrom transporting employees of the Potash 
Company, of America to and from the .mine site, it is apparent 
that this Employer's operation resembles more closely those of 
a charter system than those of a public transit system « « , =
(The Board will assert jurisdiction) as the Bnployer renders 
service valued in excess of $100,000 to a company which ships 
goods: outside the state of New Mexico in excess of $50,000 ; ,
0 6 O O

InhthevCharieston Transit Co, case the Majority stated, that their " 
action in the Potash Mines Transportation Co. case was not to be con
strued as- a precedent in relation to future jurisdictional policy

"^ Ĝary Hobart Water Corporation. 115 NLEB 1575 (1956); Butte 
Water ̂ .p#17 W B : # 4 W 5 7 ) , : - v ,

i2?5“3^7.'(1956). . • . "
■ . : ; Ibid., p. .12'



governing intrastate public transit systems fhe controversy in this
ease centered around the intent of a court order concerning the S3s000^000 

minimum̂  The Majority8 s position was that the court order asked them to 
reconsider the retroapplieation of the standard in this particular case. ., 
They cited the court's words in support of this contention»

' "Here (in the original case) the Board dismissed'the eoBtplaint 
solely by reason of a; standard, established in the Greenwieh Gas 
ease ®•o ® * These criteria were applied to the present ease 
after the issuance of the complaint and after conclusion of the

" hearings before the trial examiner» In these circumstances we
think that the Union, should have been heard on the validity of

V these standardsj, as applied to this easeo^^h

Bie Majority did not believe that am oral hearing was necessary to deter
mine the necessity of a retroactive application of the standard» There- 
fores they asked the union to file a written brief0 They, concluded by 
stating that the Potash Mines Transportation Goo’ ease was not to be con
strued as a modification of the indirect outflow standard or as a modi
fication of the local public utilities jurisdictional policy® Having re
viewed :the Union’s brief as to why the SSsOOÔ OOO minimw gross sales 
limitation was restrictive,, the Board declined to assert jurisdiction 
over this company. - '
• Member Murdock's dissent emphasised the Majority’s misinterpret .

tation of the court order® He maintained the court ordered the Board to 
reconsider the validity of the #3 0̂00^000 minimum® ■

;:L75118 HLRB 1164-1177 (1957)o
- "I . ■■■ - »

' Ibid6« p0 1165-1166® As quoted from the case of Amalgamated 
' Association.v BLRB.236 Fs2d 38 (1956)s p® 38® For the original Charles
ton Transit case see footnote Igf,® ■ . .
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In its brief to the. court j, in support of its petition for 
revieMj, the Union states the questions presented to the court 
as followss ; " ' ‘ ■ 1 \

'' ‘ is "Whether the Board has jurisdiction under Act of the
Gonstitution of the UySo over the operation of the In- 
tervenor (the Employer herein)« ',

' 2» Assuming the Board has jurisdiction over the Intervener* s
operations* whether in the establishment of the new jur
isdictional standards for the transit industry* on the 
basis of which the Board refused to assert jurisdiction 
over the Intervenor* the Board acted contrary to law and 
abused and exceeded such discretion as it might have to 
limit its jurisdiction „ o » <>; . '■ '\

In its brief to the court the Board agreed with the Union's state
ment of the questions presented$ stating* 1 The questions presented 
were formulate in the pre-hearing conference stipulation and are 
correctly set forth at the outset of the Petitioner’s (union’s)

■ ‘ ■ brief*fi77 ’ ' . . ,

Therefore* it appeared to Mr» Mordbck that the Majority and. Union agreed 
that the point of controversy was the subjective content of the standard* 
not its. retrtiaetive applicability0 in summation Mr? Murdock states: ,

leither the parties* the court nor the public is told why. gross 
receipts is the sole test-'-a test which does not take into ac
count at all* impact on commerce which is customarily measured 
in terns of inflow* outflow* or services rendered to firms 
which are.engaged in commercej nor why the standard announced , 
for a gas utility is equally appropriate for a transit utility,^®

lo eases appeared before the Board in relation to its application 
of the hon“*retail multi-state enterprise jurisdictional standard to com
panies forming integral parts of such enterprises <, In applying the stand- - 
ard to non-retail multistate enterprises with gross volumes of sales

177 ' ' ' . '
, ' IbMo* Po 1170-1171 o .

libido* p» 1176?
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a.BBualiy Izi excess of $250̂ 000̂  the Board; reversed aa earlier deeisioH 1 

im the ease ' of - Orkla,18The Rat Maiflo *9 Inc0 ItB' grounds for the revision '
ifere that in the present ease there was a greater degree ©f eommon opera—
' ; i ; ' X79 ' ■ ' ' • ' '- ti©n etiiibited' than. In the former. eas©« ■ A second case questioned the .i
validity of the $250,000 minimim in measuring the impact of an employer6 s
operations upon interstate commerce« In the Dixie Coca Cola Bottling Co 0
ease the employer was. engaged in bottling and distributing coca cola in
the states, of Virginia and Tennessee under a franchise arrangement«
Its direct inflow was #210̂ 910 per year:. - Its direct outflow was $234s493
per year* neither - of these figures individually met the S250s000 minimum
requirement for the Board to assert ■jurisdietiono "•Therefore$ the Majority
refused to assert Jurisdiction*
’ . Members Murdock and Peterson- in.- dissenting tfere' concerned: by the

5000 minimum

Absurd* as it is and iner^ible as it sounds a it is .nonetheless 
true that the majority is finding; that it will not effectuate 
the policies of the Act to assert Jurisdiction in this ease on 
the ground that the Employer's operations are interstate rather 
■than iatrastateV The Board would assert jurisdiction if the 
Employer had a single, plant in.' a' state which had a direct out- 
flow of $50aO0O=, But if the employer's enterprise is in two or 
more states s then it must do $25Ga000 .instead of $503000 in 
order,to receive Board protection« Surely the latter situation 
I® what is truely termed interstate commerce than the former̂  , 
yet it is protected less than the former situation0 Shat kind- 
of - sense does that

In ■concluding their .dissent they; expressed :a syapathy for the Majority ■

.^Orkim
'.In©oo se®-footnote 130e

00.0, 1151MESB 622 (1956), reversed Or kin

116 MLRB 312-317 (1956)< 
3154 * :
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? >t©; the rationale of the ■1954 stmdards 0 .. ®$he paradoxical 
logic is 'so ridicmlous that the: Board is naturally ©mfoarEassed in attempt- 
ing a defens© « H But tJhy does .the Board continue to treat e e „ these

' ' ■ '' ^  . ' T r t o . . .  -standards as perfectly whole and isaautahle o o o ®® ■
Board, did not' consider any eases that required the applies- 

tion of the direct outflow jurisdictional standard, it modified the sub
stantive content of the indirect outflow jurisdictional standard in the 

Motor Goo case, • The Board stated that.

. ■ ,-9Sin©@ ̂ ihe issuance of that decision (the one introducing the
■ standard) in 1954j, ■ experience has shorn the general impracti
cability - of testing on a ease by case basiŝ  the precise type 
of utilization (direct dr. indirect} by a purchaser » » « <> We '

■ ■have therefore decided to abolish the distinction between di
rect and non-direet utilisation of goods and services and will'
. henceforth assert jurisdiction on the basis, of the indirect 
outflow test o' ® o wherever the sales total #100,000 annually 
without regard to the manner in which purchasers make use of 
the goods-or’Services «®1®4 : -,.. ■■ ' -

. . Member,Murdock welcomed the change in concurring with the Board's 
d®cisions as', a, 0 step in the right direction and if it accomplishes 
no more than eliminating. one of the areas of confusion and complexity
under the 1954 standards y it helps to meet an important 'ne©d06i1̂ ^ The .

• 186 ‘Board continued to use the new modification in later cases®

* 182Ibidoo Po-317o
' :'lB3-• '

. . 1 Ibidoo ppo 53“54c
, 185Ibido; p3 55o ' ;

forse'Brothers„ 113 HESB 1312 (1957); Pagan Motor Freight, 
Inc o n 116 NLRB 15&3 (1956) g Shaver. Transfer Co ■> o 119 MLHB 939'=Tl957j<
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A heated debate arose oyer the application of the non~retail
multistate chain store jnrisdictional standard to office buildingSo In . 
the East Newark Realty Corporation oasen the company furnished industrial
floor spaceg watery steaa and electricity to its t e n a n t s H e  annually 
;received $725S00Q for these servi i0 in rent from these ten
ants » Several of the tenants individual business volume.in interstate
commerce annually exceeded $50,0000 The Majority refused to assert jur
isdictions - - ' ;

■ The instant case presents the question whether 6'« . * (the McKinney 
Ayenue Realty Co® ease) standard should be applied to industrial 

\ building enterprises o , We conclude that it should 9 * <, here » » 3
; the Employer is also engaged in the essentially local operation

' / • . of furnishing no more than space for the use of others o Even if .
!' ' steam j, water ̂ and electrical services could be 1 disent angled« ■ ' : '

from the rest of the company's operation, it would fail to meet 
the. #3,000,000 local utility-standard 0 ® 0 applicable to such. type, of business

• Member Murdock in dissenting referred to his dissent in the Me- 
Kinney Avenue Realty Case for the inadequacy of the application of this 
StandaM in measuring the impact of am office building owner*s services 
upon the flow of interstate commerce. He noted that this defect would 
not be eliminated in applying the standard to.industrial buildings, The 

■ Supreme .Court in Kirschbaum v Walling« 316 U®S, 517 (1955} held that ©m.- - 
ployees involv«i in jobs of producing steam, electricity, or water power 
for a building is tenants f<, « o had such.a close; and immediate tie. with ■ 
the process of production for commerce and was therefore so much an

187115 HLRB 483-490 (1956) 
188 •• • .Ibido, p0 484b
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essential part of it, that the employees are to fee regarded, as- engaged 
in an occupation necessary to the production of goods for interstate com- 

: : mere© 0»a*̂ 9,, ny@t .our colleagues characterise, these activities as an 1 es- 
sentially local operation1 <, » » <, Plainly an activity cannot fee both,
8an essential part of Interstate commerce8 and 8 essentially local0 8 If 
the Supreme Court8s conclusion is right the Majority8 s conclusion is 
wrohgo88̂ ® - 18If they (the majority members) are operating under the mis
conception that this Baployer8® fuel and power services maketdt a 8public' 
utility,8 the authorities are readily available to dispel such a .miseon-

" ' ' ' '■ ' TQI ■ ■ ■ .: . ■ -ception038 - The Majority ignored. Hr0 Murdock8 s dissent and continued to
' - ■ • ‘ 2.92leave the policy application, unehangedo
In the Rogers Lumber Co* case concerning the application of the

direct'inflow jurisdictional standard, the Board incorporated several
changes in relation to the substantive content of the other 1954 juris—

: . 193 ■ ■dictional standards. It felt that the previous Board in establishing 
and- applying some of the standards # i , made the assertion of juris- 
diction dependent upon the smt sought or the scope of the employer8 s 
operations involved in the proceeding and rejects the concept that it Is;; 
the impact of the totality of an employer8 s operations on commerce that

ia9IMdo, pp, 487-488o As quoted from pages 525-526 of the court 
.decisioho .. . - - , / . "

190Ibidio p, 488, - ; ' ■ - .
%bid,^p. 490. :

Ĵohn ¥. Galfereath and Go;, 120 K£B 625 (1958) ,
^%17 HtilB 17324736 ; (1957) = The essence of the Board8 s action 

in this case was to eliminate the non-retail multistats, the hon-retail 
multistate chain store, and the $10,000,000 minimum requirement for re
tail' chain stores.standards, .
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should determine whether the Board will assert jurisdiction in any pro™ 
eeeding involving the eBplbyer,®^^ .It 'was this latter-concept that 
had been accepted and applied by the courts0

(This dileiraaa Could be corrected) by ..extending" to multistate 
enterprises present standaMs applicable to single establish
ments and intrastate chains» Thus in this case and in the 
.. future we shall assert jurisdiction over all non-retail en
terprises'having one or more establishments where the enter
prise has total direct inflow of #500,000 or morê  total in- 
direct inflow of $1 0̂00^000 or more,, total direct outflow of 
$5Q>QQQ or more, or total indirect outflow of $1Q0S00Q or 
more. Accordinglys in the futures we shall assert jurisdic
tion over all retail or service enterprises having one or 
more establishments where the enterprise has total direct 
inflow of |15000s000 or more, total indirect inflow of 
$2, GOOj, 000. or more, total indirect outflow of SlOOs000 or f
more. We shall continue to apply the non-retail standards 
where— the TMployer1s business is combination retail and non- 
retail unless the non-retail aspect is clearly de noMnds,3-95

the Board began to effect this change immediately
A question of jurisdiction policy arose in relation to inter

pretation of the retail stores standard as. it related to stores meeting 
the 1250,000 indirect inflow standard. The Board asserted jurisdiction 
over the Combined Century Theaters company because their indirect inflow
- y - . " • ■ ' 1 Q7 ■
was annually in excess of $2,000,000, ' This company operated an intra™
state chain of thirty-five movie theaters. The film used by the theaters

194ibid., p. 1735« :
195Ibid. 9 pp. 1735-1736,
i9% E .  Moses Co., Inc,, 117 HSB 1769 (1957)| Standard Furni- 

. ture Co., 118”MLEB 35 (1957)| Chock Full 0! Buts, 118 bSbT5S”(1957J|
T. Fo-Taylor & Co, 9 118 mRB 1239 (1957); Itiller Mercantile Co., 118 HHtB 
.1357 .1195711' McAllister8 s. Dairy Farms, Inc.. .118 tiLRB 1117 (1957)1 mil : ' : 
Denemark, Inc., 120 mRB 1059 (1958)7 , - . ..' •

197120 MLRB 1379-1391 (1958).



was reproduced, from a master negative „ These reproductions were then 
sold to the theaters«, However̂  the, title: of the reproduction remained 
with the distributor& Thereforê  Ĵhat the distributor sells to the 
local exhibiter is not a film,, but the right to reproduce a spectacle 
as it was created by the producer in Californiaj, the print or film sim- 
ply being the means by- which such reproduction is possible»41

- Members heedom and Rodgers, in dissenting, pointed out that the 
master negative-reproduetion print discussion was directly analogous to 
the Kenneth Chevrolet case where- cars were assembled within a state 
14„ o o in both eases the difference is one of form and in both, cases 
the product in its original fom— a mass of auto parts or a negative 
film— is of ho value to the prospective buyer V , , until the local 
operation of assembling the auto or printing the positive has been com-- 
pleted»H'' Therefores in that the fom of the product was materially 
altered within the state, the §250,000 indirect inflow minimum was not 
applicable. The Board should have declined jurisdiction.

The Board reduced the. -$10,000,000 minimum gross sales requirement 
■for;interstate, retail: chain companies„ :• This minimum was lowered to
§3s 5 0 0 , 0 0 0 The Board continued to adhere to its Original policy of

" ' ’' ' * 202 applying the retail store standards to the restaurant industry,

■ - 198Iblds, p, 1384, ; :
m « e p . 4 8 .  ; \ \ .
2G0IbidO2 p, 1385»

. ■ • 20:L0oca Cola Bottling of New York, Inc,, llh MRB 1423 (1955). :
' 2Q2C, -R. Brown Cafeterias, 115 MLRB 1772 (1956).



The national defense jurisdictional standard was slightly modi-
/ ■ \ . ■' ■ : e, ' ■ 'r - ' " : 203' ' ■fled in the Long Meadow Farms Cooperative, Inc0„ case0 v The employer

supplied. milk under government contract to. the Fort Bragg mess halls0

All of his business, was entirely within the state of Uorth Carolina» He
• received in excess, of |100sO0G for his services to.the army post. The '
Board asserted jurisdiction on the basis that “, « « the intended use or
disposition of such food by the Armed Forces is immaterial

Revised Substantive Content of Formal Standardso-— On July 22,
1958, the Board announced proposed revised jurisdictional standards in
a press release.. It invited all interested comment and. criticism. On
October 2, 1958, in ah additional press release and a series of six cans-;
secutiye case, decisions, the Board established new jurisdictional stand-
ardSo  ̂ The ten standards represented a simplification of the 1954
standards: , '■ "• ;

Is Non-retail companies which have a direct or indirect inflow or ... 
outflow of goods or services valued in excess of $50 n000 per .

. .year.:.; - ■ ■ ■ ■ ........ . .......
fflftols hew standard) , o, represents a telescoping of the multiple and 
varied outflow and inflow standards 0 * = o (This change is desirable) 
for basic reasonss (1) A labor dispute obstructs commerce to the same, 
extent whether the movement of goods which is obstructed is to or from 
an eimpldyer$ s operations and (2) the Act accords the same importance 
and applies :equally to operations which affect commerce and those which
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are directly engaged in commerce across.State lines ; :
2„ Office Wildings which have an annual gross revenue' of #100̂ 000 

. or more, of which $25,000 or 'more is''derived from organizations 
: which meet the other standards: . : ■, . .. . , . . ; . . '
Retail 
or more;

which an annual gross revenue of $500,000

$}The Board has decided that it will assert jurisdiction over all retail 
enterprises 0. V  = which do a gross volume of .business of at least 
$500,000 per annum <> » o » Determination of volume of inflow is time 
consuming in that many of the stores' records'.have to be analysed, Gross
volume is a more readily available figt3re«®207 .. ,

Ac instrumentalities, links and, channels of interstate commerce
which F derive ,000"or.more from the interstate
of an enterprise,dr from serviees; 

in interstate commerces
for-an

. "The Board, will' assert jurisdiction over any enterprise which. ■ transports,-.. 
passengers or commodities in interstate commercê  or serves as.an essen
tial link in an Interstate operation where its gross revenue is in excess 
of 150,000 per y e a r , J  " .V . .■ . . '

5, Public utilities which have, an annual gross revenue, of $250*000 
or more or meet the requirements of the first standards.

Ey lowering the gross volume standard and applying the $50,000 direct, 
indirect 3 inflow outflow standard, the Board will be reasonably assured 
of asserting jurisdiction over: all labor disputes involving local public 
utilities which exert a pronounced impact upon interstate • commerce 0 209 ' ••

Public transit systems which' have an annual gross revenue of 
$250,000 or more fl except for taxicab companies which-have am : 
annual gross revenue of $500,000 or more: .

: 7c $|^iBagers which hOTe an ^oss rev^oe of. $2 ^0 0 0 or
more* Oommuhications systems, radio, television and telephone, 
which have an annual gross revenue of $100, OQO^or more s

89,

206.Smeons

208

Service, 122'IBRB 81-83 (1958)s p, 81. 
and Cement G o 122 NLRB 88-90 (1958), p.

209

HoPoO® Service, Inc., 122 MLRB 394-=396 (1958), p» 395, '
Sioux Valley Bapire Electric Assoc,, 122 JSLRB 92-94 (1958).
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"The Board will assert yurisdietion over eases involving newspaper- com
panies which hold membership in or subscribe to interstate news servicess. 
or publish nationally syndicated featuress or advertise nationally sold 
products, if the gross volume of business of the particular enterprise 
involved amounts to $200s000 or more per year«"210 "(The Board will 
assert jurisdiction over; an enterprise engaged in the. operation of radio . 
or ToVo broadcasting stations, telephone or telegraph systems which do a 
gross volume of business of at least $100,000 per annumo^ll
• Bo Companies which have substantial impact upon national defenses
si (¥e will assert jurisdiction) over aU enterprises . » 0 whose opera
tions exert a substantial impact upon the national defense, irrespective 
of whether the enterprise’s operations satisfy any of the Board’s other
jurisdiction-standards0,’213 ; .

9o Plenary jurisdiction will be exercised in the District of Col
umbia* ■ The standards will be exercised in the Territorieso ’

10o Bargaining associations will be regarded as a single employer 
for purposes of the Board’s jurisdiction,) . .

Their reasoning for the revision of the standards was set forth in the 
Siemons Mailing Service easeo Tne Guss decision by the Supreme Court 
made it imperative for the Board to readjust its standards, in order to 
lessen the probl̂ a, of tbe no-man’s landCongress appropriated 
#1,500,000 specifically for the purpose of enabling the Board to extend 
its area of jurisdiction̂  The 1954 standards were so complex that far 
too much time was expended by the Board in determining the jurisdictional 
.aspects.Of cases. - Therefore, this revision represented an attempt to al
leviate these problemso

1 The subs and the Board’s application of the

^Belleville Employing Printerso 122 MLEB 350-354 (1958), p0 352,
■ - Raritan Valley Broadcasting Co„ 122 HERB 90-92 (1958), p0 91.

^^Ready Mix Concrete and Materials, Inc,, 122 HERB 320 (1958), -
p.» -320o„ .. , .. •

See' Chapter- II,' footnote 72,
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non-retail direct-indirect inflow-outflow standard remained unchanged»
In the Mistletoe Operating Co,, case'the'Board overrtaled its previous 
policy governing office b u i l d i n g s I t  felt that measuring the impact 
of an employer1s operations upon the flow of interstate commerce was not 
dependent upon the fact that the employer- provided maintenance and ser
vice functions necessary to the operation of a building as an incident 
of ownership or leasehold interest =, Nor was the impact of his opera
tions in' any way affected by whether it was created by his tenants or 
himself6

The substantive content and Board's application of the rest of 
its jurisdictional standards remained un c h a n g e d I n  May of 1959 the 
Board established a. #500,000 minimum gross income requirement for the 
hotel industry. Its policy was to assert jurisdiction only over those 
hotels which did not have 75% or more of its guests remaining for a 
month or more, file Board made an addition to its policy governing 
the "projection of financial data" by an employer appearing before the 
Board, If the employer refused to provide the Board with data as to its - 
interstate activities upon reasonable request, proof would be dispensed

^*122 MEEB 1534 (1959), overruled McKinney Avenue Realty Co,
See footnote 145, - ; ' ' ././ -

^ %ab Services, Inc,, d/b/a Red &.White Airway Cab Co,, 123 •
NERB 83 (1959), applied the 1500,000 taxicab.standard. Charleston Trans
it Coo, 123;HERB 1296 (1959), applied the #250,000 transit industry stand
ard, Overruled the original Charleston Transit case,, see footnote 127,

: ^ Floridan Hotel of Tampa, Inc,4 124 HERB 261 (1959); Miner
Hotels,■ Inc0. 124. NERB 599 (1959), y '
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with and the Board ifould assert statutory junisdietion0 Board members
continued to disagree over the interpretation of its policy governing

' '  . 21Snon-profit organizations and educational institutions« In lieu of
section 14 (c) 2 of the labor Management Reporting and Disclosure lot̂ i 
they refused to assert jurisdiction over several entire classes of em- : 
ployers»^^ In addition, a new procedure was instituted,to facilitate 
processing of jurisdictional questions. Upon request the Board would 
render an advisory opinion as to the probability of asserting jurisdic
tion in a given case. However, to date, this procedure has not been 
widely used, by unions or employers appearing before, the Board,

' ; : ; ■ ; . Summary ' -. nf

Prior to the 1950 standards, the Board used an -jd hoc approach 
in considering jurisdictional questions. It placed emphasis on dollar . 
volume and flow of an employer1 s operations' affecting the flow of inter
state commerceo However, the Board failed to tie consistent in its con
sideration of these two criteria prior to the foimal standards,

' The Board formulated the 1950 standards to achieve consistency . .

217fropicana Products. Inc.. 122 ILRB 121 (1950)s Seaboard Ware
house Terminals. Ine0. 123 M1HB.37B (1959)of

, ^ Ŝheltered Workshops of 'San Diego. 126 MLRB 961 ([
EhterprisesInc.. 126 KEEB 1281

f ^ Flatbush general •Hospital. 126 HEEB 144 (I960) . The Board 
Would not assert jurisdiction over private op proprietary hospitals. 
Hialeah Bdee Course. 3hc6. 125 ILRB 388 (1959), Jefferson Downs. 125 
MLRB 386 (1959). The.Board refused jurisdiction over race tracks.

^ ^Knoxvllle News Sentinel, 125 MEBB 672 (1959), Jackson* s 
Service. 126 HLEB 875"7l96Q) . " . ) hff
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and clarification in.its jurisdictional criteria and policies„ It was 
careful to avoid ignoring its context in deciding jurisdictional ques
tions by adhering to de minimis policy o this policy attached primary 
importance to the Board’s consideration of the impact of an employer’s 
operations upon the flow of interstate commerce. the Board used its ac
cepted approach of a "lead” case in the introduction of each formal 
standard o It observed past precedent in the application of a standard , 
to an industrŷ  . i : ; '
. ' In 1953 a "Republican Majority "lead by a new chaimanp teo S’ar̂ .. 

mer.p. initiated a drastic change in the Board ’ s jurisdictional policies 0 - 
they put forth various rationales in support of these changes„ In 1954 
they formalized the changes.by revising the; substantive content of the - 
Board’s 1950 jurisdictional standards, these changes were announced by 
a press release which ignored the Board’s "lead" ease approach0 the 
ehangei" consisted of destroying some of the original standardss inereas*” 
ing the complexity in the wording of the remaining standards g: and adding' 
some new standards <> , Sie Majority ignored the Board’s de minimis policy 
in applying the revised standards o In many instances the substantive , . 
content and the policy of application bore no relationship to measuring'V 
the impact of an employer’s operation upon the flow of interstate com
merce » She Majority-overruled, much of the past Board preeeddht govern
ing the particular application of a revised standard., ,

The Majority reconsidered their application of the revised stand
ards between 1955 and 1958 under Mr. Leedom.a the n©w chairman of the - 
HERB» They destroyed several_. complex, interpretations and applications . ■ 
of the revised standards which had failed to observe the Board’s.de



miaimis policy 0 Isa addition̂ , they eliminated several of the revised . 
Standards which ignored the d® minimis policy. In 1958 the Board intro
duced. a revised set of jurisdictional standards. This change consisted 
of destroying several of the 1954 standards, while simplifying the Sub
stantive content in the.remaining standards. .The Board announced the 
standard's revision in a combined approach of pfess release and "lead11 
ease. 'Hie Board failed to return to an observance of its past precedent 
in applying the standards. : . , ..



CHAPTER H

ANALYSIS OF REASONS UNDERLYING DEVELOPMENTS 
' . . , A W ,  C H A E m  I M . , B ( M  P G O L I C Y ^ ^ ^  ; : ' :

Pr@=1950 Period of M  Ho© Jurisdletional Standards ;

Definition Problems Regarding Legislative Intent- 0°~»The Board used 
no formally announced standards prior id 1950= It considered the dollar
volume and flow of an employer’s business affecting interstate commerce

: - : . ■ ; •' . : • ■ i / ■. ...• -immaterial in determining jurisdictional questions» In defining what
:'"affecting? commerce meants the Board explained, what i-ms not intended by
the termo A business whose -.'activities were Mlocalw in nature would not
be. covered by the BoaM o ' “Locai*1 was to be defined in relation to the
impact of the employer1s operations upon interstate commercê  regardless
- ' ■ ; ■ - - ■ ''V : ■"'.. . ■ " . • : . •• 2: . ' v-' : - ’'of whether ,it was. direct or Indirect „ / - Thereforê  if a business had a 

small dollar volume operation̂  th% was not a guarantee of immunity from 
Board jurisdiction, The critical factor was impact of the employer's 
operations upon the flow of interstate commercê  ■ ’ . '. ■,

In order to determine împact81 the Board employed an ad hoe ease 
decision approach* This policy remained unaffected with the passage of 
the Administrative Procedures Act of 1946o nA general overall statement

The term "flow18 refers to direct or indirect infloŵ  direct or 
indirect outfloŵ  in relation to an employer's business in. interstate



■ which may be made in regard to the effect, upon the eristing procedures . : 
of the Board, is that a ma jority of the provisions of the Act are fpund# 
upon analysiss to be in full accord with procedures which have long been 
part of its established practices"̂  ,!A horizontal analysis of the Act 
as it affects all agencies shows the limited nature of the actual change 
» o 0‘ o A vertieal. analysis of two agenciesj, the S<,I,oB0B«> and the lmmi-= 
gration.and naturalization Service .-will show the Act’s even more limited.': 
effect on actual agency practiceoĤ  The Board’s ad hoc policy approach 
when coupled with its Vague standards produced an effect on lack of 
direction towards solution of jurisdictional questions in terms Of either 
the party concerned or itself,
; Following the enactment of the Taft-Hartley Act in 1947s the -
Board began to mphasize flow and dollar Volume of an employer’s opera—'
tions which had an impact upon interstate commerce in deciding whether

. ;'vVV'.': . . v  . 5  : ; .

to assert or decline jurisdiction. The Board’s .increased case load due
to the new law appears to be at least part of the reason for this change,

■v.; 318 LEEM 76' (1946), : Section 4- (a), of the. Act waa concerned with
agency policy regarding working rules« ’’Except where notice or hearing 
is required by statutes this subsection shall not apply to interpretative 
ruless general statements of policys rules of agency organizations pro
cedure or practices or in any situation in which the agency upon good 
cause finds that notice and .public procedure thereon are impraetieal8 . - 
unnecessary or contrary to the public interest<,# 18 1SBM. 3003 (1946) <> '

v’Federil Administrative Procedures Acts Godification or Beform?” 
Yale law Journal D LVI (1947)<) Po 695* -

• Cousins •Tractor Go,, 72 MERE 857 (1947)j Herff Motors,'74 KLBB • 
1007 (1947)1 FkS* Gongdon, 74 NLEB. 1081 (1947)| Goopersville Cooperative 
Hevator Coo, 73 M1RB 480 (1947); Foreman Clark, 74 MERB 77 (1947)1 Bur^ 
nett-Binford Lumber Go,, 75 MhRB 421 (1947]T^



It observed flqtf of an mployer's business to determine its isipaet upon 
interstate oommerce. It considered dollar volume of an employer's inter- 
state' business in order to .evaluate the significance of the impact <> How- 

: evera this change in no way affected the Board' s primary concern with , 
?,impactta in- deciding jurisdictional qtibstioBSV A company with a small ' 
dollar volume operation was not necessarily immune from Board jurisdie= 
tion0 The effect of the change was to allow the Board more latitude in - 

> meeting a practical problem without the necessity of sacrificing its' ' • • . 
function as an administrative agency0 This policy was formally called- 
d® minimis o . . ... , - :v. t

The.first instance, of an overt internal policy clash among Board 
- members over the application of jurisdictional standards was a result of ■ 
this emphasis on flow and dollar volume e Howevers concern over the appli
cation of the particular standard involved was superficial in that it was 
resolved within the nest year0 , ’

Conflict Between, the General Counsel and the Board.— A fundamental 
policy conflict evolved between the Board members and the General Counsel 0 
It involved the Board' s overall policy in jurisdictional questions. These 
differences were highlighted in a joint appearance of Chairman Herzog and 
General Counsel Denham before the Joint Congressional Committee on labor- 
Management Relations in June of 1948» Mr> Denham argued that Section 10 
(a) of the Taft-Harfcley let required that the Board exercise Its full ■ • . : 
jurisdietion. The Act had extended coverage to several additional groups ,

■ Liddon White Track Go.. 76 MLRB. 11B1 (1918). the dispute arose. I
Horn Ond Food Stores. Inc., 77 BLEB 647 (194B)s the dispute was settledo;
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of employers and' employees through its provisions o Therefore, the Board,. ' 
in order to meet these new problems and in addition to conforming with 
Section 10 (a), should assert jurisdiction over all industry "affecting"
commerce„

There is a vast difference between being engaged in interstate 
commerce.in the broad sense of the word and being engaged in a 
.business' which affects commerce « » o > Under the National : 
labor Management Relations Act the latter (interpretation) ap- , .,

• plies o o y o Our jurisdiction is not measured by. being-engaged 
in.: interstate .coBimeree» Our limitations are those- that are in- ^ 
herent in the sole question, 'Does the business affect bommeree?* ̂ .

Hro Herzog stated that, he was speaking on behalf of the entire Board, He 
said the members did hot believe that blanket jurisdietldn Was required ' 
of the Board, with the possible exception of the construction industryo® 
The Board was unanimous in its approval of the ad hoc approach to juris- . 
dietional questionsMr0 Herzog noted that there were three major rea-, 
sons for continuing this approachi First, if Congress intended the Board 
to follow a different approach the wording of Section 10 (a) would have 
to be changedo Second, the Board had a case load problem arising from 
the Taft-Hartley Aeto As of July 1, 1946,-.Congress slashed the Board's 
appropriations, which resulted in about a twenty per cent cutback in

, ; %  m m  45o ; " ; . . :
This exception was a result of the Board's concern with the se

condary boycott's effectiveness in this particular industry! In that' 
several employers and unions usually are engaged in work upon a common 
premise, any disruption of work was magnified by this unique circumstancê  
Controversy presently exists as' to whether the union's action in this in
dustry constitutes am illegal secondary boycott or a legal strike„

' .' ̂ In supporting this statement, Hr<, Herzog' cited the. Liddon Whiter 
Horn Pad controversy, as indicating desire to continue the ad. hoc approacĥ



' • 2.0 ■ ■'■■ ■■■ ■■ ■ ' ■■■■■ - - ■ ' : . ' ■ ' • ■ . .. ■■ •Board personnel. . Finallyy the courts did not encourage or compel the
Board,to alter its use of this .approach® Foll.o'vd.ng the joint appearance,
the conflict was resolved by Mr» Denham! s resignation on November 2?,

i95°-; ■ ■ . v ; ' ■ ■

Formal Standards— A Glarification of the ' .
, • Board’s Past jurisdictional: Policy . : ,

 ̂: V: :':v' - Elne fda^l stahdards were announced through the Medium of nine
separate case.decisions in 1950» All; were specifically derived from ' 
past Board, decisions, that applied to various industries., The. dollar 
minimums represented no significant deviation from those usually employed 
under the ad hoe; approach. The Board8s reasoning in support of the for-' 
mal standards was' f ounded upon the increasing size of its case load»

The Boardf s policy:change in terms of its formal standards was ’
: subtle o ' It switched from an implicit td an explicit and formal' policy i
of enforcing the de minimis doctrine. , Any business, whose dollar volume 
of operations affecting interstate commerce was, below the dollar minimum 
of the applicable standard was exempt from Board jurisdiction« In ess-,
.ence, the effect, of this policy change was to formalize an existing in— 
formal policy. :

• The Board initiated; no fundamental changes in the content of•any 
of the standards prior to Mr® Farmerls appointment as Chairman in 1953® 
The national defense standard was modified in order toincrease the. 
Board's jurisdiction over industries in and affecting national.defense®'

' -i a . ' - - , . ■ "' ■ ' ' - : • '
• 18 LBJdf 77 (1946) ® . v '
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The Board continued to adhere to a formal de minimis policyo Any devia
tions from this policy by the Board were in the direction of extending 
its jurisdictiono This was apparent in its extensive use of the combina
tion inflow»outflow standardo The Board's application of this particular 
standard appeared to be the result of a change in its procedures for pro-

" . ' I] : , ' .cessing cases. The. Board established two new policies not specifically 
related to.the formal standards. One governed non-profit organizations 
and educational institutions. The other was concerned with employers1 
use of financial data in appearing before the Board, Neither of these • 
policies conflicted with the Board's use of a formal de_minimis policy. 
Both policies represented an extension of the Board's jurisdictional 
area.

Evaluation of Factors Influencing Clarification,— Section 10 (a) 
of the Labor Management Relations Act of 1947 attempted to initiate a
formal delineation of jurisdiction between the Board and the state labor

' 12 . . . 'relations boards. It essentially disrupted the Board's policy of ceding 
jurisdiction to state labor relations boards in certain labor cases.

Beorge J, Bott had replaced Mr, Denham as General Counsel. He 
proceeded to institute a revised procedural approach for handling cases 
falling within Board jurisdiction. It was quite successful. By 1952 
average time spent on election cases was reduced from forty-one to four 
days, The Board's total time allotted to contested election cases was 
reduced from one hundred sixteen days to sixty-nine days. As a result 
the Board reduced its backlog of cases in preliminary stages of investi
gation from one thousand four hundred to three hundred fifty, 31 LRRM 
116-117 (1952), The result appeared" to be largely responsible for devia
tions by the Board from its de minimis policy in the direction of extend
ing its jurisdictional area, . i , .

■ * 2̂ 2. ' " ' -' ' v ■ , 1 ■■ ’ . '
See footnote 12 in Chapter I for the amended wording of Section

M  (a).; / ■ . : :- :
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However, the Board had not made frequent use 'of this policy a Therefores 
it quickly adhered to the amended Seetion 10(a) with a stringent inter
pretation which virtually destroyed its practical use of the cession ■

■ Presumatly the degree of conformity required is one. which neees- •
■ sitates the enactment by a state of a law containing substantive 
and. procedural provisions similar to those embodied in ■*.■» « the 
Taft-Hartley Act 4 o o ® A cession agreement would be valid, only v . 

. • so:; long - as the interpretation of the state statute by the state ■ '
V- board and state courts is not inconsistent with the interpreta- .

tion of the federal Act by the H»LoB.oBo ' and federal courts»t4

The bbard■decided jurisdictional questions Upon an ad hoc basis up totihe 
1950 standards o This was a result of the wording of Section 10 (a) which 
did. not provide a clear dem^cation between the culmination of the Board! s. 
jurisdiction and the beginning of the state labor relations board! s juris*

■ - ■ 15 : . - ' ■ . v "  ■ . ■ .. 'diction̂  : vGozigress made no effort to amend Section 10 (a) in order to  ̂.

BO fflitB,
. Jerome Ackermaz).s t5The Problem of . Jurisdiction of National and
State labor Relations Boardŝ " Industrial and Labor Relations Revieŵ  II 

■ I (1948-1949)» P= 367»■ .. ; ■ x v! ;  ̂ :
•' • .: . . This section of the Taft-Hartley .Act represented the . efforts :

of the House Committee on Labor's activities in relation to the Mno manTs 
• -;/ land” problem. The Committee was chairmaned by Howard D® Smith, .a conser

vative. .Republican from Virginia«, Its premise for corrective action in 
relation to the Federal-State jurisdiction problem was: .that the- 1TLRB had 

; been îrresponsible in its interpretation of the commerce1 clause,‘I-.. The :; .
Board's activities in this area represented a. fl, «■ „ vital nullification ;
of states rights » 0 ;9# 7 LRRM 880■(1941)» The Majority believed that 
the determination of the basis of jurisdidtion between Federal,' State

■ /and Territorial governments was a legislative responsibility■ and preroga- ’
■ tiveo - let. Mr* Smith, in his sujmnajfy statement of the committees inves
tigation and proposals to. "correct the "no manrs land’3 problem, said,

' ”Sinc.e the question affects many other .states .no definite recommendations -
on limiting the present concept (NLRB's preemption right in jurisdictional

13Kajzer Frazer Parts, 80 HERB 1050 Adams Motors, Inc,



return to the Board a; degree of flexibility in its cession agreements 
with the stateso As a result of this confusion over proper roles of the 
state and national boards, the "no man’s land" problem was created c ' - 
This problem had not been present .to any notable degree'prior to'the. Labor;. 
Management Relations'Act of 194? o This was due in large part to the 
Board’s use of the cession agreement with -state boards plus its freedom 
from the provision of the IZBAo However<> Chairman Herzog noted that the : : 
"no man’s land" problem could assume significant proportions unless the 
states or Congress asserted corrective action^ . "

tiafortunatelys another partial solution is not now as available 
as 1.once had hoped it might beo The Board is not as. free as . 
it was before 1947 to share jurisdiction with State labor boards 
over those local enterprises that affect interstate commerce only 
slightlyo Bader 10 (a) of the amended Actfl the HERB can only 

: cede jurisdiction to such boards if the state statute is consist
ent with the Taft-Hartley Actpi? There is considerable danger of •

. creating a ’ no .man’s land’<, especially if the HERB decides to rê  
frain from asserting its jurisdiction to the hilt̂ lS

questions) are suggest edo" 7 LEHE 880 (1941)1 The minority repbrt of the 
committee concluded its views with the comment that the Majority could not 
offer any semblance of a useful method in attacking the problem because . 
the major proportion of their time was spent "in wholesale castigation of . 
Board Personnel̂ " 7 LRRM 802 (1941) => As a result between 1940 and what 1: 
appeared as See 0 10 (a) in the Taft-Hartley Aets the Federal-State juris-™ . 
diet ion pf bKLem was never again, seriously investigated prior to the Taft- 
Hartley Act. It appeared that this was due in large part fo the commit̂  
tee’s attention turning to the question of separation of the Board’s pro
secuting and investigatory functions from its adjudication functionc

' 'i6 ■ ‘ ■ ■ " ' ■ ,• -
■ The "no.’man’s .land" refers to those, employers who are not - ; ;
covered. by the, state labor, relations -boards 8', jurisdiction̂  -or the Board’ s
jurisdiction0 V .,.. '

17 ■' ' ■' , ’ . ' ' . . ' ■ ■Paul Mo Hersogj, "The. First 200 Days of the TafWiartley Act,®
an address delivered before, .the Industrial Relations Conference- of the •
' U'̂ So Chamber'of Commerce,.’31:ISiH-35. (1947)o . '

'1832 LRRM 57 (1947)o
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' ' : , . T&EI& 1 > . ' . V '

BUDGET APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE NATIONAL LABOR 
RELATIONS BOARD̂  FISCAL YEARS 1947=60

1947 ' ,#4i)069̂ 000 . ULSô  Statiafess at Large0 60> Part Is p0 6980

1948 I4s975s700 , U.S., Statutes at Large, 6ly Part I, p. 2?6.
1949 . $9 4̂00,5,000 , U.S., Statutes at Large, 62, Part I, p. 404*
1950 $85,$$0,000 U.S., Statutes "at Large, 63, Part'1̂  p. 743*
1951. $8S582s500 .. U.S. „ • Statutes at Large, 645, Part I3 p. 65$.
1952 |S,233g959 • U.S., Statutes at Large, 65, p. 221.
1953 $9*000,000 U.S., Statutes at Large,' 66, p® 370.
1954, . $9,125,000 > ,UoS.,' Statutes at Large. 67, p. 257.
1955 $8,400,000 U.S., Statutes at Large. 68, pp. 445-446.
1956 $8,800,000 U.S.. Statutes at Large. 69, p. 410.
1957 $8,951,000 U.S.. Statutes at Large. 70, p. 436.
1958 ; $9,384,000 U0S.4, Statutes at Large." 71. pp. 224~»225. L
1959 $13,lp0,000 U.S... Statutes at Large. 72, p. 474*
1960 $14,886,000 U.S., Statutes at Large. 73. P. 356.
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TABU II

MATIOML LABOR RELATIONS BOARD CASE LOADs 1947- 
. .. . CLASSIFIED AS TO TIPS OF CASE

UMFAIR LABOR PRACTICE, UNION REPRESENTATION UNION SHOP AUTHORIZATION 
YEAR ' Afenaal' .. : Annual . Annual ."Anmml.y . Annual. / . Annual ;

■ :;;Tdtal ■ . Total - Total . Total ' Total ' TTotal - ‘:-
Completed, Pending

1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959 **1960

4,232 
3,643 

, 5,314 
5,809 
5,503. 
5,387. 
5̂ 868 
5,962 
6,171 
5,619 
5,144 

• 7,289 
11,465

2,v 
2098 
3,049 
3,243 
3,001
1,164
2,672
2,318
2,680
4,651
5,425

10,677
6,817
8,370
9,27910,291

10,603
7,975
7,4428,070
7,514
7,403
8,800

2,6152,836
1,962
2,480
2,636
2,280
2,669
1,438
1,444
1,727
1,723
2,230;

18,691
18,887
6,264
6,834
2,731

7,408
991
938
.'3'

*

*There were ho union shop authorisation oases In 1947 because,the Board 
had not yet devised a procedure to handle thenu The Taft-Hartley Act had 
just been enacted that same year. The union shop authorisation elections' 
were abolished oh October 22, 1951,.by amendments to the LoMoBeAe
■î The National labor Relations Board has. not' yet printed their 1960 Annual 
Report, Therefore, no data was- available,, , . • .
All of th® above data■were, acquired from the Annual Reports of the NERB* 
12th Annual Report̂  1947, ppt 6? and 72| 13th Annual Report̂  1968, pp*:-v; 4, 
159 and 168| 14th Annual Report, 1949, pp» 156.and 159; 15th Annual Report, 
1950, pp0 218 and 221| 16th Annual Report, 1951 p= 291; 17th Annual■Report, 
1952, _p„ 278̂  18th Annual Report, 1953, p® 93; 19th Annual Report, 1954,
Po 155; 20th Annual Report, 1955, p= 159; 21st Annual Report, 1956, p0 163; 
22nd Annual Report, 1957, -p» 161; 23rd Annual Reporb, 1958, po 143; 24th
Annual Report, 1959, p<> 161.
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The states increased this pressure upqn: the Board for a recon
sideration of its jurisdictional policy0 They faileds however̂ , to e n a e t- 
a single law that fulfilled the cession requirements of the courts and 
Board*s interpretation of Section 10 (a) as amended, "While most states 
complained that.the Board and tiongress were doing nothing to alleviate 
the. "no man* s land1* problem., a few, lead by Mew York state* attacked it 
as best as possible under the circumstances of federal inaction,

Another factor which had an effect upon Board jurisdictional 
policy and standards was its ease load in relation to its annual budget 
appropriations. Congress directly determined the latter through law.and. 
indirectly determined the former through the scope of law. .According to 
Table 1, the Board’s appropriations in 19W  represented a S9d6s7bO in
crease over the 1947 figure. Table II shows that the Board’s case load 
increased greatly after the passage of the l.M.B.A. In addition to main- . 
taining its .regular case load3 the Board, acquired 26s099 union authori&a- '; 
tion election cases. In order to meet this new problem-th® Board appears 
to have diverted its attention from the traditional jurisdictional areas 
of unfair labor practices and union representation issues in order to ■ 
concentrate upon the new area of union authorisation elections. This 
move appears to explain the Board’s notable drop in annual case load ■ 
completed in the traditional jurisdictional areas in 194$, Table I illus
trates approximately a.100% increase in budget appropriations in. 1949 over - 
the 194$ fugure. As a result the Board was able to return its attention

B,I, State.used an ad hoc approach. They placed the burden of 
proof of ffiRB jurisdiction, upon the plaintiff. In this nianner the state 
slowly established a lihe:of demarcation between.federal and state juris
diction. The court’s upheld all of their decisions in this area in 1949°
26 LRRM 69-71(1949). .



to the traditional jurisdietiohal areas,, Howerer̂  in .l950s the Board 
suffered a 10^ cutback in budget appropriations as shorn in Table I« 
Congress based this reduction in large part upon a new technique developed 
by the Board for processing union authorisation cases* According to Table 
II annual ease load completed and pending was increasing in both tradi
tional jurisdictional areas. The Board faced a dilemma. Cases were en
tering their administrative system. at a faster rate than they were leav
ing the sysbem0 The cutback in budget appropriations encouraged the wor
sening of this case load problem̂  by forcing a decrease in the number of 
the personnel.maintained by the Board. It had just completed a reorgani
sation from a case flow yiewpoint in 1948. The reorganisation was con
cerned with increasing the Board's efficiency in view of the anticipated 
increased ease load from•the passage, of the Taft-Hartley Act. As a re
sult of the budget appropriations cutback in. question and in light of a 
.current attempt at increased Efficiency,' the only logical alternative ■, 
facing the Board was t o limit its jurisdiction in such a manner as: to 
decrease .its total case load. "Therefore,."it appears that the case load —
' budget relationship contributed a direct pressure towards encouraging the

' " ; ■ , ' ■ , I ’ , ' ' - ; pQ . , " - . : ■■ 'V
Board to alter Its jurisdictional policies and standards."

. It is realized that the author's interpretations and conclusions 
are tenuous concerning the analysis of the relationship between the Board's 
annual case load and its amual budget appropriations. The two major 
variables affecting the importance of these two factors, have been impli
citly held constant in relation to their influence upon the Board's juris
dictional policies and standards. These two variables, were size of the 
Board’s organisation— number of personnel and. productive efficiency of the 
personnel— average time processing a case. As these two factors vary in 
importance over time, they', would indubitably affect the. significance of 
ease load and budget as causal factors of a change in Board policy or ;
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As a result of the Hoover Commission report on the operations of 
. the NoLoRoBos President Trrman submitted, to Congress on March i3s 1950| 
his Reorganisation Plan Ho0 120 It called for w .« <> = the elimination 
of the independent office of the General Counsel and the transfer of the

. ... ; . , • pT, . '. : : ’ :functions to the Boardo*® ” Following up the plan the President asked Mr c " 
Denham, then the General Counsel, to resign on November .27#. ,1950-» ̂ , through
out the duration of his administration. President Truman was constantly 
advocating the repeal of the LoMcReAo in his messages to Congress <> How- 
ever, he never specifically addressed himself to the problem of Federal-” 
State jurisdiction9 Therefore, it appears that the Executive was not
a factor directly pressuring the Board for changes in its jurisdictional 
standards or policieso President Truman implicitly adhered to a policy

standards!. ' In that both of these .factors were subject to oomple% defini-? 
t ions 3 the determination of their importance would be impractical« In 
defining productive efficiency consideration would have to be given to 
quest ions' such as.s,- . (I) What type of case Was being; considered-—unfair: , 
labor practice or representation? (2) How far through the Board»s ad-<: 
ministrative processes had the case proceeded prior to settlement? In. 
defining sis© of the Board? s. organisation ..questions such as what per? . 
sonnel would have to be considered-?-part time or full timej which per
sonnel would be included— secretaries, legal assistants, trial examiners? 
However̂ ’the author's- 'assumptions: of constancy of these two variables 
were less important in relation to case load and budget when the conclu
sions drawn from the latter factors were viewed in a larger, contexto 
Therefore, case load and budget appropriations were only two of several 
factors influencing-' the Board in relation to its jurisdictional stand? . 
ards and policyo ' .■'

; ' 21li3lcolM Fo Halliday,1 «Th© NoLoR=B0 and the General Counsel,« : 
Third Annual' Conference on Labor0 New York University (New York, New , 
York! SW-p>:330»!■ v.,;■ ..;, , ... :w,;, . :

■’ ': 22' ' :. ' ■ ' '■ ; ' - : ' ' : -- .President Truman's Radio Address to the nation on the veto of 
the Taft-Hartley Act., UoSo Congressional Record0 80th Gohgress, 1st ' 
Session, 19473 93, Part'S", po 7401o .Repeal of the Taft-Hartley Act,
UeSo Congressional Record, 81st Congress, 1st .Sess*, 1949, 95, Part 1,
;.p, 75s U.oS° .Congressional Record, ,81st Congress, 2nd Sesso, 1950» 96, . - - 
Part 1, ' p». 63° f ' - -. ,-'t;'. . r; - ! : '
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. of'moderation in relation to Board jurisdictional policy by removing Mr» 
Denham from office as' General Counsel,, He disagreed with Mr® Denham$s 
advocating a policy of substantial extension of the Board1s jurisdictional 

/ area. ■ -.
The courts never specifically questioned or challenged the Boardrs 

jurisdictional policy or standards during the Chairmanship of 'Mr* Herzog*
: Prior to the 1950 standards, the federal courts explicitly stated that 
the Boardfs jurisdictional authority as established in Section 10 (a) of 
the Taft-Hartley Act was nexclusive11 and "paramount" in the handling of 
"unfair labor practices3 union representation, and union authorization 
c a s e s T h e  only exception to this authority was in the case of retro-

: ' 1 24active application* / Bie Supreme Court in the Haleston Drug Stores,
'25" ’ - 1Inc. case enforced the Board's 1950 standards. The appeals courts stated

that the DeM.R.A. did not deprive the Board of its policy formulation • 
powers in regard to its jurisdiction questions. The Board could dismiss 
complaints where the legal theory in support of a complaint was inappli
cable, where the factual allegations of the complaint were unproven> or 
where the policies of the LeM.B.A. would not be effectuated by its

■; r ■' ' 23 ' '- " . .,Bethlehem Steel Co® v Mew York State labor Relations, Board, 330:
U.S. 767 (1947) s Lacrosse Telephone Corporation, v Wisconsin Employment 
Relations Board, 336 U.S. 18 (1947)? Algoma Plywood Co. v Wisconsin Em
ployment Relations Board. 336 U.S. 301 C1949T7̂ atelson Brothers v New 
York State labor Relations Board.

^In the Nat els on Brothers case the court stated that the Board's- 
pre-emption prerogative was not retroactive in relation to its assertion 
of jurisdiction over an employer. Therefore, a cession agreemeht with 
New York State Labor Relations Board remained valid and was not nullified 
by Section 10 (a) as amended by the L.M.R.A.

25187: F*2d. 418 (CA 9); cert, denied 342 U.S. 815 (1951).
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assertion of jurisdiction. In essence the jurisdictional policy of the 
Board within broad limits was solely the concern of its msabers. The
courts indicated they would not interfere with this prerogative as long

. V 26 ' . ' ; ■as it was exercised in the context of Section 10 (a)„ Therefore, it
appears that the courts were/not an instrumental factor in encouraging
the Board to alter its jurisdictional policies or standards prior to the
1953 Republican Majority»

t. - Post-1952: and the “Republican Board” . . : :

Majoritŷ s Reinterpretation of Past Precedento—>Mr* Farmer re
placed Mr<. Herzog as Chairman of the Board in 1953» There, were no changes 
in the substantive content of the standards during this period| however, 
changes in the policy of applying the standards were rather drastic. The :
. changes took three forms. First, a particular.standard might be overruled 
by the Majority. Secondly, they might ignore a standard in refusing to , 
assert jurisdiction. Finally, when the Board did apply a standard in 
asserting jurisdiction in a particular case, the Majority would disagree 
with the substantive content of the applicable standard.• The Majority, 
invariably consisted of Mr. Farmer, Mr. Styles and Mr, Rodgers,
• ' •. ,v In ignoring or overruling .a- standard, the Majority offered three ■ 
types of reasoning. First, the operations of the employer involved were 
so small in dollar volume or "local" in coverage that a more equitable 
solution of a jurisdictional problem could be determined at the. state

: 26Plankington Packing Co, v Wisconsin Employment Relations Board. 
33S U.S..953 (1950)1 International Union of United Automobile Workers v 
O'Brien. 339 U.S. 454- (I950)| lbcal Union Ho». 12, Progressive Mine Workehs, 
v N.I.R.B., 189 Fe2d„ 1 (CA 7) (1951)1 "
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level ' Seeondlyj,; when' the employer8 s operations were stwiee removed
from interstate commercê 8 they were aggin #localH in natwe and should

28not be subject to Board jurisdiction̂ Finallŷ  they indicated that
state, labor relations boards could more adequately consider eases that

: ■ ; 29 " '■ :V7V;::; : y/ - -were "local" in nature. ; ■ • ■
The results of these forms of reasoning rendered havoc to' estate-..; 

lished Board policyo MLocals!' in relation to an employer' s operationŝ  ; 
was defined as small dollar volume or restrict ion of operations to a 
state or lesser political subdivision» Then "local88 was equated with 
"insubstantial” impact upon interstate commerce. Therefore if the em
ployer 1 s operations were, "locals11 they .were, also "insubstantial” in .their 
-impact upon interstate e03maeree„ If their impact upon interstate com- 
merce was "insubstantial̂ ” then the operations were "local0” This reason
ing by the; Majority appears to have a tautological ring to it0 They 
stated a preconceived conclusion. from a rather cursory observation of the 
facts of a ease. The conclusion was then used as a basis for analysis in 
evaluating the facts of a case, . ;.

. . The results of this approach in .reasoning was an absence ;of logi
cal consistency within a:single opinion between decisions in relation tb'

. ■ ; Small in dollar volume-«Ghecker Tajd. Go, 0 107 MSEB 921 (19535$ ' 
Armour' lesearch./Foundatlon; of Illinois Institute Technology,, 107 MLRB 

Local in .naturê IMer^Oouhty B̂ural. Bleetric ■OOop,s 10?:
, g/ioeal 1083» United Auf on Aircraft and .Agricultural

■ - .. - Garage, 106Implement Workers of America, 107 BMEB 470 
IffijRB. 969 (1953); Taichert8s, Inc,, 10? BXBB 779

, : ' 1 , y '' ' • -
•: Casey Welding Works,, 107 KERB. 929 (1953), Brooks Woods Product 

107 MLRB 237~(19 53 )T~At kins on' Hectric; Go, 3 108 '
: ' ^ 6 : 7



a particular standard5 and finally, between standards This lack of • 
logical' consistency was manifest in two general characteristics of their ’
reasoningo They alluded to broad vague generalizations in declining or

W 31 , 'asserting jurisdiction» They became preoccupied with the technicali
ties of the facts in a case* This would lead them to esoteric, conelu- ' 
■sions 5 devoid of any relationship to . the impact of an employer1 s opera-

 ̂ " OO ' >
tions upon interstate commercev Member Murdock's dissents lucidly re
vealed these c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s ’ •

■: Mew Substantive Standards Arising from Reconsid©ration 0 — The re- 
vised jurisdictional standards were announced in the form of a.press re
lease issued by the Board on July 15S 1954® The Majority ignored the 
"lead15 case approach which had been the Board's accepted procedure for 
the introduction of changes in the substantive content of standards. 
Instead several of the new standards were sporadically introduced in , 
particular cases. In these instances several of the standards had no, 
relation to. the particular ease being heard by the Board None of the ,'

' ' 30 > 'v : : . . -... - ' - . , ' "... Within a single opinion— Casey Welding Works „ see footnote 26 o
Between, decisions in relation to a particular standard— Helms Motor S&l ,,
■ press Coo, 107 NEEB 132 (1953)| Taicheri'sh Ine0, see, footnote 27c.. Be-';.:, 
tween standards— -Brooks Woods Products, see footnote 28e Evans Food. , ■ i 
Stores<, Inc.̂ ; 108. NLRB1651.(1954).. . . . ■ V :. . ■, .r • - ■ ■' - - / .

^̂ Local 10B3 o o see footnote 27« Klinka's Garage, see foot
note 27o Taichertfs0 InOo0 see footnote 27» . '

: 32John McCormack Co., 107 NLRB 1402 (1934)l Brooks Woods Pro- ' ' 7;
ducts, see footnote 28a . 'v\’

• ; 33mter-Gounty Rural Electric Coopc., see footnote 27® John Me- 
Comack. CO.," see footnote 32, Brooks Woods Products, see footnote 28e 
Evans Food Stores, IhCosee footnote ,30. Taichert̂ s, Inc®, see footnote

■: ' x .■... "V h;.. : r.-f - - - - , .•r-,.,/,' '
^Jonesboro Grain Drying Cooperative, 110 3SLRB 481 (1954)«
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revisedvstMdaitis were referenced to past Board decisions when applied . 
to specific industries«. In addition they represented significant altera
tions of the substantive content of the 1950 standards, beyond the mere 

■■ increase in dollar minimum requirementso
The content of the instrumentalities and channels of interstate 

commerce, public utilities and transit systems, multistate enterprises, 
indirect outflow and national defense standards increased in complexity«, 
The instrumentaiitieS and channels of interstate commerce standard, 
treated separately intrastate trucking, radio, television, and newspaper • 
industries. The public utilities and transit systems standard distin- , 
guished between intra and interstate public utilities and transit sys- ■ 
terns o The multistate enterprise standard eliminated the earlier franchise 
dealer standard, while establishing a demarcation between a multistate :
enterprise as an entity and operations'of one of its branch companies. .
The indirect outflow standard added the requirement that the employer's 
goods or services must be ̂ directly utilizedM by a secondary employer,in 
interstate commerce in order for the Board to assert jurisdiction. The 
national defense standard stated two additional requirements for em
ployer’s to meet whose operations affected our national defense. His 
, goods or services must be provided pursuant to government contract in ■. 
addition to being directly related to national defense.

The combination inflow-outflow .standard of the 1950 standards 
. was eliminated by the 1954 standards. In its place the Majority estab-; 
lished two new standards.- One was concerned with ndnrretail multistate 
chain atones. Under this standard the Board’s past standard governing 

■- office buildings was..eliminated. 1 The second new standard was desisted ■ '
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to cover all retail stores as a category,, Included in this category 
were public restaurants,, The Majority explicitly declined- Jurisdiction 
over them as an industryo Their Jurisdiction over retail stores was 
dependent upon a complex infloŵ outflow formula & The Majority* s reason-*
'' ing in support of the- new standards was' twofold0 . Increased case load • 
and budget limitations was one ■source of impetus for the ehangea The 
other factor was a desire to separate "essentially" local' enterprises 
from those having, a substantial impact upon the flow of interstate com-, 
mereeo ■ . , ■ - r 'V'.:: . , ;;;

Several of Chairman Farmer's and Member Rodger's, speeehs to vari-- 
ous private and public organisations prior to the formal announcement of 
the'new standards indicate the significance of the change' in Board ap~ ' ' 
proach in relation to Jurisdictional policy*

I am convinced:that there are too manyi (cases before the Board 
and pending) Uncle Sam's long arm has reached out to assert it-

' self over too many labor-Bisnagement situations which ought to
be resolved closer to their origin- o 0 '0 e For esEample *■. » a:Y 
very, large, proportion of these eases involved businesses which 
employed fewer than 20 employees=35 ' ; '
The one thing this: nation needs more than anything else to main- 

iw - ;,tain, its:vigor and strength; is a revival of interest by local
v -government in tackling and solving problems of their local , v- '

peoples That is why I strongly advoGate a gradualg but marked/ 
withdrawal of the hand of the M0loRoBo. from strictly local dis- 

' putes„36 ; v . • . - . ■ ; , \ ' . : , ' ' .

^̂ Guy Farmer j, '"The SISBs V Its Pasts Present and .Future,,1' Tennessee:
Law:Review^ 4SQ;(1953):» p. 117<> '

■ ̂ Guy Farmers Ghalman.of the I'K,RBS Address before the Joint Con
ference of Industrial Relations Committees of the Edison Electric Insti
tute,, ■ the Southeastern Electric Exchange and the Southwestern Personnel - - 
Groups, Hew Qrleahŝ , Louisianas January:;215': 19545 ..as/ quoted, from'Mosart ' = -v 
■ Go Bathers "Policy Making-by the 1 Quasi-Judicial'HLRB," University of '' 
Chicago Law.Eeview, ZlllI (Aufctmms 1955)>P» Slo



oo o regazxiless of the legal scope of the cofflmeree clausê  the 
Federal Agencies shotiXd. as a aaaatter of self restraint, inpose 
limits on their power and thus prô id.e the opportunity for local .. 
problems to foe settled on a local■basis 0 0 o 0 The first* of 
these actions (which ;shou].d be taken by the new members of the ■ 
Board) is to limit the jurisdiction of the Board— to free it 
from the consideration of hundred̂  if not thousandss of cases 
xfhich are markedly local in nature and impact o o  * 037
o o o o I believe that this Agency (HoLdioBo) should assist the 
administration in ptilling back the outer reaches of federal ,
bureaucracy and thus encourage rather than impede the deWlop-*; ment-of' our communities'and our states ■

The common characteristic of this sequence of statements appeared to be 
■ a reiteration of the. Majority's belief in local administrative control of 
small businesses based upon a partiality towards the ŝtates rights11. ;> i.' 
philosophy of government o The same characteristics were evident in the 
Majority's, reasoning" in their introduction of the new standards in the 
Breeding Transfer COo ca8e%^ n0 0 oth® purpose.of our jurisdictional, : " i,:; v ' ; ;v  : Vr.-.f'v; ; ■ ; ; v ^  , . t ; y y v v
changes being to eliminate.purely local activities s Gte The result
of the Majority's concern with "local activities" encourage a highly comr-
pleoc and illogical application of the new standards in terms of measuring
impact upon Interstate ' commerce. %@n-the mew standards and policies:
Were combined the result was a noticeable retraction of the Board's V :

Guy Farmer 3 Chaiman of the NLRBj Address before the National 
Coziferenee of Business Paper Edit or s2 Washington̂  D oC«s October 23 j, 1953a 
as quoted a Ibid on Po 20* ' 'y.:y : ' ..,. ' -- : V

- ' 3 8  - . ■ V: / V V. . ' - ’ ' ' ■'. - ' . VPhilip Ho ■ RodgerSj Member of the. USB, Address before the Ameri
can Bar Association̂  Atlanta2 Georgia, March 15, 1954, as quoted,. Ibido <,
p o 21 o

39110 NLRB 493 (1954).
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; j t i r i s W l e t i o n ^ ' v ^ e a o ; ;v 

' The Majority’s alteration of the subjective content of the 1954 '
standards s as amouneed: in the July 15 press release/ assumed two forms* • 
Several of the standards’ were modified prior to their initial application 
in a case decision„ . These changes were not made available to the en̂*. .
tire Board or public 0 - . The. second and most often̂ used fora of change was 
the majority* s consideration of special circumstances in each case. 
Various, rationales were constructed by them in asserting or declining 
jurisdiction, - The general. effect of these changes' encouraged a further 
retraction of the Board’s jurisdiction by overruling the remaining sub 
or minor precedents of the 1950 era

%e Majority* s rationale supporting their general jurisdictional' 
policy, remained unchanged6 As a result inconsistencŷ  conflict and com- . 
plerity occurred in their application of the 1954 standards» These de
fects were compound^ by attempts to modify the original standards, Sa®h 
. alteration served to increase the complexity of the already complex 
standards in addition t© moving the Board further away from, the context ,
, of measuring the impact;:of an employer’s business upon interstate com?
mere®. This complexity was specifically manifested in the Majority^
requiring higher dollar ad.nim.tMs of multiplant interstate firms as

.■ Jonesboro Graih Drying Coop,, see footnote 34o Bickford’s,
Lieoo 110 HERB 1904 (1954)| Reeves and Sons.f Inc,s 111 HERB 186 (1955)»

^Central Electric Power Coop», 113 HERB 1059 (1954) s Checker 
Cab Coog 110. HERB 683 (19547a~"fanner Motor Tours, UJ2 HERB 275 (1955)3 
Orkin ”3he Rat. #.n”, Ino»0 112,..HERB 765. (1955); Reliable Mailing Servie®, 
113'HIRB; 1263 ;'(1955)■ ; : .. /.'t/ v ;//.t

1 , ’ v ■ I A  1 _ 1 " , , ' '' ‘ ' , , ‘ " • - " - ■ ' -

Checker Gab Co»s see footnote 42, McKinney Avenue Realty, 110
herb 546 (1954)» V



opposed to multiplant latrastate; finns and in the applicatioh of; a com^ 
binatioh infloM-outflow formula solely to intrastate firms In addi- •, 
tio% attenpts were made to establish - an unrealistic intra-interstate ■' ; 
distinction in the transportation industry.-. /• Zhflescibility ̂ suited^ from . 
the Majority* s strict'adherence to a policy of applying a single stand
ard to a case o They did not consider the standards interchangeable

With the Majority employing the 1*lpcal~insubstantialH rationalej 
based upon a concern with states rightŝ  as the criterion in determining 
jurisdictional standards and policy5 the results which occurred could •, 
have been expected, Th substituting the rationale for the; criterion of 
impact upon interstate commerce, the Majority destroyed the thread link
ing current and past precedent <, Therefores the complexity of the sub- ' 
stantive content and the inflexibility of application of the; 1954 stand
ards by the .Majority was an understandable and probable result 0

Evaluation of Factors Influencing' Reinterpretation.,— Congress 
Continued-, to oppose any alteration of Section 10 (a) of the Taft-Hartley 
Act„ Senator Ives (Republican̂  New- York)3 Senator Goldwater (Republican,, 
Arizona), and Senator Wiley (Republican, Wisconsin), introduced indivi
dual bills attempting to- correct the wording of this section

"""7J* ^ v- . ' . ■ ■ " y'-V:: .
’ ‘'Higher dollar minimums for intrastate firms. Ransom Randolph 

Coo, 110: NLRB 2204 (1954)i-McEizmey Avenue Realty do*, see-footnote 43* 
Reflects the intrastate, inflow-outflow formula 9 Autry Greer & Sons „ 112 • 
HERB 44 (1955)). Greenberg Mercantile 0 112 MLRB 710 (195577“ '" . ;;

. ■ Tanner. Motor Tours 1 see footnote 42 0 . Fort Knox Construction 
do0, 112 KERB 140 (1955)« Ransom Randolph Ooo, see footnote 44o Orkin ' 
13The Rat Man*** see footnote 42. - - - - : > • ... . -
- - '. yA - - / .. ': , ' , ' ;> - - - . ' ' - ; -

. ' Senator Ives - So 1264, Senator Goldwater - S. U6l, Senator 
Wiley - S., 2218. lJ.Sa0 Congressional Record, S3rd Congress, 1st Seas<,« 
1953, Part II, p. 1846. . . : ;' ■



The intent of all three bills was to enable the statelabor relations. ■ '' 
boards to move into the "no man's land" andassert,jurisdiction:underthe 
two conditions. The employer's business had to have an "insubstantial" 
impact upon interstate commerce 6 In addition,, the Board, must .have de
clined jurisdiction in the particular ease, - All of the bills failed to 
receive' Senate approval. Therefore, Congress by its inaction continued '

The intent or meaning of "insubstantial" was never elaborated ; 
upon by any of the Senators in any of the;M  ̂ .

; . . .There was a decided split in the Senate.Labor Oommittee oven
proposed treatment of the federal-state jurisdiction problem c The Mâ  
jority's view advocated that the states:could assume jurisdiction de
clined by the Board under their police power to maintain public order«
The minority stated that this power was already given to the states‘by ; 
the Constitution, Secondly, the Supreme Court had specifically forbid 
the states to use’the' poiice power in asserting jurisdiction over labor \
disputes affecting interstate commerce, (Gamer v Teamsters Union, 3A6 
: UoS,' 485 (1954)o Thirdly, if the committee was sincerely interested- in 
arriving at a workable solution tothis problem, they would have con- ■
sidered the minority’s compromise proposal. Its centrai theme was to 
.have the Board extend its jurisdictional, area while Congress would re
word Section 10 (a) to increase state participation in the "no man's 
land*' area. But instead' the Majority ignored the minority. "Time 
honored rules of parliamentary procedure were patently disregarded (by 
the Ohairaany Mr ,. Smith— Republican, New Jersey)'', To illustrate in .the,, 
closing moments of the final.meeting the Chairman refused .to poll the.• ;
. committee on a pehding minority motion relating to the federal-state v. .
jurisdiction problem, a matter clearly within the scope of the Presi- .■ 
dent*s messageo" U.S. , Congress, Senate, Committee .on labor and Public 
Welfare, 83rd Congress, 2nd Session̂  .1954» Beport 1211, p. .2, Fihally, 
in.lieu of Congressional action, the minority said, "The Board did sev- ; 
eral years ago publish, its standards. During the last year (1953)> howl. 
ever, it has, without explicitly setting aside these standardsj completely 
ignored them,” Ibid,, p. 15, It is interesting to note that the members 
of the ;^hb^ty'‘'fiphsisted\of;.'sonie respected legislators In the area of 
labor law— James B, Murray, Paul H.; Douglas,. John Fv Kennedy, M, 1, :
Neeley, B, H, Lehman, : ■ , . ;



to exert pressure indirectly upon the Board to extend: its jurisdiction*
: The states continued to avoid enacting any legislation.in eon— ■

formance with Section IQ (a)oi Taft-Hartley Act. General Counsel George,
. Bott suggested to the states to attempt legislation ds a remedy to the
Mno man$ s latidn problem. Hot a single state had. heeded his warning by 
1955̂  and the Board was once again pressed to act in the fSno man1 s land16

area. ■ , ■: v 'I./■ 1 y vt . . 1 ' ' y:. -
ffie Board’s budget appropriations increased in 1953 and 1954 ac

cording to Table I. The decrease-in appropriations in 1955 had no effect 
on Chairman Farmer’s jurisdictional policies and. standards due to his 
, resignation early in that fiscal year. . .Table II showed that case load ■ ; 
■completed in the unfair labor practices area increased insignificantly*. 
Case load .pending in this area represented over a one hundred per cent, 
increase iroia 1953 to 1954* This could be. expected and attributed to 
the employer’s .expectation of a .sympathetic Boardin that; the majority 
of its members represented the appointments of a Republican administra
tion. Case load completed and pending decreased in the representation . 
area according to Table 11. This result appears to be attributable to 
the increased case load in the unfair labor practices area. The unions 
believed that there would ̂  sympathy with their philosophy on a
Republican dominated Boardt Ihe net case load pending and completed in 
both jurisdictional areas, between 1953 and 1954 appeared to remain rela
tively stable in relation to the years 1948 through 1952-^ according to 
Table II., If there was, a discernabi'e Overall trend it appeared to be a

. Bote the exception Of case load pending in the unfair labor 
practices areae * ■ '■ / ;
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decline In total case load. Ihe load,, pending increase in unfair labor 
practices, was off balanced by the case load pending decrease in the re
presentation area. However, it appeared debatable whether the overall 
or total case load remained stable or decreased in comparing the two 
periods. Jet, the total case load did not appear to increase between 
these two periods* - The Board’e budget appropriations' did increase sig
nificantly in 1953 and 1954.as compared with the 1948 through 1952 per
iod. Thus the relationship between case load and budget during Mr. Far
mer 1s chairmanship could be defined as' an increasing budget with a stable 
or possibiy decreasing case load. Therefore, it did not appear logical 
that this factor exerted a pressure upon the Board to retract its area 
of jurisdiction. Certainly this factor did not exert the degree of pres
sure for a retraction of jurisdiction under Mr. Farmer as it did under 
Mr. Hersogo Under the latter chairman, budget appropriations had de
creased and ease load pending and completed had increased in both areas 
of jurisdiction.^

The Executive assumed an active role in relation to the problem 
of Federal-state jurisdietion. President Eisenhower, in his State of 
the Union and labor messages to Congress in 1954 and 1955, specifically 
urged Congress to arrive at a solution to the “no man’s land15 problem.
His preference was to award the states jurisdiction where the federal

. .. V : ; : v - ;  v - v  ' 5 1  . '

law did not conflict with the state law in this area. lihile his in
tentions were sincere, the President never succeeded in sending a

^%e@ p. 80. 
% 3  EHRM 90.
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specific projpgssal to the House of HepresentatiTes or the Senate committees
handling labor problemse This appeared to be a result of a conflict be™

■ ■ ■  ■ ■ ' : ■ ..

tween his advisors over a proper solution o

DMB ALEZs You will recall in ngr message to Congress making 
recommendations for changes in the Taft-Hart ley Act., 1 briefly 

1 ■■discussed. ■ the need for clarification of jurisdiction between
Federal̂  State and Territorial governments in the labor-manage- 
ment field and stated; •The department and agency concerneds 

■ are at my request, presently examining the various areas in 
which conflict occurs. Wien such examinations are complete, I 
shall make my recommendations to Congress for corrective legis
lation o 1 Associates are still studying this extremely com- 
pleX problem and 0 o o that study has not as yet been com
pleted o o o 053 • ■ . ' / ■ ' ■ : ' . ' , ;

The ;%tudym:■ never was completed:? The President never offered any speci
fic recommendations«, Yet his efforts appeared to have been influential 
in affecting the Board’s retraction of its jurisdictional area in that 
they were in precise agreement with those of Chairman Farmer and the Ma- . 
jority, v Both viewed an increase in state participation' in jurisdictional 
questions as a Solution to the ’’no man’s land,f area,

Bi 1953 a disagreement arose between the circuit courts of appeal

52 ■ . '■ - " ■Senators Goldwaterj, Ives and Wiley desired returning jurisdic-
tion to the states when declined by the Board, Labor Secretary Mitchell: 
was in favor of clarifying the state’s position in'the areav - He was- op
posed to •'opening the Taft-Hartley law to the possibility of f orty-elght .. 
different ..kinds of state laws o The result would be chaos*” Mew York 
Times, March 26, 1954* P* 10, As a result of this conflict Chairman .
Smith of the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare was in a quam- 
dry. ’’I’ve found differences of opinion wherever 1 go. Some people want. 
the Taft-Hartley to stand as it is with respect to state jurisdiction.
But ■ the right to work states don’t want to be shut outs” Hew York Times e 
March 26, 1954, p, lOo ■ ■ .; ■ ' ■. ;v . , ..

53 ' ■ : '■■■:■:''-■■' ' . . " ■ ■ ' ■ "■ ■ ■'' ■ . : . - .'A letter from President Eisenhower to Chairman Smith of the -
Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare„ Report 1211, 1
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oyer the iBjportance 'of:the •retail auto dealer franchise agreement as a 
sufficient basis for the Board to assert jurisdiction, The sixth court 
of appeals held that the, presence of the agreement was sufficient evi
dence of the,'employerfs "affecting"interstate coimnerce»̂  The ninth 
court of.appeals in an earlier .case had held that the franchise agree
ment was insufficient" evidence of "affecting,f comerce <, They noted that 
the Board should also consider how the arrangement between the manufac
turer and dealer actually worked.The.sixth circuit court of appeals : 
asked th© Supreme Oourt for a znlinge -In 1954 it handed down a ruling 
enforcing; the sixth circuit court of appeals contention«, The franchise 
agreement was ample evidence of an interdependence between dealer and v 
manufacturero In the other Important case in this area, the Supreme 
Court explicitly'stated that the primary interpretation and application •
of the Boardfs jurisdictional policies and standards were solely a Board "

■ . • ■ 57 . -/ ' • . •responsibility«sy' "Congress evidently considered that centralized ad
ministration of specifically designed procedures was necessary to obtain 
uniform application of its substantive rules and to avoid the diversities 
and. conflicts likely to result from a variety of local procedures and at- 
titudes toward labor controversies 01! The circuit courts of appeal were

^E*l^KB,.'v Bill Daniels, Inc. , 202 Fo2d 79 (QJu 6) (1953) =
/ y.-v■:v̂ K tti»tt.B> v Howell Chevrolet Co., 204 F:02d 79 (C0Ao'9) (1953)= ;

g6Mai0B0Bft: v8 B m  Danielso Inc. , 346 U.8, 482 (1954) =
Garner v Teamsters Union, 346 UeSv 485 (1954)= ■
Nineteenth Annual Report of the KERB Ending June 30, 1954# 

(Washington? UaSo ‘Government,Printing Of flee, .195577 P# 11^7 ■



concerned in 1954 with enforcing the Board’s d.e minimis policy evolving
. p'  ̂ / r ' ttq . : ' ■ ■ ' . ■ ' 1 " -out of the 1950 standards, y They held that the Board could assert jur

isdiction where an employer’s work was local in naturê  yet affected 
interstate commerce in such a manner as to obstruct its flow«, They would ' 
not review the Board’s jurisdictional policy as long as it had a reason
able basis in' law. ■ ''v " .

In essence the courts had enforced the Herzog jurisdictional 
policies. The Majority’s jurisdictional.standards and policies were in 
direct conflict with these court decisions. In one instance they directly 
overruled the Supreme Court’s decision in relation to the retail auto , 
dealers franchise arrangementThey ignored the de minimis- policy.^ ' 
Howeveran important distinction- must be emphasized. Neither the Su
preme Court or the circuit courts of appeal had directly questioned the 
Board’s jurisdictional standards or policies through 1954« .They stressed 
that such questions were to be solved by the Board. Thereforê  the 
courts provided no direct encouragement or discouragement in relation to 
the change that occurred in the Board’s jurisdictional standards and 
. policies during to. Farmer’s chaimanship. ’ . Y. . '

In siinmary,, the executive? legislative and judicial factors t<ere 
not instrumental in influencing the change that occurred in Board policy

5 9  ' ■ : ' . -  ■ ■

N.h.R.B. v Richland laundry & Dry Cleaners. 20? Fe2d 305 (C4.A.
9) (1954); N..1 oRoB. v Pierce. Brothers,̂ 206 1.2d 569 (C.A. 9) (1954)|
N.I.R.B. v Dixie Terminal Co05 210 F.2d. 538 (C.A, 6) (1954).

Wilson Oldsmobile Co.. 110 HLRB 534 (1954) was in direct con
flict with the Supreme. Court’s decision in the Bill Daniels case, see 
footnote 56. - ■ ■ •  - , '■■■ - ■ , • -- - -

^Taichert’s, Inc.. see footnote 27. ■ . , • V



and’standards, under Chairman Farmer.- She %© man's land" problem re
mained to pressure the Board for an extension of its jurisdictional area, 
as neither Congress nor the stated ■attempted corrective action in the 
areas She Board's total case load remained relatively stable with a 
tendency, towards decreasing« Its annual budget appropriations increasedc 
fhe relationship between the two factors produced no pressure for a re
traction of jurisdiction by the Majority. If anything, it encouraged an < 
extension of the Board's jurisdictional area. The courts provided no 
direct or indirect impetus for a change in either direction,) The Execu—
: tive' s encouragement of a state S olution to the "no man's land" problem . 
through Congress was Ineffective* Therefore, it does not appear logical 
that the Majority's retraction of the Board's jurisdictional area between 
1953 and 1954 could be explained as a result of influence emanating from 
these three major factors. Instead, it appeared that these three factors . 
operated in such a manner as-to encourage, the Board to increase its jur
isdictional area. under its present standards while maintaining flexibility 
in its policy. The. actual changes observed during this period were the 
direct reverse of logical esqpectations. ■

. Pressure for Reexamination of the ."No Man's Land” . ' .

Board's Reconsideration; of Its Past Role .— The most significant - 
change occurring prior to the 1958 standards Was a reversal of the inter
pretations given the 1954 standards by the past Majority. Several of 
the complex substantive qualifications, constructed upon special
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.circumstancesp were removedb .However, this reversal was hot complete» 
Some of the special constructions remained unaltered, . A few of the 
dollar minimms.were lowered, while some of the more complex standards 
were eliminated altogether0̂  The overdll effect of these changes was ,
tp reê tend the Board1s jurisdictional area, ' • ■

The Mlocal~insubstantiails rationale of the "old Majority1® was 
adopted by the "new î jority18 and used throughout 1956° After the Rogers 
Lumber Co* case in 1957s the rationale was not as commonplace in support 
of Majority rulings o it appeared orily in relation to standards applied

-v - r.-in special circumstances0 The Rogers Lumber Go* ease indicated that . 
the Board had be©in to reconsider objectively the impact upon interstate 
commerce as the major factor in deciding jurisdictional questions. This 
ease reversal the past Board policy in the area of multiplant Intrastate 
and interstate firms. The higher dollar minimum for interstate multi
plant firms was lowered, thereby bringing it into line with the minimum ; 
required of multiplant infrastate firms» Th addition, the intrastate 
combination infiow-outflow approach was eliminated*

The Board continual to adhere to a policy of inflexibility in

■v;; - Lo : ; -
Orkin determinating Go*a 115 MLRB 622 (1956)̂  'Whlppany Motor 

^o»s :H5- WIRE 52~Tl956); Paaan Motor Freight. 116 HERB 1568 (I956Tsogegs 
Limber GOo o 117 MSB 1732^1957) t' Long: Meadows Fame Qooperati¥ev, Inq0̂  • 
115 mRB A19 (1956) ; Morse Brothers. 118 mRB lWTl957L

^Rainer Theater Corpo, 115 MERB 952 (1956); G. R* Brown Cafeter
ias.' U5 mBB 1772 (1956); Charleston. Transit Co^ llS HLRbT i Sa 11957)/ 
'last -lewark Realty Coro..115 MIRB 463 (1956). . . . ■ ,

^ 'Coca Cola Bottling Co. of Mew York. 114 MRB 1423 (1955);
Rogers Lumber Coa. see footnote 62P . . ;

^Combined Century;'Theaters. 120 MLRB 1379 (1958). ' ■ ■' V! .



relation to the application: of several, standards in a ease*^ An int@r-= 
nal policy, conflict developed between Member Jenkins -and the rest of the 
Board, over the value of a, f ormal standards approach in solving jnrisdie-. 
tional problems0 Member Jenkins believed that the Supreme Court in the 
recent Guss v . Utah Labor Relations Board decision implicitly demanded 
that the Board significantly reassert its jurisdietion0' Mr.- Jenkins 
thought that an sd hoe approach x-ms the’ most simple method of accomplisĥ  
ing this goal5 because it would put the*employer bn the defensives there
by decreasing the Board!s ease- load. ; This in turn would allow the Board 
to extend its jurisdictional area. Howevera the Board ignored his. argu
ment. The general result of the Board *s efforts durihg this period was . 

• to .reextend its jurisdictional areao . -
. . -lew. Substantive Standards Arising from Reconsideration.—=Mine 

hew. proposed standards, were announced ©a July 22s 19$8y in a press re
lease = They xrere put into effect on October 2* 19%, in several separate 
case decisions. This approach represented a compromise of the Herzog and 
Farmer approaches of. using l̂ead® cases'as opposed to press.releases. .
The .new standards represented a significant simplification of the content 
of the 1954 standards. In addition̂ , all dollar minimums were lowered.
The multistat© non-retail3 direct outflow, _indirect outflow, multistate 
non-retail chain, direct , inflow, indirect inflow,' and retail stores 
standards were eliminated. ■ In place of the old standards the Board

. : '-T : ' ■ ■■ - ■:Charleston Transit Go». see footnote 63. Bottle Water Co.. 117 
HLRB 490 (1957) ? Brown-..Marine Drilling go.. 117 BLEB 331 (1957); Desklns 

' Super Market . 115 MLRB 1571 (1956)i. Clark Concrete & Construction,Corpon.
116 maB 3&' (1956) 0 - '
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would total either XBdirect or: direct inflows or indirect or direct out- 
floT-JS9 îut not :boths in asserting jurisdiction, fhej would also consider 
the .employer1 s flows from his total operations 5 if more than one plant or 
operation was involved in a ease o

fhese changes represented a significant change in direction̂  but 
not a complete return to the 1950 standards, fhe Board refused to total 
outflow and inflow as was the.practice unier the 1950 standards with the 
combination formulao It also refused to exercise plenary jurisdiction 
in the territories, Finallys men though the dollar minimums of all the 
1958' standaid,s were lowered*, they were still higher than those of the 

" ::1950 staMards,-;.;; - . ; - v".. -. ' •
:.: The reasons given by ■ Chairman Leedom for the new jurisdictional \
standards were threefold. Under the 1954 standards the Board's area of 
jurisdiction was much smaller than it had been under the 1950 standards. 
As a result the problem of a jurisdictional nno man's land” bedame acute 
"because the states could not move into the ”no man's land” area vacated
by the Board unless they enacted laws in conformance with the Taft-

' - 68 ' : : ' ■ ■ ■ - .
Hartley Act o Mone Of them did this c - As a result only two possible
solutions to the problem seemed available0 First, the Board could

• . ' .. 68 v . "' : ; - .As of the time of the Guss decision only twelve states had la
bor relations laws. They were Colorado, Connecticut, Kansas, Massachu
setts, Michigan jMnnesota, Hew York, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, 
Utah, and Wisconsin, Yet the Supreme Court noted specifically in this 
case that none of these laws were in conformance with Section 10 (a) of 
the Taft-Hartley law, Je A» Jenkins, "Problems of Federal-State Juris
diction in labor Relations,” Roci^M^^^n law Es^ew, 2XXI-(1959), p» 
330e " y '/V / . ' ' . . ' . V. ■
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reexfcend its jurisdiction by,simplifying the content, and lowering the 
dollar iainiioums of its jurisdictional standards if Congress increased 
the Board1s appropriationso Secondlŷ  Congress could change the wording 
of Section 10 (a) as amended in the LoMsR0Ao' The Supreme Court in the :. 
Guss decision indicated the urgency and importance of the problem and 
appeared to recoimehd Board action as a solution,, ffiiis fact, coupled, 
with *a Congressional; appropriation of #1,500,000 specifically earmarked 
for a solution to the "no iaanrs land” problem, gave the Board a rather 
clear directive to reconsider its jurisdictional standards0 : •

The Board’s policy change represented a compromise between poli
cies advocated by Chairman Herzog and those of Chairman Farmer0 Mr? 
Leedom, unlike Mr0 Herzog, did hot view the Board!s jurisdictional pro*- 
■bleas as solely legal questions„ He felt the Board should assert juris
diction over all industries whose operations had an impact upon inter
state commerce within the limitations of its budget <> In doing this, he 
believed that the Board was fulfilling its legal obligation to eneourag® 
and protect the institution; of collective bargainings His policy, un
like Mr0 Farmer1 s, did not advocate completely ignoring the impact uppmi. 
interstate commerce of an employer’s operations as the critical criterion 
in deciding jurisdictional questions o However, Mr® leedom was like Mr® 
Farmer in viewing jurisdictional questions as of a quasi-political na- ■ 
ture that consisted of attempts to balance practical considerations, such 
as budget limitations, with the role of the Federal government vs®- the 
state government in the area of labdr-management relations®

Jurisdiction is not much of a legal problem nowdays® It is more
of a problem of political scienceo It is influenced by budgetary
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considerations and the merits and weaknesses of the.administra
tive processes of the Federal Government * It presents philoso
phical considerations regarding the role of the Federal Govern
ment and its relations to state governments 0 0 o ® One more 
•May in which an ingehious lawyer can assist the labor Board is 

■; to suggest an adequate simple set of jurisdictional standards *69

Host of the content, including the dollar rrinimums of the 1958 standards 
remained, unchanged through Decemberg i960« Section 14 (0) of the Landrum- 
Griffon Aetg froae the Board*s jurisdictional standards as of August •
X959o The only change that could be made after this laws in relation to 
the Board’s jurisdictional standaMs5 was the extension of its jurj-sdic-* 
tion 4s Oppbsed to'-retra’ctione

; Mro Leedomls "middle ground̂  rationale continued unchanged 
throughout his chairmanship. The Board continued to pressure Congress to 
increase state jurisdietioh6 "I said before, and I think it is so now, 
that this is'too:gigantic a burden to put on the Labor Board, I think; 
it would reflect badly on the important cases to have us undertake to try 
all the; little cases o" Such a goal was finally realised in Section 14 
(c) of the Landrum-Griffen Act which gave the states rights to enter the 
%o man*s land" a r e a , :

■.. . Evaluation of Factors Affecting Reconsideration,— >In 1955 and '■
1956 there was no congressional action c oncerning the "no man * s land" 
problem. Congressional interest reappeared in 1957 as a result of the

Boyd Leedom, "How Lawyers . Can Help the Labor Board Do a. Better . 
J o b Southwestern Law Journal, XI (1957), pp« 309~310B

L  v y- : :: ; W »  : 1 : ; ;

t = . See footnote %  for the wording of Section 14 (c) of the Labor—1 
Mahagemeht Reporting and Disclosure Act, .. -
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the Supreme Court1 s decision ±n the Guss ca.se. The Senate Gommittee 
on labor and Public Welfare received a requested report in Aprils 1957, 
which advocated corrective legislation as a solution to the "no man's 
land” probleniô  The McClellan Committee investigating the problem in 
1957 concluded that legislation coupled with the. Board's assertion of 
jurisdiction to.its greatest practical limits was a preferable solution,
Mr. McClellan's proposal would.allow the states jurisdiction over those

' ' - ' ■ - ' ■ . ' yr " ■ / * -areas in which the Board declined to, assert jurisdiction.'
." The States continued to refuse' to -enact legislation in conform

ance with Section 10 (a) of the L.M.E.Ao of 1947« The, Supreme Gourf spe- 
cifically noted this fact in their decision in the Guss case in 1957® 
Following this decision, the state labor relations boards formed an asso
ciation® Its purpose 'was to steer a proposal through Congress that 
would amend Section 10 (a) thereby increasing their jurisdictional rights 
in the "ho' man's land" area. Having failed to accomplish this goal by • 
the end of 1958, the states placed their support behind the Administra
tion1 s proposal,- which was' basically the same as;their original solution*
In summary, the states continued to exert a pressure upon the Board to 
extend/its .jurisdictional area, by refusing to enact the requisite legis
lation relieving such pressure# . . \ "

According to Table I the Board1s annual budget appropriations in
creased steadily between 1955 and 1957» Table II showed that its case

:• "Guss v d/b/a/ Photo Sound Products Utah Labor delations Boards 
553 io (l9577r ■_ " -'. i: : :

/ Jenkins, dti, p^/'329e - . / ; .
' .^1 IlilM 54̂ -62. (1958). ■ ; v ;
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load completed decreased in the area of unfair labor practices and re™ . 
mained stable in the area of union representation elections between 1955 
and 1957 o 'These two factors tended to offset each other producing a 
neutral effect in relation to affecting the Board’s jurisdictional policy 
and standards. Between'1956 and I960 both the Board’s annual budget ap™ ' 
propriations and its ease load completed and pending increased substan
tially according to fables I and II, Once again a ’’neutraliaing effect” 
occurred in relation to the factors’; influence upon the Board ’s juris
dictional policy and standards 0 In 1958 the Board received the results 
of a private consulting,firm’s analysis of its operations0 fhe analysis 
recommended to the Board that it reorganize its case flow and investiga-: 
tibn procedureso fhe ’’neutralizing effect” of the case load-budget 
appropriations factors when considered in the context of the reorganisa
tion problem produced a reluctancy on the part of the Board to extend its 
jurisdictional area. , : , ....

• The Executive’s position remained, unchanged„ President Bisenhower 
continued to advocate the states rights solution to the ”no man’s land” 
problem in his messages to Congresso The internal advisors’ conflict had 
been resolved in favor of the state approacho. The Executive’s perserver- 
ance was rewarded in .Section 14 (c) of the handrum-Griffen Acts which 
favored the state solution to the prpblemo. The President remained opposed 
to any further extension Of the Board’s jurisdiction„ He was not in favor 
of the proviso of Section 12;. (c) which frose the Board’s 1958 standards»

. 44 LRRM 78-80 (1958)« , ‘The-McKinsey '& Co* Management Consulting 
Firm was hired to do the analysis. The results were never made public0 . ’



In 1956 the circuit courts of appeal were interested in elaborat
ing upon the Board*s jurisdictional policy rights. They believed that 
the dollar volume of an employer1 s business was not an important consid̂  
eration unless his operation's impact upon interstate commerce' was de 
m i n i m i s They noted that the Board was free to adopt restrictive poli
cies in relation to jufisdiction either by announced standards or rule 
of decision,^ The Board could apply its .1954 standards in territories
of the United States» because its jurisdictional power included the right
• < : :' ' . ■ - ' ■ ' ■ ■ ■ 78 - "to decline plenary jurisdiction a ,

In 1957) the Supreme Court stated in three separate cases that
the Board;1 s jurisdiction under the amended N0L0R='io was “primary11 and ..
“exclusive.11 It said state agencies without a specific cession agree
ment could not assert jurisdiction in areas where the Board had declined 
jurisdiction o The. Supreme Court was fpHy cognizant that its rulings 
contributed to the “no man's land" problem. It noted that the responsi
bility for a solution lay Mith the'Board ̂ Congress or the states. The 
Board could extend its jurisdictional area. Congress could clarify its 
Intent in-Section■ 10 (a| of the'BoMoR.i. • The states were free to enact

Tfi.BoS.oBo v Dallas City Packing Co.. 230 F.2d 708-710 (C.A. 5)
.{1956). i; -:- '
'. : 77 - : ;" - ■ -'.".y- - - : ■ .Optical Workers Union Local 24859. et. al. v h.LaR.B., 227 F62d
687 (C.I. 5}•(1956)1 certo denied 352 UoS.- 906 (1956).

78 :Teamsters» Chauffeurs 3 Warehousemen & Helpers Local Union 183 
v N.L.RoB.,, 23a,Fo2d 195 ' (C^. 9) ;,(1956). ,. .,r.

• ^ Guss d/b/a/ Photo Sound Products Manufacturing Co. v .M0B»R.B0. .
see footnpte 72. Ban Biego Building Trades v Carmen, et. al., 353 U.S. .
26 (1957)1 Amalgamated Meat'"Cutters and Butchers Workmen- of North Ameri
ca, local 427. eto alo v Fairlawn Meats. Inc.» 353 U.S. 20 (19577..• ■ .
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legisiatioii in coxiforaanc© with Section 10 (a) of the LbM0E0A»- .In a 
fourth. case the Supreme Court stated that the Board' was without power to 
decline jurisdiction over labor unions as a class of employers. In 
1958 no cases appeared in the: federal courts concerning the Board’s 
federal-state jurisdictional activity*- In 1959, prior to the LoM0R0DoAoS 
the Supreme Court; directed the Board to assert jurisdiction over the ho- .
• 1 .. " ' ' gV ■ - ■■ ■ ■' - ■tel industry as a class' of employers» . . Following the L»M4jReD.AV, the • 
Board ignored* the Supreme Court1s decision, in relation to its assertion 
of jurisdiction over classes of employers. Its basis for this action
• ■ ‘ ' ' ■ ■ ■■ ■ .V ■ '  ̂ *; V . ' , g2 ■ . " ■ '
was the Wording of Section 14 (c) of the lioMoB.BoA,, which .gave discre
tionary power to the Board concerning this question. Throughout I960 
the. Supreme Court continued to- b.e primarily interested in protecting the 
Board's exercise of. the federal pre-emption principle,^ The circuit 
courts of appeal during 1959 arid i960 focused' their interest upon estab
lishing a line of demarcation between federal and state jurisdiction in 
applying the amended BolW,A,' - ' ' h ' :

In summary, the federal cpurfcs did not directly pressure the 
Board to extend its jurisdictional area, ' They did act as a catalyst in 
clarifying the seriousness of the "no man* s land15 problem, thereby fo
cusing attention upon the Board as having a partial solution through its

30 ■ " ,  • ■ ■ \ . . ' '■. . ' ' ' - -•. Office Employees International Union„ Local No, 11 v M0LoR,Bo

^Botel Steployees local 255» and Hot el a Restaurant Employees and 
Bartenders International Union» AFL-CIO v Boyd S6 Leedom, 359 UiS, 23^™

. gg ". ' ' . ■ - . • ' -v ■ ■ : ■ - •. .
/ , . ' See footnote #.« V : . f - . -

33 ■; : ■ . ■■■ • ' 'v';.Yellow Cab Service, .Inc- v Superior Court (Washington State) 80
U,S, 400 (19S0IZ 1, ,  ̂ ' V' -
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pre-siaptIon prerogative. In 1958s Congress appropriated an additional 
$ls500̂ 000 to the Board,’ It ordered the Board to extend its jurisdic
tional area on the basis of this appropriation. In November of 1959s 

Congress passed the Labor Management Reporting and Disclosure Act, Sec
tion 14 (e) of this law attempted to eliminate the !8no man's land" pro- 

84 ■bleirio "The general effect of the new provision is to give the "no 
man's land" as it,existed on August 1̂  1959j, to the stateŝ  subject to 
the possibility that the HSB could̂  in the future exercise -of - its’dis
cretion, expand its jurisdiction to take more eases affecting commerce®"^

g . • 1 ■ ■ - ’ •. -
Section 14 (c) as enacted represented a political compromise. 

There were essentially three major proposed solutions to the "no man's 
land" problem. The Kennedy-Brvin Bill asked the Board to assert its,, 
full legal jurisdiction. Any state cession agreements would have to 
comply with Section 10 (a). The Administration proposal was to demand 
the Board to decline jurisdiction over those cases with an insubstan
tial impact upon interstate commerce. Then the state agencies and courts 
could assert jurisdiction oyer such eases. The Prouty compromise agreed 
with the Administration's proposal, but added the proviso that the state 
agencies and courts must apply federal substantive law and be subject to 
review by the federal courts. The Administration's proposal passed Con
gress with a proviso. The Board could not dhange.,its jurisdictional . 
standards as of August-1, 1959* so as to effect a future.retraction of 
its jurisdictional area. Section 14 (c}$ (1) The Board in its discre
tion, may by rule of decision or published rules adopted pursuant to the 
Administrative Procedures Act, decline to assert jurisdiction over any 
labor dispute involving any class or category of employers, where, in 
the opinion of the Board, the effect of such a labor dispute on commerce 
is not sufficiently substantial to warrant the exercise of jurisdiction 
Provided, That the Board shall not. decline to assert jurisdiction under 
the standards prevailing upon August 1, 1959=# (2) Nothing in this Act
shall be deemed to prevent or bar any agency or the courts of any State 
or Territory, from assuming and asserting jurisdiction over labor dis
putes over which the Board declined, pursuant to paragraph (1) of this 
subsection, to assert, jurisdictiono I LUl 1493 (I960), V
. fkK . .   -Leroy S. Merrifield, "Federal—State -Jurisdiction in Labor Re
lations Law," George ¥ashingfon..£aw Review, ZXVIII (December, I960),
P » 324 * - . • - " ......



''Give to the statesn' did .not imply . that' Congress invalidated the federal ' 
pre-emption prerogative of the Board.' Legislative intent as stated in 
.Section 14 (c) made it; :elea:r that state laws could prevail in those, areas 
where the Board did not assume jurisdiction. ' ■

It was the opinion of the Senate that the Federal law should pre
vail/ but only-in areas in which the BZ&B does not now assume 
jurisdietion.^ Bie House provision . e, o specifieally carries 
out the recommendation of the McClellan committee by authorising 
State labor boards and', courts to assume jurisdiction and to apply ■

; State law in cases over which the KLRB declines to assert juris-? 
diction. 7̂; . -■ . ’ - . -'

legal praetioners were nearly unanimous in supporting the above legisla- , 
tive interpretation as correct.^ 'They agreed that the federal pre-emption

^105 Congressional Recordj p. 16. 255 (1959). as quoted from 
am., . Pi 333. c, V ■ v • ;  . : V ; .; . ./ ''
, / 105 Congressional Record j -po 16. 419 (1959)j> as quoted from /.

Ibid. . p. 333»» ' ; ; . . .' : - - . ' ■■
Following .the passage of the Land rtmt-Gr if fin Act there were . ' ■ 

four possible courses of state action subject to the pre-emption princi
pled Bib: Board may essplicitiy decline jurisdiction over’ a specific area 
of businessj, or class of employers. An example was the race track indus
try. Hialeah Bace Course. Inc.. 125 NLRB 383 (1959}. The Board may re
main, noncommittal On the question of .jurisdiction over a specific indus
try. Thirdlya it may assert- jurisdiction in, an industry already subject, 
to state'jurisdiction. Finallŷ  the states may attempt to assert juris- . 
diction in &n area already covered by the Board. There was little con
troversy between the MIBB and the state boards over the first two courses 
of action. It was mutually agreed that the states may assert jurisdic
tion. Conflict arose between the states and the Board over its proper 
roles in the latter two situations. However, it was mutually agreed 
that the pre-emption principle would take precedence over state action 
in the ease of a dispute. “Coexistence of .state and federal law obvious
ly presents complex problems/ although probably no more difficult and 
less unsettling than would have been created by complete pre-emption 
. o . ' » only in a rare situation does one law command that which the 
other prohibits, and when that occurs the conflict is simply resolved by 
giving primacy to the. federal command 6 M ■ Clyde W. Summers, P̂re-emption
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principle was not invalidated %  Section %  (o)» But they disagreed over 
the section's application in specific instances <> However,, they agreed in 
. general that the states were free to move into the "no man's land" area 
subject to the limitations of the pr’e-efflption principle.^ In summarŷ  
Congress exerted a direct pressure upon the Board to reexbend its juris- 
dictional area, through the 1958 appropriation and the freeze of its 
standards as of August 1959» -

and the Labor Reform Act-Dual Rights and Remedies3» Ohio -State law Jour- 
nalj (Winter, 1961), p. 153» It was also Interesting to note that Section 
10 (a) of the Taft-Hartley Act has never been explicitly repealed by the 

' loMftfioDtAo. of 1959® There has been no legislative discussion as to the 
status of this sectionyfollowing the; enactment of the LJ-LReDoA,, Most •

- legal practitioners believe that it was implicitly repealed. Therefore, 
the required Uniformity in the treatment of the "no man's land” area was 
no longer mandatoryA. Cox, "The Landnm-Griffin Amendments to the ;

■ . Minnesota haw-Review,'H l f . (December, 1959), p« 262. F» Hanley,
■ -"Federal-State Jurisdiction in Labor rs 'No Man's Land! ,M Georgetown Law - . ■
• Journalo XLVIII (Summer, I960), pp6 ?09-’722o B^ Aaron̂  "The .Labor .Manage
ment Reporting and Disclosure Act of ; 1959," Harvard Law Review„ 3JDQ.II 
(April, i960), ppo 1096-1098. Go Reilly, “Federal-State Jurisdiction, ” 
Georgetown Law Journalg SL¥IIX (Winter, 1959), pp® 310-311« R. Smith, ,

: "The Labor Management Reporting and Disclosure Act of 1959," Virginia Law 
Review,-ILVI (i960), ppo 195^2360 . ; . - . . . ' I;;- •
; . Itodo, the.same sources. : , . ( I y;
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' , ■ ■ . Under Chairman Herzog ' . ' ■ ■ : -,

Of the three factors influencing the Board‘s establishment of. . 
the 1950 standards 5,' the legislative factor was by far the most important 
in encouraging a practical retraction of the Board8s jurisdictional area* 
Congress made no effort to increase the Board1 s flexibility' in meeting 
the "no man*3 land" problem by reconsidering the wording of Section 10 
(a). %  states refused to enact laws in conformance with this provi-.
sioho The Board’s case load was then increased by the L0M0R0A0 of 1947o 
At the same time Congressvreduced the Board's budget appropriation in 
1949 o The cumulative effects of 'cdngressional and state activity placed 
an acute pressure upon the Board to clarify its jurisdictional position 
in relation to the "no man'1 s land” problem. The Board was caught between 
a legal problem-̂ the "no man's land" and .a practical problem— its case 
Ipadg resulting from the LoMoB»A^ in teras of a decreasihg budget0 It. 
decided to attack the practical problem through the.1950 standards, This 
choice was in consonance with the Board's legal function— to assert juz%- 
isdietioh oyer those employers' opera.tions: that have a substantial impact 
upon the flow of interstate commerce 0 The Board felt the- proper solution 
to the Pno man's land" problem was a Congressional responsibllityt "If 
Congress' should be dissatisfied with the agency's (HIRE) ultimate action

112
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in exercising its commerce jurisdiction^ it might decide that legislative 
guidance was desirable«!S However, the Board attempted to prevent fur- . 
ther enlargement of the “no man8 s land!$ problem.0 It refused to strictly- 
adhere to the dollar minimums of the. 1950 standards in asserting jurist 
diction. If an employer failed to meet the required dollar minimum of 
the applicable standard.and yet his business had a. direct, impact upon \ 
the flow of interstate commerce, the Board would assert jurisdiction»
In addition, the Board encouraged flexibility in application of the' for
mal standards. It would combine.several standards in many instances in 
asserting' juribdictipn dn■ a ca .. I-;  ̂ : t

Finally, it should be emphasised that the result of the Board's' 
alterations in jurisdictional standards, under the Chairmanship of Mr. 
Hersog^ ;were :not. in: :cohfli<tv^ith its vpast.uprecedent and policy in ad̂ - : , 
ministering the amended HoLoEoAo The dollar minimums of the formal 
standards were lower than the dollar minimums in many of the cases where 
the Board, asserted jurisdiction prior to the l950 standards. In each, 
questionable case involving an interpretation of the substantive content 
of one of the standards, the Board carefully referenced its decision to 
past precedent o The Board1s policy. .in applying the standards remained 
unchanged from what it had been underits ad hoc approach to jurisdic
tional questions. It would consider an .employer's operations in terms ,
of its impact upon interstate commerce subject to de minimis.
. ' Chairman Herzog's alterations of jurisdictional policy and

David lo Benetar, '1 Jurisdiction of the NERB Under the Taft- 
Hartley:.Act,'* Proceedings of the Third Annual Conference on Labor, Hew . 
york' 'University' .(l#w :york, 'New York, 1950), p. 280. : It was a remark' - v - .
made to him by Chairman Hersog. ■, ... V
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standards appeared■to reflect. the least aMount of deviation from the le- 
gislative intent of our federal labor laws. Section 7 of the .National' 
Lator Helatioris Act and: Sections 7 aaad 9 of the ItsM.RoA., amendments to 
this basic law. had committed our government to the, encouragement of the 
collective bargaining process. In turn this committment became the pur
pose of the Board's role in our society. The National labor Relations .
. Board‘s function was the protection of unionization in this country .Mr. 
Herzog was, ê ctremely careful In keeping this - orientation in mind through
out his term as Chairman of the Board. This was evidenced in his flexi
bility in applying standards:HC, combined standards and ignored dollar 
minimums in asserting or extending jurisdiction, especially when the em
ployer was a part-of interstate commerce;. Thereforej, his policy and con
tent changes in terms of the Board * s jurisdictional standards were solely 
for practical reasons, . His• grasp of the spirit of this legislation pro
vided the:critical basis for.the logic and consistency in the changes 
that did occur. It also provided an explanation for the coherence and 
minimal disturbance of the new alterations relative to.past Board prece
dent and policy. - - ,
: The Board’s actual change# during Mr. Herzog*s chairmanship, in
moving from an ad hoc to a standards. approach represented a clarifica
tion rather than a ..break with its past role„ 15The purpose of the 1950
standards, was neither to extend or restrict jurisdiction nor to make any 
appreciable change. The Board was attempting to codify uniform and es- 
tablished principles, thereby avoiding inconsistency which was possible
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In the ad hoc approach®1 5 Most professional practitioners in this: area 
seemed to agree that this was the result of the 1950 standards„ ."On the 
whole this plan (1950. standards} worked pretty well during the period of 
nearly three years' in which it was applied. Although the Board did not 
always inflexibly adhere to it and while at times it raised disagreement 
in application, the plan brought some measure of certainty to an area in 
which conflict and 'confusion often had reipiedo,|-5 : ’ • > .

Under Chairman Earner ' - • ' '

Chairman Farmer and the Majority appeared to: have .informally ini
tiated a retraction oi the Board's jurisdictional area in 1953. They ig
nored , overruled or disagreed with the 1950 standards, They formally 
announced this retrenchment by changing the: content of the 1950 standards 
in 1954o The "local-insubstantial” rationale.behind their changes was: 
inconsistent§ illogical and incorrect in terms of the Board1s functiono 
;The rationale completely ignored the legal context within which the 
Board! s measurement of federal jurisdiction under the'amended B.LeE.A.;,

. must occur— the impact of the employer ’s. operations upon the flow of 
interstate commerce <, It .assumed many forms such as "twice removed from 
interstate commerce, 11 ’’title to goods," and ’’number of employees employed

. : ' "Member Murdock’s dissent in Breeding Transfer Co, 0 110 ’NhRB''493
(1954)3 P® 5160 . ' :v' t y';-:-'yyy -;y ; ;v " V _

Bobert F* Kbretz3 ’’Evolution of the Federal-State Jurisdiction 
Problem,” Proceedings Of the Seventh Annual Conference on Labor., lew 

/ fork University, (Mew fork) Mew York, "1954)*..-P*. 382, 1 .



by an employer 01$̂  Whilb all of the forms ignored the Board’s legal con- 
text of jttrisdictionj, the form, concerning “nxmber of employees employed 
by dn employer” was in direct conflict with Congressional intent in the 
LeleRoAo . Congress specifically emphasized that this factor was entirely 
unrelated and irrelevant in establishing the importance of the employer’s 
operations in, terms of its impact upon interstate commerce, ”$16 legis
lative history of the Taft-Hartley Act showed a rejection of a proposal 
to exclude-.employers of less than ten employees, on the basis of the.
theory that employee rights should not be based upon the size of the firm
in which they Work0,f ”1 myself feel that the larger employers can well
look after themselvess but throughout the Bnited States there are hund
reds of thousands 00 » of smaller.businesses who under existing condi- - 
tions have no. (federal protection),11̂

The results of the Majority’s reasoning were threefold in rela
tion to their application of the 1954 standards„ Decisions were inter- 
nally contradictory® A single standard’ Was applied inconsistently,

Brown Fertilizer Co,, 110 MLRB 1912 (1954)j John McCormack Co,., ' 
107 mSB S0^Tl954) i Brooks ,Woods Products, 107 SERB 237 (1953); Evans
Food Stores,; Inc,, 108 MLBB 1651 (1954), ; : , , ’ , ■ - •
- , . k ; , ■ • ...’ - - - - ■i$tBSB Snde'r Eepublican Administration^ Recent Trends and Their 
Political. Implications * Columbia-law Review,' IN (1955)̂  P° 860,
. 6 . / - - ■

Senator. Taft, D,S0, Congressional 'Record, 80th Congress, 2nd
Session, 1948, 93, Part 8, pi 3950, :

: : 7Rollo Transit Co., IIO Î LRB 1623 (1954)= - ’
’ ^Hanford Broadcasting Co,, 110 JttEB 1257 (1954)3 Scranton Times,

■ ill maB 780 (1955). :.w • ■■■ - , -■ : ,
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. ■ . ■ ' . - ' . . QIhere was no flexibility enoouraged through the combination of standards e 

The drastic retraction'of the Board's jurisdictional area under 
the Farmer administration was in direct contrast to the subtle clarifica
tion of the Board's jurisdictional area under the Herzog administration.

" In that the .legislative, executive and judicial factors appeared not to 
have encouraged the Board to retract its jurisdiction, » . , v one. is 
impelled to wonder whether wholesale overruling of long established pre-*
: , ' ' - ' ; ' " '3_Q - . ,cedents can be justifiedo” The justification for this sudden dramatic 

change appeared to be founded' upon the Majority's interest in encourag
ing and extending the Republican political philosophyMIt appears prob
able, that the new board hopes to limit federal regulation in order to
expand the area of state action . . » Probably the basis of this desire 

' ' •' o » „ ' is.the Republican antipathy to centralization*"" It is patent
that: the new Board changes have almost invariably been in favor of

F̂ort Knox Construction Go., 112 HLRB 140 (1955)| Orkin, "The 
Rat Man," Inc., 112 HIRE 762 (1955)«
' ■ - io ' ’' ■■ - , ■ " •. Mward 1. Kimball, "The Sisenhower Board— Taft-Hartley Under a
Republican' Administration,” Utah law Review, IV (l954-'55), p., 403« Mem
ber Murdock felt that "To equafe the 1950 plan ♦. ... a with the present 
standards is to say that putting one's house in order is equivalent to 
tearing part of the structure down.", Breeding Transfer Co., see foot—
: note 2C • . ; ' . - . . - ... . . ', , .
. - xl -' ' . ■ " : “ ' '"NLRB Under'Republican Administrationj Recent Trends and Their■ 
Political. Implications,liv, p „ 8610 Assuming a certain degree of truth 
in this observation an interesting paradox occurred„ It was a Republi
can Congress in 1947 that enacted into law the. strict wording of Section 
10. (a) which made it virtually impossible to cede jurisdiction to state 
labor relations boards«, ' The Idea in their action was to insure against 
any further state activity in the labor-management area in that their 
laws were too pro-labor. In 1953, ■ it appears that a Republican Board 
.was attempting to do exabtly what had six years earlier been labeled, as 
Unwise by a Republican Congress— return to the states their rights - in 
the labor-management relations area*



manBgem.errfc' ? • » o” " This justification of the Majority's change re
ceived support fyom the yario#.speeches and addresses given by Chair- 
man Farmer and Member Rodgers during 1953. and 1 9 5 4 Chairman Farmer ’ s 
language in case decisions reflected either.little understanding ofthe 
Board’s function or interest in using the Board as a political platform* 
His. choice -of language was, H0 I at best haiwe; possibly it is disin
genuous The ’’facts" offered; by the:. Majority in support of their re
traction. of,the Board ’s jurisdicfional area upon investigation appeared 
to offer no justification.for. their actions. They never offered any 
specific: statistics or evidence showing the necessity for a retraction ' 
of the Board’s jurisdietldnal area during'Mr. Farmer’s term as Chairman̂  
’’The Majority’s citatidn of /’overall budgetary policies and limitations’ 
as a factor in cutting.jurisdiction is ambiguous . * * ■unexpected and un
documented o It isin marked contrast to the actual facts which show no : 
pressing budget difficulties and in fact a voluntary .reduction in staff 
of the agency in .the past year (1953) during which it has been operating 
with few exceptions under the 1950 standards c fi An inquiry by Member
Murdock revealed# ’’As Of October 1954s only 16 complaint cases and 18 
■representation cases were available, for assignments to legal assistants 
heeding new assignments among a. staff of more than 85 such assistants„

i o ' ' ' ■ ■ -  - % , • - ,. t ■ ■„
5 :. . ;:.■■■ Eimballs;CTipa 403s: :;„ ■ ■ Vr / • " .

; ^See pp0?89 and 90= : ' ■
-y,   ■ . : ,. " v - . _.' ' . ; ,
“MLRB Under Republican Administration/ Heeent Trends and. Their 

Political Implicationss” 'LVf p. 905. . ■ . ,
15 ' '' ■■ : : - ■':' Breeding Transfer Gog0 see footnote 2S p* 51oo
l6 1: :' \ t .y. y- ■ ■ . \
. MMLRB Under Republican Administration^ Heeent Trends and Their

•Political Jmplicationŝ 18 l¥5 py 86b.’



The Majority contended that the changes werealso based upon an arduous 
and difficult appraisal of the. 1950 standards,, This investigation Was 
conducted by a specially appointed committee of Board legal personnel»

In a letter to the ,Research Bditor of the Columbia law Review 
: dated 15>: '1955> . the Director of Information of the JSLRB
statedj, *¥e regret'that we cannot. comply with your recent _ re- ;
quest for the reports of the Committee of Legal Assistants on 
Jurisdictional Standardso- These were.internal memoranda of a 
confidehtiai .nature»’ Setter tb Alan Schwartŝ  Research Mi- 
' tor of the Columbia Lax-r. Review 8 March 15 a 1955 ̂ on file With .
: the. Columbia Law libraryll'/ i f • v ■ ■ i ' '

Member Murdock Who brdered the committee established stated, "The Com
mittee of Legal'Assistants never considered whether changes were needed» 
Instead they proceeded on. the well.founded .assumption that the Majority 
of the Board desired to make a cut®1*. It would appear that' the Board 
was at least exaggeratjng in relation to the research, effort that sup
ported' the 1954 standardij especially when the above observations are 
coupled with. the Board1s later application of the new standards„ .

Chairman Farmer's changes in.Board jurisdictional standards and 
policies' appeared to, reflect the largest degree of deviation from the 
legislative intent of the amended NoLoBoAo Be virtually ignored,this : 
critical aspect of jurisdictional questions; Bis and the Ifejority's 
standards'- and policies appeared to reflect a policy that the loM0R0Ao 
changed the government's committment to protect and encourage the pro
cesses of collective bargaining» "The new jurisdictional rules repre
sent at their roots the enactmeht into law of the doctrine of states
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rights, based not bn a policy of the statnte, but on the personal predi
lections of the members o T h e s e  policies were extraneous to the Board11 
proper role = They were a misrepresentation of the legislative intent of 
federal labor laws as applied by the Board in the past« The N»X.oH-eA,5 
the LcMoBoA-o,-and the LoMbB=D JL were not coneemed with the encourage
ment of the employer's eeohdmic and social position in our society or 
the maintenance of an equilibrium of the federal vs. state system of 
government„ Instead, these laws were concerned w i t h .. » « encouraging 
a natiohal labor policy in those areas which Congress has determined as

• ■ " 2Q ' "■ - ^
appropriate for federal controlo." Chairaan Farmer's actions did not
appear intentional <, !SI wish to make it entirely clear that the MLRB is 
not and never should be thought of as a political organization or an in
strument of partisan.politicso The Board has no. hand in formulating the 
Administration's labor policy. Politics play a proper part in the enact- 
. meat of laws,, but politics has no place in their administration," In
stead, his actions appeared to be the result of a misunderstanding of 
the legislative obligation and administrative role of the MLBB in our 
governmento  ̂ ' ; ;

^Clyde Summers,: "Politicŝ  Policy Making and the NLRB,11 Syra
cuse Law Review, VI ( 1954- 55) , P, 104»

' 20 ' ' ' ■ ■ ' ■ ’ ' " "■ Ibid, „ p, I04<. y ...
21 ' ■ ■■ .'‘.v r::. ■ ... ■ :I . ' ■ . ;Address by Chairman Parmer before the Joint Conference of the 

Industrial Relations Commission of the Edison Electric Institute, New 
Orleans, Louisiana, January 21, 1954,' as quoted from Ibid:,, p0 100,
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• , : .. In conclusion̂  Chairman' Farmer1 s and Member Rodger1 s speeches
and addresses an ptiblic j Chaimari Farmer! s choice of language in case de-. 
cisionsi and the Majority* s application of the 1954 standards appeared 
to support a charge of their concern with political interests, in their ■
administration of the Board’s jurisdictiohal activities. Additional 
support for this charge appeared in the Majority's refusal to present 
statistical evidence'to enforce:their claims of necessity in retracting 
the Board's j'urisd.ictioml area, finally, neither the legislative, ju
dicial, or executive factors provided any encouragement for their actions»

■ When these several factors are combined, the resulting pattern appeared 
. to support the charge that the Majority was employing a political ration- 
ale as a basis for their actions > .■ ' ' ' ' .' .

' Uhder Chairman Eeedom

Of the factors influencing the Board's reextension of its juris- •
dictional area, the legislative factor was the most important. Congress 

• increased the Board’s annual budget appropriation in 1958« Congress 
.ordered the BoaM to .use" this money for an extension of its jurisdictional 

' area. It froge the Board 's foraal standards in Section 14',■ (c) of the f ,
, as of August 1, 1959* The case load-budget appropriation re- .
lationship had no influence upon the Board's;interest in a solution to 

. the **no man's land'? problem prior to the hoHJLD.A. Following the Act, 
this relationship hhen coupled with the Board's internal organization 
, problem,; acted as a buffer against any further extension of its jurisdic
tional area* The Executive and the states were opposed to any further 
.extension of Board jurisdiction«, The federal courts acted as a catalyst



iti focusing Congressional and Board interest on the importance of the 
11 no man's' land" problem. This judicial concern was in large part re
sponsible for the solution to ‘ the i!no man’s ,landif problem. The solu
tion consisted of the composite efforts of the Board, through the incor
poration of ian advisory' opinion procedure, - and Congress, through an ad
ditional budget appropriation to the Board, in1195S, plus the enactment 
of Section 14 (c) of the L.M.E.D.A. which allowed state labor relations 
boards more freedom in: expanding their jurisdictional areas.

' However, it appears doubtful whether a solution to the "no man’ s 
land” problem would have evolved in the absence of judicial and legisla
tive impetus..;' Mrv leedom- considered the Board' s role as passive in the 
application of the amended.N.baB.A. - ■

%  following a policy of neutrality and impartiality in adminis
tering these laws, coupled with a belief that the Board’s jurisdictional 
pblieies and ’'standards were a philosophical problem, Mr* leedom, as com
pared to Mr.-Her sog, implicitly avoided the obligation of encouraging the 
process of cdlleetiye bargaining <» The philosophical evaluation ■ of the 
' Board's function, as- an. administrative agency appeared to be properly a 
legislative and judicial responsibility ® Mr, heedom. was not.enthusiastic . 
in adopting an approach that would effectuate the legislative intent of 
the amended as applied by the Board. He appeared to be forced .
by Congress into extending the Board1 s jurisdictional area. However,- in 
simplifying the 1954 jurisdictional standards and adopting a policy of 
flexibility in application of these revised standards,' Mr, Leedom remained 
closer to fulfilling the Board's .proper-functional role than did Mr, Far—



In conclusionChairman i.eed.qmfs position in relation to the 
' Boardrs policy and standards on- jurisdictional questions could be char
acterized as a Hiiddleground between the other two chairmen. He did not 
completely ignore the legislative content and intent of the MdLaRoAoj, 
the or the I..«,M'«,R.D,Ao> as did Farmer, However,- he failed
to accept the obligation imposed upon the Board by these federal labor 
laws a

Recommendations

Between 1935 and 1953 the used precedent in the'legal
sense to develop its interpretation of the amended NiLdR.A. in answering 
jurisdictional questions. However5 between 1953 and 1959 the Board ap
peared to change its basis for applying the amended H0LeR»A» to jurisdic
tional problems. Its assertion of jurisdiction appeared to rest Upon the 
personal'political predilections of its members, m  general, these pre
ferences favored local as opposed to national governmental administration 
of the amended Ĥ LvR̂ A, The courts accepted and sanctioned the BoardTs 
original use of precedent as a part of the proper means of interpreting 
the amended Nolt®RoAo Congress, by freezing the Board's 1950 jurisdic
tional standards, made it clear that the size of its jurisdictional area 
was not to be solely, if at all,- a function of its members' preconcep
tions of its role as an administrative agency.

Of the two bases for applying the amended NaWLA;,. -the' first of 
the Board's approaches using precedent appears to have been the more ef
ficient, consistent and fair one * It decreased the Board's time spent
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on jurisdictional, aspeeis of cases„ It provided the Board with guide 
lines in applying current jurisdictional standards and policies» Fin
ally ̂ it appeared to be better in teras of the Board’s providing to 
employers and employees more consistent̂  efficient and predictable treat
ment under the amended HeLeB,Av than they would, have received if the 
Board had used the ’’personal preference®5 argument .as a basis for juris
dictional decisions »■ Present Board members should strive to be aware of 
the past chaos that existed in its jurisdictional decisions and policies 
'baus.ed'.by personal preconceptions concerning its role as an administra
tive agency' in our society» In so doing they should appreciat e the value 
of the role of precedent as. a means of encouraging Board efficiency, con
sistency, and fairness in exercising its jurisdictional prerogatives as 
set forth in the statutes being administered. Also, such recognition 
would provide a less arbitrary.administration of certain labor.laws in a 
system in which reliance on "law and order55 is a prime value because it 
reduces arbitrary treatment of individuals and.groups in our society#
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